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EDITORIAL 

In January, the World Economic Forum, in 
collaboration with Digital Earth Africa, released 
a report titled 'Unlocking the potential of Earth 
Observation to address Africa's critical 
challenges report. 'The report authored by 
Digital Earth Africa  provides key insight on the 
potential of Earth Observation (EO) data to 
create an impact in excess of $2 billion a year to 
the African mineral industry. 
With the global COVID-19 crisis threatening 
the African economy and livelihood of its 
citizens, governments and industry leaders, 
NGOs and CSOs are called on to utilize all the 
available data to respond, recover and 
advance hindered efforts towards the 
achievement of global development priorities. 
In this perspective, Earth Observation (EO) 
can be one of the most valuable assets Africa 
can rely on. EO, in fact, provides vast amounts 
of satellite data for monitoring and managing 
the Earth's natural resources, and the human 
and climate impact on them.

Digital Earth initiative is perhaps the most 
elaborate and profound solution to the rising 
demand of earth observation data for the 
mineral sector in Africa. The mining sector have 
been in the midst of the storm in several African 
countries with local  miners in competition with 
the global companies. The report by Digital 
Earth Africa will further assist the government 
and corporate companies to strengthen their 
resolve in policy making to support the growth 
of the industry,

Digital Earth Africa (DE Africa) is an example of 
how Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies 
can enable widespread socioeconomic 
development. It is a continental-scale data 
infrastructure for all of Africa that democratizes 
the capacity to process and analyse satellite 
data. It provides analysis ready information for 
more informed, strategic and inclusive 
decision-making by allowing detailed tracking 
of water, land, construction and vegetation 
changes across countries. The insights it offers 
can be used to tackle a wide range of issues, 
including water scarcity, land use and food 
security.

Across the world, Earth observations (EO) are 
used to by industry and government to improve 
environmental, agricultural and community 
outcomes. In Africa, they represent the 
potential to improve access to water, boost 
agricultural productivity and strengthen the EO 
industry. In a report released today by the 
World Economic Forum, Unlocking the 
Potential of Earth Observation to address 
Africa's critical challenges, it is estimated that 
EO data could contribute up to $2 billion (USD) 
a year from 2024.
The report examines the economic potential of 
the Digital Earth Africa (DE Africa) program, 
which provides a platform to help translate EO 
into freely accessible data. DE Africa is the 
world's largest open data cube, encompassing 
a land area of over 30 million square 
kilometres. The program provides valuable 

insights into a range of issues, from water 
and agriculture, to urbanisation and 
deforestation.

Digital Earth Africa is the driving force 
behind the Africa Open Data Cube that 
provides freely available pre-processed 
analysis ready satellite EO data to help 
count r ies  s tar t  to  ga in  a  bet te r  
understanding of what is happening across 
Africa and enable actions to be taken based 
on that understanding which should help 
both save money and improve the lives of 
people across the continent.

According to the organisation, Digital Earth 
Africa (DE Africa) will enable African nations 
to track changes across their countries and 
the continent in unprecedented detail. 
Based largely on openly available satellite 
data and leveraging technology and 
services developed in collaboration with 
Geoscience Australia and the Committee on 
Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS), DE 
Africa will provide insights on a wide range 
of issues, including floods, drought, soils, 
coastal erosion, agriculture, forests, land 
use, water availability and quality, as well as 
changes to human settlements. DE Africa is 
supported by the Group on Earth 
Observations (GEO), a partnership of more 
than 100 member countries and 130 
partners that envision a future where 
decisions and actions for the benefit of 
humankind are informed by coordinated, 
comprehensive and sustained Earth 
observations. This session will cover how 
the initiative fits within the GEO Work 
Programme, successes from related 
projects and how the platform operates on 
AWS.
The Digital Earth Africa Map is a website for 
map-based access to spatial data. It's 
deve loped  by  Da ta61  CSIRO in  
collaboration with Geoscience Australia and 
aims to provide easy access to spatial data 
on the African continent to help increase an 
understanding of using satellite data for 
better decisions.

The World Economic Forum report is helpful 
in quantifying the potential for EO across 
Africa, and it is certainly an interestingreport  
to read  in relation to Africa’s numerous 
project. 

According to the report, a significant number 
of gold mines are illegal meaning that they 
often do not pay the local or national taxes, 
and that the working conditions for the 
miners are dangerous. Using Digital Earth 
Africa's EO data and tools to identify gold 
mines will enable countries to know where 
the legal and regulated mines are, and 
where the illegal unregulated ones are. It is 
estimated if this could prevent just 10% of 
illegal mines it could generate savings of 
$900 million per year.

In addition, illegal mining also causes 
environmental damage by not complying with 
regulations to safeguard the natural world. This 
can be from releasing chemicals and minerals 
in the groundwater table and air, to 
deforestation, river diversion and biodiversity 
loss. Across Africa it is estimated that illegal 
gold mining cause's $1.4 billion damage to the 
environment, and so preventing just 10% of 
this loss would saving $140 million.
Following on from the damage to the 
environment is the knock-on impacts on 
human health with both air and water pollution, 
with the latter being the most common type. For 
example, the report notes that there is much 
higher incidence of malaria, fever and 
diarrhoea near illegal mines. Whilst limited 
data exists to quantify the impact on public 
health, preventing illegal mining will give health 
benefits to the local communities.

The report also highlights how satellite EO data 
can be used to support farming and agriculture, 
and whilst these will not be a surprise to 
another who is working in the industry, 
including savings on water usage, increasing 
crop yields, reduced pesticide usage, and 
therefore reducing pesticide costs as well as 
reduction in insurance costs

This report marks the first of its kind to quantify 
the potential economic impact of the DE Africa 
platform which could be billions of dollars each 
year, particularly as the report indicate, 
improved use EO data could lead to an extra 
$500 million (USD) in yearly EO sales along 
with new job opportunities and increased 
revenue. 
Further, Digital Earth said better data could 
potentially be worth an extra $900 (USD) 
million a year, thanks to water savings and 
productivity gains for farmers, it could also 
contribute to reduced pesticide usage.
With better regulation of mining activity, Earth 
Observation Data would  allows countries to 
track unregulated mining, providing a potential 
savings of at least $900 (USD) million from 
reduced environmental damage and fiscal 
evasion.

While the potential economic benefit is itself 
hugely significant, the impact of the program 
wil l come through more sustainable 
development that will improve the lives of 
Africans. The report was developed following 
extensive examination of the readiness of 
African countries to effectively and efficiently 
grow their geospatial capabilities, integrated 
with careful study of the economic benefit of 
EO data adoption on specific sustainable 
development focus areas. 

If minig industry in Africa must succeed, 
initiative such as these either from within Africa 
or outside Africa ca turn the tide to improve the 
status of th fledgling industry. African 
governments should therefore open their 
minds and accpet Digital Earth solutions.

Digital Earth and Africa’s EO industry



4EI Announces Allyson 
Jenkins UAE Managing 
Director

The UAE is fast becoming one the world's 
leading nations for investing in space assets. 
As a result of this, 4EI – applied earth 
intelligence expert – is experiencing 
unprecedented growth within the region, with 
exciting new opportunities using Machine 
Learning and Artificial Intelligence powered by 
space.  Ambitious expansion plans at 4EI, 
designed to meet market expectations and 
requirements going forward, has led to the 
appointment of a new Managing Director in the 
UAE, Allyson Jenkins, whose expertise in the 
industry promises to strengthen their presence 
in the fast-growing region. 

Globally, organisations are realising the 
potential of space-based solutions, which 
create benefits for a whole host of company 
activities including helping to advance 
operational and financial objectives. 4EI are 
transforming the way organisations uncover 
insight, delivering evidence-based intelligence 
powered by space. They commit to making 
sense of data collected from space for the 
benefit of decision makers, using Earth 
Intelligence to create actionable insight for 
transparent, data-led strategic solutions. The 
UAE headquarters will work towards their 
shared global vision to use space data for the 
betterment of humans and the planet.

Allyson is recognised as one of the leading 
remote sensing experts in the Middle East, 
making her the obvious choice to lead the 4EI 
vision within the UAE. Her new role as 
Managing Director allows Allyson to apply her 
strengths to support Middle Eastern 
organisations to achieve their strategic 
objectives for innovation in a range of domains, 
from environmental sustainability to critical 
infrastructure mapping and monitoring. 
“Clients here are at the beginning of their 
geospatial endeavours, so we're often starting 
with a blank slate, innovating to build applied 
Earth Intelligence solutions for a diverse range 
of clients with different needs. 

Phil Evans became Director 
General of EUMETSAT 

2020 might remain in history as a pivotal year in 
many meteorological respects: beyond the fact 
that it ends the warmest decade in the history 
of temperature recordings, it has also seen 
some of the most intense and longer-lasting 
wildfires in several countries, and unusually 
frequent oceanic heatwaves. On a more 
hopeful note, 2020 was also the year of the 
launch of the Sentinel-6 Michael Freilich 
satellite, the first of a new generation of ocean 
monitoring satellites to be launched into space 
in the coming decade, to monitor the Earth and 
the climate with unprecedented accuracy.

“Extreme weather events will have an 
increasingly heavy social and economical 
impact on human societies: monitoring them, 
in order to mitigate their effect and measure the 
effects of climate regulations, will be absolutely 
crucial in the coming 50 to 100 years,” explains 
Phil Evans, Director General of EUMETSAT 
since 1 January 2021.

Before starting at EUMETSAT, Phil Evans 
was the Director of Physics Programmes for 
the Institute of Physics, where he was 
responsible for education, and science and 
innovation programmes, a role that aligns 
with his sensitivity for the social impact of 
science. In addition, before that experience, 
he spent more than three decades in several 
senior positions at the UK Met Office, where 
he honed his technical skills in remote 
sensing and weather and cl imate 
simulations, and acquired experience in 
managing international collaborations.
He is bringing this very special combination 
of skills to EUMETSAT to lead on the 
development of the organisation, on the 
many satellite launches planned until 2033, 
and on the expansion of the services 
provided daily to users in many countries.

Yang Gao appointed 
Editor-in-Chief of world-
leading robotics journal

Professor Yang Gao, who heads up the 
Space Technology for Autonomous and 
Robotic Systems Laboratory our STAR LAB) 
at Surrey Space Centre, will start 2021 by 
launching into a new role – as Editor-in-Chief 
of Wiley's Journal of Field Robotics (JFR).
Professor Gao originally trained in electrical 
and electronic engineering, before 
completing a PhD in artificial intelligence in 
robotics and embarking on a 20-year career 
in the field. This includes work on innovating 
and developing AI robotic technologies 
within real-world space missions for the 
European Space Agency, which is research 
she continues in the STAR LAB at Surrey. 
Here she addresses the challenges of using 
robotics in the extreme environments of 
space, and the nuclear, oil and gas sectors.
She'll now add the role of Editor-in-Chief at 
one of the most highly ranked and widely 
respected publications in the field to her 
already impressive CV.

Talking about the appointment, Professor 
Gao says: "I feel very privileged to take on 
this role. The JFR is committed to supporting 
the robotics community worldwide by 
publishing high-calibre research and 
development outcomes from academia and 
industry.
“Our editorial team is passionate about 
serving this community and helping promote 
diversity, equality and inclusion in the 
robotics field and sector.” Peter Creaton, 
Senior Journals Publishing Manager at 
Wiley, who own the Journal, adds: “I'm 
delighted Yang is joining the JFR as its new 
Editor-in-Chief. She has a brilliant vision on 
how to develop the journal and I look forward 
to working with her to ensure it goes from 
strength to strength.

QinetiQ welcomes new GM 
Strategy – Fran Murphy

QinetiQ Australia is delighted to welcome 
Fran Murphy as its new General Manager 
Strategy. Fran's appointment supports 
QinetiQ's commitment to growth in Australia. 
Fran will replace Lindsay Pears who is 
moving into retirement.
Fran brings with her extensive leadership 

experience in the Defence sector. She has led 
the delivery of major programs, including 
complex world-leading systems and 
platforms, and delivered billion dollar strategic 
capture campaigns including Future Frigate 
and Jindalee Over the Horizon Radar.

Fran has led significant change management 
programs and is widely recognized for her 
ability to connect high performing teams to 
achieve integrated functional and operational 
performance. Further, Fran has acted as a 
safety champion in high-risk industrial 
environments and was the Australian 
business representative on the Global 
Diversity Council.

With an excellent record of managing risk, 
assurance and commercial considerations in 
the Defence industry, Fran will be responsible 
for overseeing the continued growth of 
QinetiQ's Australian expertise to meet 
defence capability requirements. QinetiQ 
Australia is continuing its focus on leveraging 
g l o b a l  e x p e r t i s e  t o  s u p p o r t  t h e  
Commonwealth's vision to build a robust, 
resilient and internationally competitive 
Australian defence industry base to meet 
current and future needs.
Lindsay Pears will remain with QinetiQ 
Australia to support the transition to Fran, 
before moving into retirement in April 2021. 
After many years of incredible commitment 
and leadership, we wish Lindsay the very best.

BMT Chief Executive Sarah 
Kenny now Maritime UK 
Chair

Maritime UK has confirmed the appointment 
of Sarah Kenny OBE as its new Chair, 
effective this January. Maritime UK is the 
umbrella body for the maritime sector, bringing 
together the shipping, ports, services, 
engineering, and leisure marine industries. Its 
purpose is to champion and enable a thriving 
maritime sector. Supporting over 1 million jobs 
and adding £46.1bn to the UK economy, 
maritime is responsible for facilitating 95% of 
UK global trade, worth over £500bn per year. 
The UK maritime workforce is 42% more 
productive than the average UK worker.
Robin Mortimer, CEO of the Port of London 
Authority, has been appointed as the new Vice 
Chair of Maritime UK and will succeed Sarah. 
Sarah was previously Vice Chair and has 
replaced the former Chair Harry Theochari, 
Global Head of Transport at Norton Rose 
Fulbright.

Sarah and Robin started their terms as Chair 
and Vice Chair on 1 January 2021. They will be 
working with members of the UK maritime 
coalition to help steer the sector through the 
next four years having left the European 
Union, as it seeks to build back better from 
COVID-19, attract new investment and 
accelerates its work to meet its net zero 
commitments with the key COP26 summit 
being held in the UK in 2021.
Former Chair, Harry Theochari, had served in 
the position since 2018 and oversaw the work 
of Maritime UK through a time of rapid change 
and new challenges for the sector, including 
the UK's exit from the European Union, work to 
decarbonise the sector, focus on coastal 
communities and finally the outbreak of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

APPOINTMENT
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The space sector is in transition. It has evolved 
from activities of few countries with mainly 
science and technology motives to a sector 
allowing direct socio-economic benefits for the 
involved countries. With the ongoing 
internationalisation and globalisation of the 
space sector with new institutional and private 
actors emerging across all continents, today 
you do not need to master the whole chain of 
space activities to be able to reap the benefit of 
space. 
This is a chance for Africa since space is 
definitely part of the answer to challenges we 
are facing on all continent. We all agree around 
this table that Space technology and its 
applications can contribute to solve societal 
challenges like food security; sustainable 
agriculture and forestry; clean and efficient 
energy; smart, green and integrated transport; 
climate change and its consequences – just to 
name a few. By tackling those and other 
challenges Space can create a considerable 
positive socio-economic benefit for Africa and 
help achieving the United Nations Sustainable 
Developments Goals.

I want to highlight a few examples of current 
activities of German actors to provide solutions 
to  the  A f r i can  con t inen t .  Sa te l l i te  
Communication for example provides 
connectivity for remote areas where landlines 
cannot be laid down. Without such space-
based solutions those regions would have a 
hard time attracting commercial enterprises 
and industry. We already see a lot going on in 
this area. For example last month CETel, a 
German service provider of end-toend 
communications solutions, has signed a 
contract with SES Networks to connect 
exploration and production sites in Africa via 
medium earth orbit.

In the field of Earth observation, the German 
company EOMAP, which was founded in 2006 
as a spin-off from the DLR Remote Sensing 
Technology Institute, on 22 January 2018 
published a new online portal with global 
comprehensive water quality data. With such 
data now for the first government institutions, 
environmental authorities, the water industry 
will be able to take better-informed decisions 
with regard to sustainable water management 
– a challenge for many African countries.

But our efforts to make use of Space to exploit 
Space benefits for Africa's socio-economic 
Development would come off too short by just 
exporting German, European or international 
solutions to African countries. We will only start 
harvesting the full potential of Space if the 
African actors like universities, academia, 
companies and Space Agencies are involved 
in developing and building such solutions 
tailored specifically for African needs.

Africa is already a player in space and you 
have space actors from the North to the 
South, and from West to the East. The 
ecosystem is there to further develop space.
The framework and instruments to make this 
concept of greater involvement a reality are 
also at hand and I would like to refer to just a 
few: 

As it was already mentioned on the political 
level on 31 January 2016 in Addis Ababa the 
African Union adopted the African Space 
Policy and African Space Strategy, in which it 
is laid down how Space can contribute to 
social, political and economic integration. 
One of the core principles of the Strategy is 
the “Development of indigenous capacity to 
operate and mainta in core space 
capabilities” and one of the strategic actions 
defined is “Promoting international 
cooperation”. In other words: Make African 
Space actors part of the global network of 
space players. The creation of an African 
Space Agency, as currently discussed, would 
be an importantstep in this direction.

Another significant approach by the African 
Union is the Pan African University with 
research institutes located in different 
countries and focused on multiple areas like 
agriculture, water and energy management, 
space science, or technology like here in 
Kenya. This concept not only creates know-
how through research but is also a means of 
building up of capacities.
Capacity building, an area in which Germany 
is also contributing across the continent in 
many space fields, is another important 
factor for a successful involvement of African 
actors into the global Space community.

At national level, Germany is aiming at 
supporting the building up of the African 
economy and industry, for example through 
the Pro!Afrika initiative, aiming on areas like 
digitalization or water management driven by 
the German Ministry for Economics and 
Energy. This approach was also reflected in 
the German concept presented during its 
G20 presidency in 2016/2017 and resulted in 
the Compact with Africa initiative (CWA). Also 
Germany's private sector is pushing towards 
more intense cooperation with Africa through 
its North Africa Middle East Initiative (NMI),

European programmes like the ESA TIGER 
programme or the “GMES and Africa” 
initiative offer a cooperation framework for 
Earth observation-based services that 
support sustainable development in Africa. 
”GMES and Africa” is coordinated by the 
African Union Commission and supported by 
international partners. For example the 
German company GAF AG was recently 

awarded a service contract for this programme 
by the European Commission and is now 
providing support to the African Union.

Besides public efforts there are also first 
initiatives driven by the commercial sector, like 
the Airbus BizLab. In summer 2017 the Airbus 
BizLab, a global business accelerator, scouted 
aerospace start-ups from East and Southern 
Africa to trigger Entrepreneurship in the field of 
Space. The focus was on UAVs, satellite 
operations and Imagery, 3D printing, smart 
sensors and Artificial Intelligence.
The German space industry is also willing to 
cooperate with local actors to implement 
solutions for the whole space supply chain from 
up-stream, to mid and downstream.

There are many more instruments and 
opportunities to strengthen ties between Africa 
and the rest of the global Space landscape and 
we should make use of them, because only by 
integrating universities, academia, companies 
and Space Agencies in Africa into the global 
network of Space players we will unleash the 
potential of African countries. 

Germany welcomes the adoption of the Africa 
page that will be added to the Trento 2016 
International Space Statement and, even more 
important, the efforts of making African space 
players part of the global space community! 
The German space sector is willing to 
contribute to the development of the continent 
and help implementing specific solutions that 
will provide socio-economic benefits here in 
Africa.

AFRICAN REPORT

By Pascale Ehrenfreund, Chair of the Executive Board, DLR

Africa is already a player in space

Pascale Ehrenfreund
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According to African Union report, Africa has an 
opportunity to exploit its geographic position 
and natural resources to promote economic 
growth, improve the quality of life of its people, 
and contribute to scientific knowledge. At the 
same time, Africa is facing major challenges in 
food security, rapid urbanisation, the 
sustainable use of the environment, and the 
need to educate a growing population. 
Economic, political, environmental and social 
reforms can make an impact only if there is 
concerted effort to build indigenous skills and 
technological capabilities that provide effective 
solutions to the challenges. 

Therefore, active participation in the 
development of space-related applications and 
services will enable the continent to address 
them, meet the objectives of the African Union 
(AU) Agenda 2063, make a significant 
contribution to the implementation of the 
Science, Technology and Innovation Strategy 
for Africa (STISA), take advantage of new 
opportunities offered by our geographic 
advantages, and become a global space 
player. 
Africa cannot afford to remain a net importer of 
space technologies, as in the long term this will 
limit socioeconomic development and negate 
the African Union vision of “An integrated, 
prosperous and peaceful Africa, driven by its 
own citizens and representing a dynamic force 
in the global arena”. Developing an adequate 
regional space capability has been hampered 
by the capital-intensive nature of the space 
sector and the lack of a formal governance 
structure to advance a collective effort. These 
difficulties must be overcome given the 
strategic value of a regional space sector in 
advanc ing  the  economic ,  po l i t i ca l ,  
environmental and social agenda of the 
continent. Space applications are needed to 
achieve over 90% of the strategic objectives 
across the eight departments of the African 
Union Commission (AUC). 

Space has already demonstrated the benefits it 
can provide in a range of fields, such as 
agriculture, transport, bridging the digital 
divide, health, marine and costal protection, 
mapping, forest health monitoring and 
protection… But all of this cannot be effective 
without a clear understanding of the potential of 
space assets, well expressed needs and, of 
course, the necessary infrastructures. This is 
the goal behind the long history of space 
cooperation between France and many African 
countries and organizations, says Jean-Pascal 
Le Franc Director of Planning, International 
Relations and Quality, CNES
But none of this can be sustained without 
knowledge. African universities have a major 
role to play in training future generations of 
scientists and engineers and in disseminating 
'good practices'. For instance, through the 
AMESD (African Monitoring of Environment for 

S u s t a i n a b l e  
Development) and 
MESA, Monitoring for 
Env i ronment  and  
Security in Africa 
projects, organized by 
the European and 
African Unions, and 
other projects as well, 
GeonetCast receiving 
stations have been 
provided to a number 
of African universities 
to offer easy access to 
Ear th-observat ion 
satellite data, and to 
start building value-
added image products 
for environmental  
monitoring. 

Space science and 
academia he said, are 
powerful means to achieve sustainable 
economic development. They can be 
effectively applied through African 
partnerships and provide concrete and 
useful services to fulfil the most important 
needs of countries. France and its space 
agency have already a number of 
partnership projects and initiatives with 
African countries that can be ramped up in 
the future. All the countries and agencies 
attending this conference can work together 
in a common effort to provide efficient 
synergies for the different initiatives that 
could go under the name of “Space for 
Africa”.
According to Azzedine Ousseddik, Director 
General, Algerian Space Agency (ASAL), 
the importance of Space in facing Africa's 
challenges is now clear to all African 
countries: maritime security, accurate 
weather forecast, industrial fishing, 
emergency operations and environment 
management are only some of the regional 
activities that can benefit from space 
applications and data. Global space 
knowledge can also foster development in 
higher education and eliminate gender 
disparities. It is now evident that space 
produces direct socio-economic benefits for 
the involved countries as, for instance, 
maintaining territorial integrity or fighting 
against poverty. In addition, the risk of ending 
the enormous abundance of African national 
resources is a real call for environmental 
sustainability. 
In Algeria, he said, the Algerian Space 
Programme, is a reference tool for space 
po l i cy  i n  suppo r t i ng  sus ta inab le  
development. The Algerian Space Agency 
(ASAL), which is the government's space 
policy instrument, developed the national 
space programme, which focuses on four 

key priorities; such as the implementation 
o f  E a r t h  o b s e r v a t i o n  a n d  
telecommunications systems projects and 
participation in international satellite 
constellation projects; implementation of 
associated ground infrastructures to 
ensure the sustainability of the national 
space activity, mastering of space systems 
a p p l i c a t i o n s  a n d  s e r v i c e s  f o r  
socioeconomic development and 
strengthening of national sovereignty; and 
development of a human, material and 
infrastructure potential to ensure the 
sustainability of national space activity and 
its integration into an information society.

“Our space programme is very ambitious 
and the next steps will be to increase the 
know-how and the master of technology”. 
Alcomsat-1 will provide Algeria with 
essential communications relays in the 
event of a major disaster, and will 
contribute to improving long-distance 
communications and opening up remote 
regions, in addition to providing a range of 
commercial services from broadcasting 
TV and radio packages to data 
transmission, tele-education and tele-
medicine. Algeria through its space 
projects and the doctoral school of space 
technology and applications in partnership 
with national universities has trained more 
than 400 experts, in both academic 
trainings including doctors and masters 
degrees and through the project in the 
different specialties of space technologies 
and applications.

Mahmoud Hussien Ahmed, Chairman, 
National Authority for Remote Sensing and 
Space of Egypt revealed that space 
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technology and its importance to the African 
continent, Which will have a positive impact on 
the peoples of the African continent to achieve 
the joint agenda of Africa 2063 and achieve its 
six goals namely to reduce poverty, to prevent 
the spread of diseases, to communicate, to 
Maintain the African outer space, to build the 
community and to create wealth, for improving 
the Social and economic situation and Leading 
to a better future for the people of Africa.

He said, the Arab Republic of Egypt has been 
interested in space science and technology for 
the service of society since 1970, where a center 
for remote sensing was opened, which evolved 
into a national Authority “The National Authority 
for Remote Sensing and Space Science”, which 
have acquired many potential, including a 
ground station for receiving international 
satellites and laboratories of design in addition 
to the excellent scientific and technical human 
base . Egypt also launched a series of satellites 
for communications, radio and television 
broadcasting as well as remote sensing 
satellites. Egypt was able to build its own 
capabilities in space science and technology 
and relied on partnerships with many parties 
that contributed and contribute to the 
advancement of Egypt's technical and 
technological power. Egypt has participated in 
all space activities in the African continent and 
has played an active role with the African 
countries and the African Union in the 
preparation of the space policy and strategy in 
Africa and will actively contribute to 
implementing these policies and strategies on 
the ground through technical and financial 
contributions to advance the development of 
space technology in the African continent and to 
support the African Development Plan 2063.

The world has reached unprecedented level of 

Technological advances in Space-Science 
and Technology in a very short time. It is 
clear the Space-Science is expected to grow 
at a very high pace for the coming 10 to 30 
years, says Beyene Russom, Ambassador 
of Eritrea to Kenya. Eritrea is at the 
beginning stage of Space-Science that is 
only in theory and preliminary level of the 
sciences of the field. As Eritrea is not 
endowed with good rains, lakes or rivers, it is 
striving to harvest every drop of water by 
building dams and developing irrigational 
schemes. Eritrea has also taken strides in 
successfully launching and implementing 
Agricultural projects in its own capacity to 
achieve national goals of sustainable growth 
and Food Security, striving to do away with 
drought, hunger and aid. Data collected in 
climate change and drought through space-
science and fast developing techniques is 
very important in achieving food security and 
agricultural management. As such, Eritrea 
welcomes cooperation on this sector with 
regards to information sharing and capacity 
b u i l d i n g  t o  a c h i e v e  s u s t a i n a b l e  
development goals. 

In Ethiopia, the space activity was initiated 
by Ethiopia space science society in 2004 
and took lead by Entoto Observatory and 
Research Center (EORC) starting from 
2013 focusing on research, special graduate 
program training in astronomy, space 
science, remote sensing, and geodesy and 
satellite science, according to Solomon 
Belay Tessema, Director General, Ethiopian 
Space Science and Technology Institute 
(ESSTI). Considering the importance of 
space science and technology for overall 
development, national and international 
collaboration Ethiopian government had 
established ESSTI in 2016 to lead and 
coordinate all space activities, represent the 

country in all international space related affairs 
and the countries engagement in space 
related collaboration, and ensure the 
implementation of treats and laws that 
Ethiopia has ratified or signed.

Ethiopia's geographical location and 
topography is  h ighly at t ract ive for  
Observational astronomical research, both 
optical and Radio and space research. We 
very much welcome any interested party to 
work in collaboration with us. Ethiopia is 
actively working to promote the importance of 
Space program for Africa. The African Union is 
taking critical and solid steps to establish 
African Space Agency in the effort to transform 
the role Africa collectively from user to 
significant contributor in the space arena. 
The Ethiopian government has given special 
a t ten t ion  fo r  Capac i ty  bu i ld ing  in  
infrastructure, technology, human capital 
development, Research and Development, 
International Collaboration, which are very 
well aligned with National priorities to bring 
about structural transformation and to achieve 
its goal of being among one of the Middle 
income countries by 2025. Space program has 
got the government's attention to the 
fulfillment of the above goals.

According to Alice Kiarie, Director Policy and 
Strategy, Ministry of Defence, Kenya has used 
Satellite technology to provide critical 
information to inform decisions in disaster 
management, farming, conservation and 
m o n i t o r i n g  o f  n a t u r a l  r e s o u r c e s ,  
communication, navigation, among others. 
This technology offers great potential towards 
solving problems in developing countries. 
However, it is noted that developing countries 
are not using satellite technology to its full 
potential due to lack of funds, expertise, 
equipment or awareness.
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The Government of Kenya, in appreciation of 
the immense potential of space technology to 
socio-economic development, established the 
Kenya Space Agency under the Ministry of 
Defence in 2017. The Kenya Space Policy and 
Kenya Space Strategy were also approved in 
the same year to govern and guide the 
development of an indigenous space sector. 

On Capacity Building, Africa still lags behind in 
building its capacity in Space related disciplines 
which has resulted in the continent missing out 
on opportunities to create jobs and grow our 
economies. Africa hosts numerous institutions 
involved in capacity building in the space sector, 
one such institution that Kenya proudly hosts is 
the Regional Centre for Mapping of Resources 
for Development (RCMRD).
RCMRD was established in 1975 under the 
auspices of the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Africa (UNECA) and the African 
Union (AU) currently with 20 African member 
states. Its mission is to promote sustainable 
development in the
member States through generation, application 
and dissemination of geo-information and is 
also actively involved in training in space related 
disciplines. However, very few Universities in 
Africa offer space related training and there is 
needs to establish such educational
programmes, and where they exist strengthen 
them. There is also need to establish 
collaborative programmes with space faring 
countries to benefit from current technology and 
innovations in the space arena. On 
Environmental Sustainability, Africa is endowed 
with abundance of natural resources. It is 
observed that most of our countries have not 
mapped them and there could be more that we 
are yet to discover. Satellites, and in particular 
Earth Observation satellites, offers Africa 
precious tools to continue gathering and 
documenting information on our abundance 
resources and also provides a means to monitor 
their exploitation. Many cities and towns in 
Africa are not properly planned which results in 
numerous challenges in providing requisite 
amenities. Satellite imagery can help us plan 
our towns and the supporting infrastructure as 
well as map out corridors for future growth.

Isaac Namdi Anum, Act ing Director,  
Environmental Sciences and Technology 
Department, Federal Ministry of Science and 
Technology Nigeria has a Space Agency, 
National Space Research and Development 
Agency which is under the supervision of the 
Federal Ministry of Science and Technology, 
said, Isaac Namdi Anum, Acting Director, 
Environmental Sciences and Technology 
Department, Federal Ministry of Science and 
Technology. It was established to foster 
development in area of space science, 
technology and its application for sustainable 
development and economic independence. 
Since the establishment of the Agency, it has 
been building capacity of its staff in areas of 
space engineering and sciences, while also 
operating with various universities to develop 
the capacity of Nigerians in the use and 
application of space science and technology. 
Researches in carried out in the applications of 
space technology in the areas of environment, 
water resources, agriculture, disaster 
management, urban development and security. 
Data from earth observation satellites are made 
available to Nigerian Universities for free to help 

students carry out research and understand 
the use of satellite imageries, while the 
university lecturers were encouraged to use 
it to solve local problems.

Nigeria is part of the UNCOPUOS,(United 
Nation Committee of Peaceful uses of outer 
Space) DMCi,(Disaster Monitor ing 
Constellation 1) DMCii and African 
Resource Monitoring Constellations. It is 
also a member of GEO, Group of Earth 
Observation) and GMES. As a member of 
Disaster Monitoring Constellation, we have 
contributed our data to the campaign on 
Amazon and also made such available for 
other parts of the world during the carter 
calls. Presently Nigeria represents the 
R e g i o n a l  S u p p o r t  o f f i c e  o f  t h e  
NSPIDER.(United Nation Space-based 
platform for disaster Management and 
Emergency response). Data collected is 
used by the Military in their operations to 
combat the crisis arising from Boko Haram.
According to Valanathan Munsami, Chief 
Executive Officer, South African National 
Space Agency (SANSA), South Africa 
p laces  g rea t  impor tance  on  the  
development of space science and 
technology as a driver for assisting in the 
delivery of the Sustainable Development 
Goals and Agenda 2063 of the African 
Union. South Africa was the second country 
to submit a country report on the SDGs and 
in talking to our Statistician General we are 
made to understand the underlying 
challenges of identifying the relevant data 
sources.

SANSA has partnered with the Square 
Kilometer Array initiative and the Centre for 
High Performance Computing, amongst 
others, in an effort to address the 
infrastructure challenge through the 
development of a Data Intensive Research 
Cloud. In this regard information generated 
for Earth observation can be easily 
archived, processed and disseminated for 
improved critical decision-making by 
government in terms of suppporting food 
security and agriculture, water resource 
management, land use, urban planning and 
disaster management, among many others.

SANSA is host to the only Space Weather 
Regional Warning Centre in Africa and one 
of 17 Regional Warning Centres worldwide, 
which forms part of the International Space 
Environment Service (ISES). We recently 
underwent an audit to provide space 
weather information to the civilian sector in 
Africa and the results were positive; 
although the formal outcome is yet to be 
confirmed. Space weather is also central to 
the information required for the long-term 
sustainability of outer space.
SANSA continues to provide training on the 
use of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), 
throughout all government and research 
agencies, in South Africa and other African 
countries. In this endeavor we have 
partnered with Japan International 
Cooperation Agency (JICA) and the 
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites 
(CEOS) Working Group on Capacity 
Building and Data Democracy.
In addition, South Africa is progressing well 
in the establishment of the African Union 

Pan African University Space Science 
Institute. It is envisaged that the University 
will have satellite centers throughout the 
African continent and the first intake will take 
place fairly soon and will see approximately 
100 students during its first intake.

However, Eltigani Mustafa Mohamed Salih, 
State Minister of Higher Education and 
Scientific Research of Sudan said Sudan lies 
in the Sahelian zone of Africa which is 
adversely affected by climate change 
resulting from global warming. In recent 
years, rain fall has dropped quite 
significantly; and accordingly drought and 
desertification have struck many parts of the 
region. Tackling these issues requires early 
in te rven t ion  by  governments  and  
international agencies. Cooperation between 
affected countries is also a key to the success 
of any measures that could be proposed to 
address these issues.
The government of the Sudan is getting 
engaged with the Academics in many 
universities and governmental institutes to 
study the effects of climate change in the 
quest to form a vision for policies to protect 
the environment and achieve sustainable 
development. The Institute of Environment 
Research, one of a number of Institutes 
under the umbrella of the Ministry of Higher 
Education and Scientific Research, is 
predominantly concerned with environmental 
issues and sustainable development.

A successful sustainable development for 
Africa necessities working together. This 
requires partnerships between governments, 
the private sector and civil society. Sudanese 
universities working on many environmental 
issues and water resources have joined 
forces with other institutes in Eastern and 
North Africa as we are facing similar 
challenges. Such smart cooperation has to 
extend to cover the space agencies that have 
been es tab l ished or  those under  
establishment must adopt policies to re-
enforce the cooperation, transfer and share 
knowledge and skills.

In Sudan, the Institute of Space Research 
and Aerospace (ISRA) contributes to 
research and development in space science 
and aerospace engineering in Sudan. The 
University of Khartoum (UofK) and Sudan 
University of Science and Technology 
(SUST) have established space research 
centers in order to cope with the advances in 
the space sector. During the last few years, 
many young engineers received good 
training via their direct involvement in building 
educational satellites, quadcopters and other 
items.The Sudanese government is 
committed to joining the space sector and 
promotes the use of space technologies to 
sustain development and preserve the 
environment for future generations. It has 
established the Sudanese National 
Committee for Space to set policies and 
national strategies in the field of space, 
coordinate the different academic and civil 
bodies, direct and a achieve cooperation 
between the Sudanese institutions and the 
regional and international organizations, and 
to develop the needed infrastructure to make 
Progress in the field of space.
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WOMEN IN TECH

Q 1: How did the idea to co-
found and create Enlightened 
Digital (a digital magazine 
dedicated to the top tech and 
business news) come about?

Sara was my supervisor at my first internship 
out of college. In a predominantly male office, 
Sara and I worked closely together and quickly 
formed a friendship. Over the time we spent 
working together, we discovered we have a lot 
of the same interests in business and 
technology and its impact on different fields. We 
joked around for a while about starting our own 
site as we both enjoy writing but didn't actually 
take the idea seriously until after my internship 
ended. Sara and I stayed in touch after I left the 
company, and one day said to each other,

 “Let's just do it!” We recruited a couple mutual 
friends as contributing writers and started 
brainstorming. We decided we wanted to create 
a site that not only kept readers informed with 
the latest tech trends and business news but 
encouraged them to develop their own interest 
in the topics. We aim to make our content 
digestible for readers of all backgrounds, not 
just techies. We're lucky to have such a great 
team with diverse specialties to produce content 
in a knowledgeable and fun way!

Q 2: You mention on 
Enlightened Digital that your 
aim is to explore how changes 
in the tech industry can affect 
business growth and 
professional development for 
women. What would you 
advise females to do if they are 

concerned that a certain 
change may put them at a 
disadvantage?

Unfortunately this issue is something women 
in tech do have to be aware of to grow and 
succeed in their career. Should someone be 
put in a situation where they feel their 
opportunities are limited because of trends in 
the tech industry, I encourage them to seek 
help. There are so many incredible resources 

Women in Tech: Interview 
with Maddie Davis, Co-founder 
of Enlightened Digital

Maddie Davis is a tech-obsessed female from the Big Apple and Co-founder of 
Enlightened Digital. Her well-nurtured US-based digital magazine is dedicated to 
offering a unique perspective on current trends and upcoming developments in the 
world of business and technology and how these changes affect business growth 
and professional development of women.



out there created by women who have been 
down the same path —Women Who Code 
and Women In Technology, for example. 
Keeping yourself up-to-date with current 
trends and qualities that are most in-demand 
by employers is also a great way to stay 
ahead of the game and gives you a leg to 
stand on should someone question your 
position. Women are incredibly practical 
when it comes to planning ahead and tend to 
peruse proficiency in whatever coding 
language is most valued at the moment. This 
sort of persistence is key in professional 
development.

Q 3: The UK tech industry is 
rapidly evolving particularly in 
robotics and AI. It calls for 
more diverse talent yet only 
17 percent of UK tech workers 
are female. Do you find the 
gender gap is also an issue 
for you in the states?

The gender gap in the US is certainly a 
common issue; currently women make up 
only 24 per cent of the computing 
workforce.There has been a great deal of 
discussion concerning the need for a larger 
female presence in the development of AI. 
Although it's been a slow process, we are 
seeing some exciting developments! In the 
past year, three new major AI policy and 
advocacy groups formed with giant industry 
backing and fresh goals for changing the 
way AI is designed and implemented — and 
all are led by women.

Q 4: What do you think can be 
a barrier to having more 
women in tech and what can 
be done to help make tech 
more inclusive to females?

Being so vastly underrepresented in the tech 
industry, women are constantly facing 
barriers. I was incredibly fortunate to find a 
mentor after college whom I could look up to 
and seek out for any questions and issues I 
faced, knowing she had experienced the 
same thing. I think one barrier a lot of women 
face is a lack of guidance in the field, and 
that can have a major impact on confidence. 
It's so important to have an inclusive 
environment in the office to keep yourself 
confident in your abilities and comfortable 
enough to explore the numerous paths this 
industry has to offer. I think a good step in 
making tech more inclusive to females starts 
with the females who have already 
established themselves. Making change 
happen is our responsibility and we're so 
much more capable than we realize.

Q 5: Have you ever seen or 
personally experienced 
gender discrimination in the 
tech industry? If so, how do 
you think situations like that 
should be handled and what 
can women do to stop it from 
demotivating them?

I think most women have experienced some 
form of gender discrimination in one way or 
another. Some industries are certainly worse 
than others and people handle it differently. 
In my personal experience, I've found the 
best way to handle any discrimination is to 
get out in front of it by speaking up for 
yourself and bringing the problem to the 
attention of those in the position to resolve it. 
Speaking out and reminding yourself and 
others of your worth can make all the 
difference in motivation.

Q 6: What top three pearls of 
wisdom would you give to a 
woman considering a career 
in the tech industry? Is there 
anything you wish you had 
known?

My best advice for women considering a 
career in tech is to treat this journey as you 
would any other dream. If tech is really your 
passion, don't let negative presumptions 
drag you down! If you focus on being 
yourself and producing your best work, the 
results will show. Stay informed on what 
leaders in the industry are talking about and 
find ways to insert yourself in those topics. 
Maintaining a hunger for learning is essential 
in this industry, so always be looking for 
ways to improve yourself and keep reaching 
for your goals.
 

Q 7: We know the power of 
networking but what advice 
would you give to females 
who are more introverted?

Networking is such an important aspect to 
building your professional career. For those 
who are more introverted, I suggest starting 
small. Choose some industry leaders you look 
up to and follow them on all outlets. Pay 
attention to what are they tweeting, what are 
they speaking about, etc. Finding a strong role 
model is great for building confidence and 
gives you something to talk about when 
forming relationships with others in the field. 
Building on common interests and trends 
you're following is a great entryway to 
conversation.

Q 8: What more can women do 
to keep on top of what's 
happening in the industry? Are 
there any other resources or 
tools you recommend?

Read everything! I typically start my day 
perusing TechCrunch, VentureBeat, and 
Recode along with our Twitter and Facebook 
feed. Following along with the latest tech 
topics on social media is a great way to stay 
up-to-date with hot topics in a condensed form 
so you can pick and choose what to follow up 
on.

Q 9: There is a lot of 
scaremongering and 
misinformation in the press 
around robotics and AI 
leading to people in the UK 
feeling threatened. Is it more 
widely accepted in the states?

AI is such an incredible development. I think 
it's taking people everywhere some time to 
really process its abilities. There are certainly 
some people in the US speaking out on their 
fear of the potential threats the technology 
presents. However, I think for the most part we 
are accepting it as a resource for 
improvement.

Q 10: How do you feel being a 
female tech entrepreneur? Do 
you have other goals you'd like 
to achieve within the tech 
sector?

I feel incredibly lucky. Being able to do what I 
love and share my passion with others is a 
major accomplishment that I never take for 
granted. Right now I'm taking things one step 
at a time, so my next goal is just to work on 
building out Enlightened-Digital to its full 
potential, providing a useful and insightful 
resource to our readers.

Source: Shadow
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The relationship between customer and insurer 
is truly tested when the need for an insurance 
claim arises. Therefore, ensuring that the claim 
is dealt with in the most effective manner is 
paramount to customer loyalty. The insurance 
market is undoubtedly a competitive industry 
with customers now able to make use of 
comparison websites to find the best value 
insurance cover available. It could be argued 
that the ease of switching insurance providers 
has resulted in a decrease in customer loyalty. 
Therefore, any means of maintaining a 
competitive advantage is hugely important to 
retaining existing customers; geospatial 
intelligence could be the answer. Geospatial 
intelligence is defined by Natalia Kussul) to 
consider all aspects of geospatial data 
processing including intelligent methods and 
technologies to integrate data and products 
from multiple sources using machine learning 
techniques and emerging big data, alongside 
geo-information technologies. Geospatial 
intelligence involves the analysis of geospatial 
data and information to describe, assess and 
visually depict physical features to provide a 
highly visualised insight into property and 
surrounding features. Therefore, there are 

clear advantages of using geospatial solutions 
to transform the efficiency and effectiveness of 
the insurance claims sector. Currently, insurers 
can see the advantages of geospatial 
intelligence and often use such methods as part 
of their response to disasters, such as with 
Hurricane Harvey in 2017. However, geospatial 
intelligence can provide increased insight into 
more routine, everyday claims and yet this field 
remains largely unexplored. Insurance 
companies are investing in many different 
methods to transform claims management with 
the ultimate goal of minimising costs whilst 
improving the customer experience. 

The rising cost of insurance 
losses 
Without doubt finding a solution to reducing 
insurance losses from disasters is one of the key 
points of research within the industry. The 
Na t i ona l  Ocean i c  and  A tmosphe r i c  
Administration reported that the total economic 
losses from natural and man-made disasters 
totalled US$306 billion in 2017 mainly due to the 
Californian wildfires and three hurricanes – 

Harvey, Irma and Maria. Comparing this to the 
2016 figure of US$188 billion and the annual 
average for the last ten years of US$58 billion 
gives a clear indication of the importance of 
catastrophe management to insurers. 
The current issues surrounding catastrophe 
management for insurers concern the high 
economic cost of their response alongside the 
increasing difficulty in predicting the scale of 
losses Martin Bertogg, Head of Catastrophe 
Perils at Swiss Re, highlighted the increase in 
insurance losses from disaster events 
creeping above US$100 billion consistently in 
recent years. Whilst he recognised that the 
industry has coped relatively well with this 
increase he cited the need for the industry to 
extend its reach to plug significant protection 
gaps to ensure both people and businesses 
are better equipped to 'withstand the fallout 
from disaster events'. 
Additionally, it is important not to forget the 
human cost of disasters with Swiss Re noting 
that 'Globally, more than 11,000 people have 
died or gone missing in disaster events in 
2017'. Dom Addesso, Chief Executive Officer 
of Everest Re, echoed this point even after 

The usage of geospatial technologies is rapidly increasing in the insurance market 
as insurance companies look to combat record catastrophe losses and provide a 
more efficient service to their policyholders. Currently, geospatial intelligence is 
mainly deployed during large-scale catastrophic events, this report suggests that 
this should be widened to cover the entire claims management process.

GEOSPATIAL INTELLIGENCE

The role of Geospatial Intelligence 
in improving the relationship between 
Policyholder and Insurer



Hurricane's Harvey, Irma and Maria cost Everest 
Re US$1.2 billion in catastrophic losses in 2017. 

Cla ims management :  co-
ordinating an effective response 
Geospatial Intelligence can be used throughout 
the claims management process by all important 
stakeholders from call handlers to managers and 
loss adjusters. 'Risk awareness-raising 
initiatives, such as the provision of risk-relevant 
information and knowledge transfer to educate 
policyholders and the public about preventive 
and preparatory measures; capacities to warn 
and alert in case of an event and to stipulate risk-
adequate behaviour'. New applicants for 
insurance policies could be assessed using 
geospatial technology platforms in order to 
determine a client's overall risk combining 
different factors such as flood risk, subsidence 
risk and local crime rates. Geospatial intelligence 
can provide this information in a highly localised, 
easily accessible format, and even supply high 
resolution satellite and drone imagery of the 
property and surrounding area. This information 
can also be passed on to policyholders to ensure 
that they are fully prepared for any event, man-
made or natural, that may threaten their area. For 
example, if an area is experiencing high levels of 
crime an insurer can contact their client to warn 
them to be more vigilant. This information can be 
shared instantly with the client, a point which is 
particularly important when responding to 
catastrophic events. At the first point an 
insurance call handler receives an alert that a 
catastrophic event has occurred they must 
mobilise their resources rapidly to respond as 
effectively as possible. Geospatial intelligence 
commences this process even before the first 
claim is logged with the insurance company. For 
this particular explanation of claims handling 
procedures using geospatial intelligence, a flood 
is used as the catastrophic event example. A 
geospatial intelligence platform is able to identify 
the probable areas of significant loss as soon as 
high precipitation levels are registered, with 

many possible outcomes outputted. Using this 
data insurers are able to identify the number of 
their policyholders who could be affected by 
the flood and gain an early estimate of losses. 
Also, with this information insurers could 
contact their policyholders in order to ensure 
that they are prepared for the oncoming floods 
and could even offer resources to minimise 
damage which would be beneficial for both 
parties.
The next stage in the claims management 
response to a catastrophic event involves 
analysing the resultant claims and identifying 
any possible fraudulent claims. A geospatial 
intelligence platform provides data about the 
claims placed after, or even during, an event to 
the call handlers, insurance managers and to 
the on the ground loss adjusters. Instead of 
loss adjusters simply dealing with tasks 
chronologically, geospatial technology can 
allocate tasks based upon geographic location 
and the most efficient routes between sites. 
This dataset can be altered in real-time with 
higher priority tasks fast tracked, providing an 
eff icient communication platform for 
coordinating the response. From a manager's 
perspective, geospatial data can also help to 
monitor the performance of loss adjusters and 
possible ways in which loss adjustors could 
improve their practices. Recent sociological 
study considers the impact of flooding on the 
mental health of the people affected, with 61% 
of those studied stating that problems with loss 
adjusters and insurers added to their stress 
levels. Those studied also cited issues 
concerning a lack of clarity from insurers, with 
many unsure of their coverage and 
entitlements, and a lack of understanding of 
the role of the loss adjusters. This indicates 
that insurers need to establish a clear line of 
communication with their policyholders, 
especially in times of crisis. Using geospatial 
intelligence to gain a better understanding of 
their clients' needs would certainly help to 
improve the relationship between insurance 

companies and their customers.
Ultimately, geospatial intell igence 
provides a coherent, logical and adaptable 
platform that can be used to coordinate the 
most effective response to a catastrophic 
event. Many different variables can be 
assessed on this platform without the need 
to access mult iple data sources 
independently, both saving time and 
reducing the likelihood of human error 
occurring. The variety of geospatial 
technological advances are rapidly 
expanding, the following sections 
discusses one of the most exciting 
avenues of exploration; drone technology 

Drones: Untapped Potential 
Drone technology has been a hot topic of 
media discussion in recent years, with high 
quality drones now available for public use 
and questions raised surrounding the 
issue of privacy. However, coverage 
surrounding the commercial uses of 
drones has been somewhat less in 
comparison, even though their uses are 
much more interesting, especially in the 
insurance claims sector. On the subject of 
industrial drone use, Jason Wolf, a 
property defence attorney, suggests that 
loss adjusters may have to adapt their 
skillset to include using drones for initial 
loss assessments in the very near future. 
However, Grant Goldsmith, president of 
risk management agency Overwatch, 
believes it is more likely that experienced 
drone operators will assist loss adjusters in 
their work, especially after catastrophic 
events. Whichever prediction becomes 
reality the truth is that industrial drone 
usage is rapidly increasing as their vast 
potential is finally tapped in to.
Assist ing loss adjusters in f ield 
assessments of claims is likely to become 
the prime use of commercial drones in the 
insurance sector over next couple of years. 

GEOSPATIAL INTELLIGENCE



Their function is to provide aerial footage and 
imagery of a claim site, whether that be one 
property or a whole area, to enable loss adjusters 
to better assess the value of a claim. It is probable 
that the safety of loss adjusters will be much 
improved through drone usage as drones are 
able to enter sites that would previously have 
been too hazardous. Loss adjusters work in 
hazardous areas, so naturally anything to reduce 
their level of risk exposure also reduces the 
number of compensation claims logged by loss 
adjusters. Unlike some reports claim, drones will 
not replace the role of the loss adjuster and will 
instead serve as another tool at their disposal. 
They will provide an extra dimension to the visual 
assessments that are currently carried out by loss 
adjusters particularly by enabling more rapid 
response to CAT events literally as they unfold 
and in treacherous conditions that are unsafe for 
field assessment. The key point to takeaway is 
that drones drastically shorten the overall 
response time for the insurer, which in turn 
provides a better overall experience for the 
policyholder.

The calculation of insurance premiums is another 

avenue of opportunity in terms of use of drone 
technology. It is probable that the use of drones 
will enable insurance companies to calculate 
personalised insurance premiums for every 
potential policyholder. Drone technology also 
has a role to play with regards to the earlier 
point concerning identification of fraudulent 
claims. It is estimated that fraudulent claims 
currently cost insurance companies around 
US$32 billion per annum, with 57% of insurers 
predicting. Insurers could put into place a 
system by which they use drones to capture 
imagery of their policyholders' properties on a 
regular basis and not solely for use after a claim 
has been made

Conclusions 
Geospatial intelligence has vast potential for 
use in the insurance claims sector, however it is 
clear that many insurance companies are yet to 
fully integrate geospatial technologies into their 
operating procedures. The opportunities for 
use of geospatial technologies in claims 
management are endless and widely 
applicable across the insurance industry. 
Geospatial data can be used throughout the 

claims process, before, during and after an 
event has occurred. 

Highly accurate geospatial data can provide 
the basis from a more effective and efficient 
claims handling process for both catastrophe 
management and daily insurance claims. For 
a policyholder the point at which they are 
forced to make a claim to their insurer is 
normally as a result of a highly stressful 
situation. The manner in which an insurance 
company responds is key to a policyholder's 
perception of their insurance company and 
ultimately customer retention. Using 
geospatial technology to improve response 
times will help to maintain all of these 
aspects. With geospatial intelligence 
insurers can gain an insight into the whole 
claims process and add an extra dimension 
to their understanding of risk. Understanding 
a prospective clients' level of risk before 
insuring them helps to reduce losses in 
particularly vulnerable areas, through 
personalised insurance premiums. 

The insurer benefits economically with the 
assessment of risk becoming increasingly 
localised and the policyholder's experience 
is improved thanks to shorter response times 
and increased preparedness through a 
better understanding of a personalised risk 
assessment. Drone technology is one the 
most exciting aspects of geospatial 
intelligence and is clearly a valuable tool to 
assist loss adjusters in their work. With a 
minimal first-time cost and obvious benefits, 
it is difficult to understand why drones are not 
yet widely used in claims management. 
Improving the safety of loss adjusters whilst 
improving a policyholder's experience 
through a more rapid assessment of a site 
are just a few of the many advantages. With 
insurance losses at a record high the desire 
for new ways to minimise losses has never 
been greater. Geospatial intelligence is 
surely a worthy avenue of exploration, with 
full integration into claims management 
procedures a question of when not just if. 
Commercial drone usage is rising rapidly as 
insurers seek to gain an early advantage in 
such a competitive market. The relationship 
between policyholder and insurer has always 
been somewhat strained at times, due to the 
stressful nature of their encounters. 
Therefore, using geospatial intelligence to 
improve this is surely worth exploring, with 
rapid response times, increased safety and 
increased levels of preparedness only 
scratching the surface of the potential of 
geospatial intelligence. The insurance 
industry would undoubtedly benefit from 
increased collaboration between insurer and 
policyholder as a direct result of integration of 
geospatial technologies into claims 
management procedures.

GEOSPATIAL INTELLIGENCE
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Increasingly there is a recognition of the 
contribution scientific advances can play in 
delivering economic growth. Michael Porter 
observes that economic growth has gone from 
factor driven to investment driven to now being 
innovation driven. These scientific advances 
today, however abstruse, will be the basis of 
everyday technologies tomorrow – you need 
Einstein's physics to operate a modern GPS 
system. The challenge is to reap an economic 
benefit from this scientific excellence and 
capability without clunky interventions that risk 
undermining the open curiosity-driven research 
which is what makes us special in the first place.

Big Data Revolution and Energy-
Efficient Computing
The next generation of scientific discovery and 
innovation will be data-driven as previously 
unrecognised patterns are discovered by 
analysing massive and mixed data sets. The 
power of computing and data handling is now 
becoming so great that classic distinctions 
between micro and macro effects are breaking 
down. We are reaching the stage of being able to 
model airflow across a turbine blade or the 
movement of a liquid through a tube at the 

molecular level. Computer modelling of an 
economy, a substance or a process is 
therefore becoming very different and far more 
sophisticated than it was even a decade ago.  
Capturing value from all this data – for 
economic growth and social benefits such as 
improved health – requires a transformation in 
data analysis. 

From health records to transactions generated 
by customer loyalty cards, these datasets are 
treasure troves of information that can be used 
to create value. 
Life sciences generally are generating 
unprecedented amounts of data, especially 
genomic sequence data and imaging data, 
whose exploitation requires all of the tools of e-
science as well as novel computational 
architectures in which the storage of many 
petabytes of data is fully integrated with the 
necessary computing and data transfer 
capacities. A classic scientific project that the 
UK will now be able to support further is world's 
biggest radio telescope the Square Kilometre 
Array (SKA). Its dishes and antennas will be 
spread across the deserts of South Africa and 
Australia, as far as possible.
The project is being managed from Jodrell 

Bank, the home of radio astronomy. The SKA 
will generate data on an extraordinary scale 
– its 3,000 dishes and new aperture array 
receivers will generate data traffic up to 
twenty times greater than the global traffic on 
t he  i n te rne t .  Tha t  r equ i res  new  
breakthroughs in computing systems and 
data analysis and the UK will now be well 
placed to lead this.
Presently, IT is thriving in these urban 
environments and it is worth understanding 
why as it gives us another insight into our 
comparative advantages. The sheer density 
of data about us living closely together in a 
city is of enormous value. So the challenge is 
to link up the data about everything from 
traffic conditions to energy use to enable 
cities to work better. Humans are middle men 
who can be cut out as the internet of things 
links them without us.
Business says we must out-compute to out-
compete. But there was a real danger that 
we would lose our strong position in e-
infrastructure. For a start we needed not a 
plan – the world is too fast moving and 
uncertain for that – but a shared 
understanding across the academic 
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community, business and Government of the 
key trends and what each should be doing to 
take best advantage of them.. That is what we 
are now achieving and the Government is 
increasing its investment in high performance 
computing. Further investment in national high 
performance computing services will provide 
research and industrial access to tomorrow's 
leading edge simulation technology. Big 
businesses will invest alongside us as they see 
Britain as a centre for these technologies.
Space is an increasingly important source of 
new data to help us understand our world and 
that is one reason it is our next great technology.

Satellites and Commercial 
Applications of Space
Today, much of the data deluge is being 
generated by satellites, and even more data is 
being transmitted via satellite links. Google 
estimate that a third of web searches are about 
place and satellites are now crucial for accurate 
measurement of where we are and the condition 
places we care about are in. Satellites enable us 
to monitor an extraordinary range of 
environmental and meteorological changes 
affecting our planet, including: observing 
deforestation to enable the authorities to reduce 
illegal logging; measuring changes in polar ice 
so we can determine the impact of climate 
change; calculating the carbon dioxide emitted 
by coal fired power-stations across the world; 
and producing deformation maps showing the 
impact of earthquakes within minutes.

Drawing on satellite data, and combining it with 
data from ground-based and airborne sensors, 
will bring us closer to fulfilling the dream of a 
national environmental monitoring system. For 
instance, the Met Office has more raw data than 
it can analyse rapidly despite having one of the 
country's more powerful  computers. The single 
most important determinant now of the accuracy 

of weather forecasting for the whole 
meteorological research community is the 
capacity of IT systems to handle satellite data. 
A powerful small camera on a satellite the size of 
a shoe-box can observe natural disasters for 
emergency relief, monitor deforestation, or 
observe rapid movement of small ships off the
coast of Somalia. 

At the moment space launch technologies are 
one-off and not reusable. A space launch costs 
many tens of millions of pounds and the launch 
vehicle is expendable – it is like flying a jumbo jet 
to Los Angeles and destroying it on arrival. The 
future is reusable technologies, going beyond 
the now decommissioned space shuttle, to 
space planes launched from runways rather 
than launch pads, which can be used for putting 
satellites into orbit, for low gravity research and 
construction of labs and for space tourism.  And 
in the shorter term, Richard Branson's Virgin 
Galactic will be flying commercially within a 
couple of years. Although initially marketed for 
sub-orbital space tourism, their technology will 
also provide a launch service for small satellites. 
There is an assumption that broadband has to 
be delivered by fibre optic cable, but one way in 
which we are using space technology to solve 
21st century problems is in the delivery of 
telecommunications. Satellites too have a role 
in delivering broadband, particularly in hard to 
reach places where our assumptions about 
fibre-optic networks do not apply. 

Manned space flight captures the imagination 
and is one of the most powerful ways of getting 
young people studying science. In the US they 
still talk of the Apollo effect when young people 
surged into the sciences. But a lot of space 
exploration can and will be done by robots and 
autonomous vehicle. That brings us to our third 
technology.

Robotics and Autonomous 

Systems
Robots acting independently of human 
control can learn, adapt and take decisions 
– will revolutionise our economy and society 
over the next 20 years. 
One of the world's first fully autonomous 
cars, not dependent on GPS and Google 
maps, has been developed by the Oxford 
Mobile Robotics Group with close 
involvement of the car industry. There is 
even a facility in Nuneaton where these new 
vehicles can be developed and tested. 
Leading Japanese car companies, notably 
Nissan, are currently backing R&D on these 
t e c h n o l o g i e s  i n  t h e  
Oxford/Warwick/Birmingham automotive 
cluster as well as in California. There are 
likely to be incremental steps to a fully 
autonomous vehicle as gradually people 
get back time spans of 15 or 30 minutes 
when they would previously have been 
manually in control of driving a car at steady 
speeds along a motorway, or at slow speeds 
in traffic jams.
It was an extraordinary feat of engineering 
to land NASA's Curiosity probe on Mars last 
year. Its Mars Rover vehicle is however 
largely controlled from Earth with a delay of 
at least seven minutes as instructions travel 
to Mars. The European Mars Rover vehicle, 
due to land in 2018, is more autonomous, 
using mainly British technology to enable it 
to travel further during the Martian day and 
therefore carry out more investigations 
during its design life.
In Edinburgh robots play rather slow-
moving football in real time. In the Bristol 
Robotics Laboratory they are developing 
self-powering robots which collect dead 
flies and other detritus and place it in a back 
pack container of bacteria which converts 
this into electric power. Industrial partners 
for these developments include BAE 
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Systems, DSTL, Schlumberger, Ford, Rolls 
Royce and Airbus. 

Marine robotic systems will also be critical to cost 
effective routine mapping and monitoring of the 
oceans and seas, addressing the gross under 
sampling of the oceans – we know more about 
the surface of Mars and the Moon than about the 
sea floor – including the UK's own waters. This 
information is needed to support sustainable use 
of marine resources, monitor the impacts of 
human activity, especially as our activity moves 
into deeper water and more extreme 
environments, and to develop reliable seasonal 
weather forecasts, which are dependent on 
understanding ocean variability. 

Perhaps the most futuristic application of these 
technologies is insect-size surveillance vehicles 
being developed at Oxford. They use flapping 
wings and micro cameras so as to mimic real life 
insects. As well as defence application they can 
also help with monitoring natural disasters: but 
probably their widespread application may be 
twenty years off. It is one example of the 
increasing interest in improving design and 
engineering techniques which mimic natural 
processes. 

Life Sciences, Genomics and 
Synthetic Biology
While the world was preparing to move from 
analogue to digital technologies, scientists have 
also discovered that the key to the genetic code, 
DNA, is, rather helpfully, itself digital.These basic 
insights from the life sciences inform both 
synthetic biology and regenerative medicine. The 
significance of these ideas also extends beyond 
human medicine to agriscience and even further. 
Thus, British laboratories have contributed 
substantially to the sequencing of many other 
genomes such as those of barley, wheat, 
tomatoes and pigs. So the next three areas of 
technological advance are linked. Synthetic 
biology is the redesign and engineering of 
biological systems and processes for new uses. It 
takes naturally occurring genes and engineers 
new genes and hence organisms from them. 
These organisms can be designed to meet a 
particular need.

UK also pioneered the use of biological 

organisms to convert carbon monoxide into 
f u e l .  A n o t h e r  p r o j e c t  i s  u s i n g  
microorganisms in the production of 
biomethane. Fermentation lies behind these 
processes but  using synthet ical ly  
engineered organisms to ensure that the 
fermentation process is effective. The 
original research into the organisms is by no 
mean the end of the story. The next stage is 
just as tricky– the steps between an 
organism in a lab and a full-scale industrial 
process. It involves funding prototypes to 
show the fermentation can work on a larger 
scale than the lab. 

Regenerative Medicine
Regenerative medicine involves restoring 
function by replacing or restoring human 
cells, tissues or organs. There are three main 
approaches – transplantation of cells, 
tissues and organs, stimulation of the body's 
own self-repair mechanisms; and the 
development of biomaterials for structural 
repairs. It could mean for example the 
growth of new cells for new nerve 
connections for paralysed patients or new 
heart muscle for patients with a heart 
condition. A crucial challenge is the 
generation outside the body of a renewable 
source of transplantable tissue. The Nobel 
Prize in medicine was jointly awarded to 
John Gurdon of Cambridge and Shinya 
Yamanaka from Japan for their revolutionary 
work revealing that mature, specialised cells 
can be reprogrammed to become immature 
cells capable of developing into all tissues of 
the body. 
A team at UCL's Institute of Ophthalmology 
is working with Pfizer on age related macular 
degeneration, the leading cause of sight 
loss. They are growing replacement retinal 
pigment cells in the lab and then surgically 
implanting them in the back of the eye. 
Parkinson's disease is caused by the 
degeneration of dopamine generating cells 
in the brain. Researchers in Cardiff have 
shown it is possible to grow new dopamine 
generating cells and are developing 
strategies to transplant them into the brain. 
And very recently a team at Cambridge took 
stem cells from the noses of dogs, 
transplanted them into the spinal cords of 
dogs with serious spinal cord injuries, and 

made it possible for them to move hind legs 
that had previously been paralysed.

Martin Evans of Cardiff University won the 
Nobel Prize in 2007 for pioneering the growth 
of embryonic stem cells in mice. Their findings 
have revolutionised our understanding of how 
cells and organisms develop and led to the 
concept of cloning being applied to animals not 
just plants. Ethical concerns, particularly over 
the use of stem cells has attracted 
considerable attention, sometimes obscuring 
the real medical advances which are now 
being achieved, with British scientists in the 
lead. There are a range of medical conditions 
which are now becoming treatable as a result 
of these advances. 

The global regenerative medicine industry 
was valued at $5b in 2014. Given our leading 
position in the field we are well placed to take 
advantage of the rapid growth in this market 
provided we can move to patient care and 
commercialisation promptly and effectively. 

Agri-Science
Generally,  developments in life sciences are 
often taken to focus on human medicine 
whereas the t ransformat ion of  our 
understanding of genetics and the wider 
biological sciences is having an enormous 
impact on agriculture and horticulture as well. 
These developments are happening at a time 
when they are desperately needed. The UN 
forecasts that global food production will need 
to increase by over 40% by 2030, and 70% by 
2050. Yet water is becoming scarcer, there is 
increasing competition for land, and climate 
change is putting added pressure on 
production. Sir John Beddington, the chief 
scientist has rightly made the challenge to 
domestic and global food supply over the next 
thirty years one of his personal priorities. Our 
aim is sustainable intensification of agriculture 
– raising the productivity of agriculture, while 
protecting the environment, and diversity, and 
contributing to the mitigation of climate 
change.
One barrier to progress is the belief that good 
food has no connection with scientific 
advance. The industry faces a shortage of 
food scientists yet its own advertising 
sometimes advertises its own products with 
happy peasants picking delicacies in a rural 
idyll. Agriculture is a key high-tech industry of 
the future. The modern tomato is at least as 
sophisticated a scientific achievement as an 
Apple (iPhone). The modern tomato is the 
result of sustained scientific effort in genetic 
breeding and technologies which have gone 
into modern enclosed horticulture.
Wheat provides a fifth of all human calorie 
consumption but improvements in wheat 
yields have been slowing down and climate 
change threatens future yields – for example, 
drought, heat stress and flooding are 
increasing problems. Researchers led the 
decoding of the wheat genome. It is a research 
priority to harness our world lead in wheat 
research to improve wheat yields, using more 
sustainable practices that reduce chemical 
and energy inputs, maintain and improve soils, 
and reduce emissions and run-off pollution. 
This raises wheat production, generates 
exports as new wheat strains are exported, 
and contributes to international development 
as for example we create new strains of 
drought-resistant wheat.



Chickens are the world's biggest source of meat, 
and are particularly important in Asia. . Thanks to 
our genetics research you get twice as much 
chicken for a given amount of chicken feed as 20 
years ago. Each year we launch a new brand of 
chicken which will produce many generations 
over a year or more before a new improved 
version comes along. This is possible because of 
close links between the Roslin Institute, with its 
world leading R&D, and our commercial sector.

As satellites provide ever more accurate images it 
will be possible to see how well a crop is growing 
across different parts of the same field and then 
use GPS and Galileo to locate the tractor which 
could well be autonomous precisely and control 
the amount of fertiliser distributed so that none is 
used unnecessarily. By setting a precise route for 
the agricultural vehicles these systems can also 
reduce soil compaction which can be a significant 
problem with the increasing weight of modern 
agricultural machinery and its more frequent use. 
The development of agri-science across Europe 
is dogged by controversy about genetically 
modified crops. The rest of the world has rapidly 
adopted genetically modified crops over the last 
10 –15 years. 
The National Plant Phenomics Centre at 
Aberystwyth University uses automation and 
state-of-the art imaging technologies to monitor 
electronically day and night the growth of tens of 
thousands of individual plants in containers. The 
monitoring equipment can measure exactly how 
much what amount of feed and moisture the 
plants use and how their physiology responds 
under different conditions. This is far more 
sophisticated than just recording the one which 
ends up growing best by the end. Advanced agri-
technologies such as this will enable our scientists 
to identify the best genetic crosses, develop 
improved breeds of crops that are adapted to the 
future climate combine the genes of different 
blades of wheat to get the far more growth and 
help achieve the 20:20 objective for wheat. 

Advanced Materials and 
Nanotechnology

One example of advanced materials, meta-
materials, are materials which are built from the 
atom up and designed to have characteristics not 
found in nature. There is a kind of analogy with the 
use of genetics in synthetic biology. Advanced 
materials are a key tool for advanced 
manufacturing. UK businesses that produce and 
process materials have a turnover of around 
£170bn pa, represent 15% of the country's GDP 
and have exports valued at £50bn. There has 
been quite rightly a flurry of interest in 3D printing, 
or Additive Layer Manufacturing. This new 
technology is possible not just because of 
advances in IT but also because of advances in 
the materials that go into the process.  Materials 
innovation is crucial for many business sectors 
such as aerospace and the automotive sector. 
Formula.
One racing teams in the UK, especially McLaren 
which is one of our most research intensive 
companies, push rapid innovation in advanced 
materials. The future of construction is to 
incorporate more functions into structural 
materials rather than adding them as extras. 
Clothing is increasingly likely to incorporate 
advanced materials with smart functions such as 
health monitoring – Real Madrid have a sports 

shirt with textile ECG sensors which 
continuously monitor the heart-beat of each 
player – though its use is not permitted in 
competitive matches so it is restricted to 
training sessions.
Advanced materials are also key to 
innovation in the energy sector. New porous 
solids are being engineered to absorb 
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide 
and sulphur dioxide. Nottingham University 
has developed NOTT-300 which absorbs 
flue gases into a Velcro-type strip that can 
then be peeled off from a chimney-lining 
Advanced materials enable the production of 
both onshore and offshore wind turbines, 
tidal turbines and machines that capture the 
energy of waves. These enormous 
structures have to cope with extreme 
environments and go on working – so both 
the initial properties and their resistance to 
fatigue have to be just right. New advanced 
materials are needed for next generation 
nuclear fission and for nuclear fusion as well. 
After Fukushima the market is looking for a 
nuclear fuel rod that does not heat so much: 
we may be able to develop this, using high 
performance computing to model the new 
materials we need. New forms of steel, novel 
welding techniques and vitrification of 
nuclear waste all depend on continuing to 
develop our expertise in advanced materials.

Energy and its Storage
For a start the energy sector is a classic 
example of the need for rigorous systems 
analysis in for example re-engineering the 
Grid as new power inputs emerge and smart 
meters potentially affect patterns of use.
The industrial community also need better 
ways to store electricity. This need arises at 
three distinct levels. First, there are the 
batteries in all our personal electronic 
devices. These use lithium ion batteries 
working on a chemical reaction developed at 
Oxford in the early 1980s. The Li-ion battery, 
now in almost every portable computer, 
tablet and mobile phone in the world, was 
invented in the UK in 1980 but was only made 
commercially viable by use of Japanese 
manufacturing expertise, by which time 
benefit to the UK was lost. It was Japanese 
battery companies which went on to 
dominate the global supply, in part built on 
the momentum gained from this UK 
invention.

Thirty years on the basic technology has not 
advanced much. Lithium ion batteries are not 
ideal for a wide range of uses. For example, 
there is a strong driver to reduce the 
thickness of Li-ion batteries for tablets and e-
readers – but the manufacturing technology 
for Li-ion batteries has reached its lower 
thickness. In consumer electronics the quest 
is for smaller batteries with longer charge 
lives, which ultimately comes down to one 
thing – ever higher density batteries. In many 
cases ,  emerg ing  ene rgy  s to rage  
technologies will be based on advances in 
nanoscience and nanomaterials, but their 
applicability will depend solely on their cost-
effectiveness. 

UK researchers are leading the way in 

alternative energy storage technologies. 
The ISIS facility, for example is being used 
to research novel battery systems such as 
lithium-air, sodium and fluoride-based 
batteries, which provide an alternative to 
traditional lithium-ion technologies. These 
new approaches will deliver improvements 
in battery capacity, safety and cost, all of 
which are pivotal in new applications in both 
personal electronic devices and many other 
applications. For example, sodium whilst 
heavier is significantly cheaper than lithium 
– so sodium-based batteries may be more 
economically viable than lithium-based 
batteries for energy storage needs where 
being lightweight is not essential.

The second level is the development of 
better energy storage for vehicles. 
Automobiles depends on petrol and gas 
because they are very effective energy 
storing substances left us by nature. We 
cannot yet match their performance but we 
will. 
Thirdly, there is the challenge of storing 
more electricity for the Grid. This is 
particularly important as national electricity 
networks become more dependent on 
intermittent supplies of wind power. Today,  
a record of 10.8% of the total amount of 
electricity going into the national grid came 
from wind. Electricity demand peaks at 
around 60 GW, whilst we have a grid 
capacity of around 80 GW – but storage 
capacity of around just 3 GW.  Greater 
capability to store electricity is crucial for 
these alternative power sources to be 
viable. It promises savings on UK energy 
spend of up to £10bn a year by 2050 as extra 
capacity for peak load is less necessary. 
Such technology would also allow large 
energy consumers to buy at off-peak rates, 
store the energy and then use it at times of 
their choice. 
This could significantly reduce by halve 
energy bills for such consumers The 
increased use of intermittent energy 
generation sources on the grid to meet 
binding emission reduction targets, 
electrification of transport, and consumer 
demands for efficient personal electronic 
equipment present myriad growth 
opportunities for new energy storage 
technologies. 

As energy storage technology markets 
diversify and expand, it is essential that 
manufacturing technology for energy 
storage devices is advanced hand in hand 
with basic science. While Li-ion has come to 
dominate portable electronics and seeks to 
establish a firm presence in electric 
vehicles, there has been a resurgence of 
interest in alternatives such as Na-ion, Li-S, 
L i -a i r,  f low bat ter ies ,  fue l  ce l ls ,  
supercapacitors, etc – each for a different 
market sector and requiring appropriate 
m a n u f a c t u r i n g  t e c h n o l o g y  i f  
commercialisation is to be achieved; indeed 
in many cases, manufacturing technology is 
the critical technology for mass market 
penetration, and the key value adding step. 
It was the gap between our basic science 
and the manufacturing techniques which 
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What data are train operators 
collecting already, and what are 
their next steps?
“Fundamentally, train operators are focussed on 
making sure their fleets are performing efficiently, 
getting from 'destination A' to 'destination B' and 
providing customers with a level of connectivity 
during their journey. In the future, the focus will be 
on how the train is performing overall. The better 
the train is performing – the better the experience 
is for the end customer. The more insight you are 
receiving about connectivity and performance, 
the better you can manage the train.”

How can we make data more 
efficient?
“Your typical operators are producing a large 
quantity of reports which gives them a view of how 
connectivity in their fleet is performing. It allows 
them to see where the fleet is travelling to, what 
connectivity was like during the specific journey as 
well as general overview – the aim is to save time 
and money. From a Nomad perspective, we are 
constantly striving to ensure it is being used to its 
full potential.  We aim to help train operators run a 
more efficient service not just for their customers 
but for their entire organisation.”

Speaking of Nomad, what is their 
focus regarding data?
“We are encouraging operators to approach us 
with devices they wish to connect to their train. We 
are happy to work with the data available to us and 
see how we can improve the experience. Our 
focus at Nomad is to continuously improve the 
data and reporting we provide train operators. 

This includes detailed insight into individual 
trains with their end user experience in 
mind. However, we are also eager to go 
beyond the needs of the end user.  Modern 
buses and trains are fitted with a vast array 
of sensors and at Nomad we are keen to 
help operators tap in these sources of data”

Can you give us some 
examples of how data can be 
used to improve a service?
“Nomad can offer an array of tools which 
provide operators with solutions to 
problems their end user may experience. 
For example, we are currently exploring 
seat monitoring to erase passenger 
problems such as: if passengers have not 
booked a seat, highlights which carriage 
has availability; Highlight vacant seating to 
remove having to check tickets or the sign 
above the seat itself; Prevent the 
passenger walking the length of the 
platform before boarding the train (looking 
for a quieter carriage); Erase the feeling of 
tentatively sitting in a seat and wondering 
whether someone is going to come along 
and move you from the seat.
We are looking at improving efficiency, by 
collecting a lot of data regarding 
connectivity. When there is connectivity, 
there is an option to introduce Internet of 
Things devices. Therefore, we can look at 
introducing bin sensors to tell you when the 
rubbish needs emptying, sensors to tell you 
the toilet door isn't locking correctly so you 
can send someone from maintenance to fix 
it. Likewise, disabled toilet access can be a 
silent alarm or push notification to train 

staffs phone in oppose to loud and indiscrete 
sound alarms. All the insight the train 
operator obtains through data will improve 
customer experience.”

So, how would data come into 
effect through a solution such as 
the portal?
“Everything we do regarding equipment, the 
customer portal and even life in general, is 
generating data and algorithms are behind it, 
its generating feedback on what the end user 
is doing and what they are wanting. It can tell 
us what services and what media is popular 
on a particular route. Are there more 
carriages which are popular than others, you 
can then ask why? Data helps the train 
operator improve efficiencies on the train.”

Do we need a data strategy? 
How can we link it to 
passengers/operators?
“Every operator should have a data strategy; 
it can be hard to keep track of it all. Therefore, 
at Nomad we focus on the data we are 
collecting now and how we can improve on 
delivering that data, making sure it is clearer, 
faster, and more relevant for our train 
operators. Within our strategic roadmap we 
are looking at how we are analysing the data 
we are collecting, what that data is telling us 
and how can we share our findings with our 
train operators to improve their service 
offering. Instead of 'dumping' loads of data on 
our operators, we make sure the data we 
provide allows operators to make benefits to 
their service”

 IoT and the use of Big Data

In this interview, Irfan discusses all things IoT and Big Data. The Internet of Things, 
or IoT, refers to the billions of physical devices around the world that are now 
connected to the internet, all collecting and sharing data. Irfan Ahmed is part of 
Nomad Digital's Product Team. 
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As the pandemic continues to ravage the world, the 
importance of a robust and inclusive digital 
economy, together with reliable broadband 
services has become imperative. Kenya's Internet 
bandwidth consumption has continue to grow 
immensely as the demand grows for high speed 
Internet with online consumer behavior change. 
Kenya's ICT sector has continued to witness strong 
growth as the demand for ICT services continues to 
rise owing to the COVID-19 pandemic. As at the 
end of 30th September 2020, the number of active 
mobile subscriptions via SIM Cards stood at 59.8 
million from 57.0 million subscriptions reported in 
June 2020. This translated to mobile penetration of 
125.8 percent. During the last quarter, there were 
2.8 million additional SIM cards, up from 1.8 million 
additions recorded by end of June 2020. 
The substantial growth is attributed to 
smartphones device financing service campaign 
run by Safaricom PLC dubbed “Lipa Mdogo 
Mdogo” which began on 28th July 2020 and was 
aimed at acquisition of new customers. Further, the 
revision of the on-net PAYG rate by Airtel form KES 
2.3/min to KES 0.57/min for all Tubonge packs 
could also have enticed new customers. As at 30th 
September 2020, active mobile money transfer 
subscriptions and mobile money agents stood at 
31.8 million and 245,124 respectively. As was the 
case last quarter, the values transacted on mobile 
money platforms continued to increase with the 
adoption of cashless payments aimed at curbing 
the spread of COVID-19.

As at the end of the first quarter of 2020/21, the 
Internet/data market experienced positive growth 
with rising dependence on digital platforms for 
work, learning, healthcare, shopping and 
enter ta inment .  The to ta l  data / In ternet  
subscriptions rose by 4.8 percent to 43.5 million, 
from 41.5 million subscriptions reported last 
quarter with mobile data subscriptions accounting 
for 98.5 per cent of the total subscriptions. 
In addition, total traffic originating from other 
countries increased by 2.8 percent to stand at 

135.8 million minutes, while traffic terminating 
to other countries grew by 3.4 percent to post 
121.4 million minutes. The volume of SMS 
originating from, and terminating to foreign 
networks grew during the reference period to 
record 9.3 million and 8.7 million messages, 
respectively.
In addition, the total broadband subscriptions 
increased by 8.5 percent to record 24.6 million, 
from 22.7 million subscriptions posted during 
the preceding quarter. Mobile broadband 
subscriptions accounted for 97.4 percent of the 
total broadband subscriptions. The volume of 
mobile data consumed grew by 7.7 percent to 
record 142,640,432 GB.

Cyber threat statistics 
Despite these statistics, Kenyan cyber 
watchdog reportedly detected 35.2 million 
cyber threat events, which it said was a 152.9 
percent increase from the 13.9 million threat 
events detected in the previous quarter. This 
increase in cyber threat attacks was attributed 
to the move to working remotely and increased 
uptake of e-commerce in response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. This increased the 
vulnerability of organizations and businesses to 
cyber criminals who targeted remote working 
systems and tools, and e-commerce sites for 
fraudulent gains. During this period, there was 
also an increase in online abuse and online 
fraud cases, according to the cyber watchdog. 
The report revealed that Kenya also witnessed 
a decrease in impersonation cases, which is 
attributed to increased awareness campaigns 
to the public across the print media, television 
and social media platforms, geared towards 
protecting digital footprints, as well as the 
operationalization of the Computer Misuse and 
Cybercrimes Act, which is a deterrent measure. 
Child abuse cases remained at a constant as 
majority of children were still home due to the 
pandemic with a possibility of unsupervised 

access to the Internet for education and 
socialization purposes. Cyber bullying and 
Internet trolling cases were also on the rise, 
with these being used for malicious intent 
across Kenyan domains and social media 
platforms. 
The Kenyan telecom regulator reports that it 
received 354 requests from investigative 
agencies. This was a 36.15% increase in 
requests received as compared to 260 in the 
previous period April - June 2020. During this 
period, there was an increase in child online 
abuse, online abuse and online fraud. Of 
these requests, 1.7% related to child online 
abuse, 36.2% being attributed to online 
abuse and 27.4% being linked to online fraud. 
In response to the cyber threat events 
detected, the cyber watchdog issued cyber 
th rea t  adv isor ies  to  the  a f fec ted  
organizations as part of its cyber-security 
management role.

Frequency spectrum 
management
In order to faci l i tate provis ion of  
communications services, the Authority 
made offer for frequencies for 122 microwave 
links to various operators for deployment in 
1st Quarter of 2020/2021.  During the last 
quarter, the Authority authorized two 
temporary assignment of supplementary 
radio frequency spectrum to address the 
increased demand for bandwidth during 
COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, there were 
10 new assignments of frequencies with 
respect to Private Radio Networks (PRN) in 
the 1st quarter of 2020/2021 financial year. 
These assignments include existing 
licensees expanding in new regions. One 
PRN network was cancelled during the 
quarter. In addition, the Authority renewed 
162 Private Radio Network Licenses during 
the quarter.

Kenya witnesses high traffic, cyber crimes 
and more spectrum in 2020 

COVID-19



This is our update on the satellites currently 
orbiting the Earth as at the 31st March 2020. 
According to the Index of Objects Launched 
into Outer Space, maintained by the United 
Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs 
UNOOSA, there were 5 774 individual satellites 
in space at the end of March this year; an 
increase of 15.78% compared to the start of 
2019. This is a significant increase in fifteen 
months. 
UNOOSA recorded that 580 objects were 
launched into space during 2019, this is the 
largest annual number ever recorded. It is 
almost 30% more than occurred in each of the 
previous two years. However, that record 
number is very likely to be smashed in 2020 as 
by the end of March there had already been 356 
launches! A further 74 have been launched 
from the start of April until the middle of May, 
giving 430 launches so far in 2020. Given that 
the global pandemic has already had an impact 
on a number of launches, without we'd already 
have been closing on the five hundred and we 
are not even halfway through the year yet.

The growth of objects in 
space
We realise these are just numbers, but to 
understand how  truly exponential this growth 
in satellites orbiting the Earth really is, you need 
to look at the history human space launches. 
The first-ever object launched into space was 
SPUTNIK-1 on the 4th October 1957, and in the 
sixty-three years since we've been able to do 
this, according to UNOOSA, there have been 9 
456 objects ever launched into space. 
However, over 20% of these objects - 1 919 in 
number – have been launched in the last three 
years and three months alone. This is a 
phenomenal level of growth. The shocking 
things is, that this is nothing compared to what's 
to come. The growth of the satellites over the 
last decade was driven by the development of 
the CubeSat, and the large number of new 
Earth Observation satellite constellations, like 
those owned by Planet. However, the new 
growth spurt is being driven by internet 
broadband from the likes of SpaceX and 
OneWeb are leading this drive, although there 
are others planned too, who between are 
hoping to launch tens of thousands of satellites 
in coming months. Obviously, OneWeb 
recently went into administration and it's not 
currently clear what is happening with their 
ambitions.

All of the orbiting satellites 
are working, aren't they?
All of the orbiting satellites 
are working, aren't they?
You'd expect that most of the satellites would be 

operational wouldn't you? Well, you might be 
surprised at the answer. The Union of 
Concerned Scientists, UCS keeps a record of 
the operational satellites and their latest 
update provides details to the end of March 
2020. Using this database together with the 
UNOOSA Index shows that there are currently 
2 666 active satellites in orbit around the Earth, 
which represents approximately 46% of the 5 
774 objects in space, and increase on the 40% 
figure
15 months ago. It should be noted that they are 
a handful of satellites orbiting other planets, 
moons or asteroids. In effect, this means that 
there are 3 108 hunks of metal flying around 
the Earth at thousands of miles per hour doing 
absolutely nothing.

What are all these satellites 
doing?
Using the UCS update, as at the end of March, 
the main purposes for the operational satellites 
are: Communications: 1 211 satellites – 
increase of 55% since the start of 2019; Earth 
observation: 884 satellites – increase of 24.5% 
since the start of 2019; Technology 
development/demonstration: 312 satellites – 
increase of 40% since the start of 2019; 
Navigation/Positioning: 148 satellites – 
increase of 8% since the start of 2019; Space 
science/observation: 93 satellites– increase of 
9% since the start of 2019; Earth science: 18 
satellites – a decrease of 28% since the start of 
2019.
Although, it should be noted that some of the 
satellites have multiple purposes.

Who has the most satellites?
According to the UCS database, the top five 
countries with the most operational satellites 
are: USA, China, Russia, United Kingdom  and 
Japan. It's also interesting to look at who 
operates the most satellites, which are: 
SpaceX – 358 satellites. These are the Starlink 
satellite internet constellations, owned by Elon 
Musk's American company; Planet Labs – 246 
satellites. These are Earth Observation 
satellites for this American company, the 
majority of which are the Dove CubeSats;  
Russian Ministry of Defence – 97 satellites. 
Combination of satellites for Communication; 
Earth Observation and Navigation and Spire 
Global – 89 satellites. These are Earth 
Observation satellites for this American 
company that are further defined as delivering 
Meteorology and Automatic Identification 
System (AIS) data; Iridium Communications - 
78 satellites. These are communications 
satellites for this American based company; 
OneWeb – 74 satellites. OneWeb's satellite 
internet constellation. This was a UK based 
company, but i t  recently went into 
administration; 

China's People's Liberation Army – 68 
satellites. These are mostly recorded as 
Earth Observation satellites; Chinese 
Defense Ministry – 49 satellites. These are 
recorded as Navigation and Global 
Positioning Satellites; SES SA – 48 satellites. 
These are communications satellites for a 
commercial company based in Luxembourg.  
Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) 
– 45 satellites. This is India's national space 
organisation, and they have orbiting satellites 
undertaking a wide range of roles include 
Communication, Earth Observation, 
Navigation and Positioning, Space Science 
and Technology Development.

Who are the users of the 
satellites?
Given the number of commercial satellite 
owners in the list of the top ten, it's probably 
no surprise that looking at the primary users 
gives: 1,454 satellites are listed as having 
commercial users; 599 with government 
users; 477 with military users; and 136 with 
civil users. It should be noted this list is the 
primary user of the satellite, of these there are 
318 satellites (11.93%) which listed as having 
multiple users.

When you look up at the 
night sky ….
Remember that there are thousands of 
objects orbiting the planet. The orbits of these 
are: 1,918 in a Low Earth Orbit; 137 in a 
M e d i u m  E a r t h  O r b i t ;  5 5 4  i n  a  
Geosynchronous Equatorial Orbit, also 
known as a geostationary orbit; 57 in an 
Elliptical Orbit. Interestingly, if you look 
carefully, it is possible to see some of these 
objects from Earth with the naked eye. 
Famously, it is possible to see the 
International Space Station and these days it 
is also possible to see the Starlink 
constellations. So when you look up at the 
stars and see the bright objects moving 
across the sky it could be a satellite!

How many satellites are 
orbiting the earth in 2020?
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How space can 
address Africa’s 
challenges

What happens when a security system is 
deployed, but not synchronized? Here is an 
example of what can occur: An employee clearly 
breaches a company's security system … but the 
legal department declines to prosecute. Why? 
Because the physical security system shows that 
the employee entered the building several 
minutes after the event was logged on the 
company's network, thus rendering the 
company's testimony legally inadmissible.
This company could have easily addressed this 
serious security issue by utilizing a time server, 
which would have produced legally traceable 
time that was admissible in court. But without this 
level of accuracy in their testimony, the company 
decided that it was pointless to prosecute.

Here is another real-world example. A large 
municipality recently came under public scrutiny 
along with the threat of a lawsuit for its inadequate 
response to a medical emergency. The time 
stamp on its video system showed a man 
collapsing at a specific time, but the actual call 
made to the 911 call center differed from the time 
shown on the video system. The discrepancy was 
due to the fact that their video recorder time had 
been set manually – and it had been set 

incorrectly.
A few years ago, 911 call centers regularly 
faced these kinds of lawsuits for allegedly not 
responding to emergencies in reasonable 
amounts of time. Time-stamped records, 
especially those logged on voice recorders, 
are often subpoenaed in court cases. It is 
imperative that these time records be legally 
traceable to a national standards authority. 
Synchronizing clocks to traceable time has 
proven to be a successful defense of time-
stamped evidence.
Clocks in electronic devices are inherently 
inaccurate. We see this most commonly in 
household appliances, where the clocks on 
different appliances tend to diverge over time. 
This is called “drift,” and it occurs when the 
crystals inside electronic devices are not able 
to maintain accurate time over long periods. To 
compensate for this drift, you can either 
choose to periodically reset the times on all 
those clocks – understanding that failing to do 
so could compromise your system integrity – or 
you can utilize a time server.

For security system data to hold up in a court of 
law, you must demonstrate the ability to 

accurately recreate the events surrounding a 
particular action. To do so, accurate time 
stamping is essential. For this reason, the 
use of Network Time Protocol (NTP) for IP-
based systems, along with GPS/GNSS-
based timing equipment  as the source for 
that time, is the industry-standard: Legally 
Traceable Time.

Precise, evidential-quality video surveillance 
and recording solutions with accurate time 
and date stamps are also critical for 
government security systems to establish a 
secure environment for a wide range of 
critical facilities, from government buildings 
to military installations and prison facilities. 
Defense  pro fess iona ls  use  v ideo  
surveillance to monitor military assets and 
military installations, often in remote and 
hostile locations where accurate and secure 
network synchronization is critical for real-
time situational awareness.

Legal issues aside, synchronizing clocks 
greatly improves efficiency for both end 
users and system integrators. Their 
a p p l i c a t i o n s  w o r k  a s  e x p e c t e d ,  

Why accurate time 
is essential for video surveillance 
and security programs
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interoperability is easier to establish and it 
eliminates the cost of troubleshooting and 
manually resetting clocks. Synchronized clocks 
offer peace of mind for every IP video deployment.
UTC is kept by national metrology institutes like 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
in Boulder, Colorado. In order to synchronize 
clocks to accurate time, traceability to NIST is 
required. Implementing a NIST-traceable time 
synchronization system is made possible with 
GPS/GNSS, which provides a secure and cost-
effective traceable time synchronization source. A 
satellite navigation system such as GPS is a 
system of satellites that provide autonomous 
geospatial positioning with global coverage and 
allow small electronic receivers to determine 
location (longitude, latitude, and altitude/ 
elevation) using time signals transmitted along a 
line of sight by radio from satellites.
Often, the terms “GNSS” and “GPS” are used 
interchangeably, but there are key differences 
between the two.

GNSS
GNSS is the standard generic term for satellite 
navigation systems that provide autonomous 
geospatial positioning with global coverage. 
These systems include GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, 
BeiDou and other regional systems. GNSS is a 
term used worldwide. The advantage of having 
access to multiple satellites is accuracy, 
redundancy and availability.

GPS 
The US Global Positioning System (GPS) consists 
of 31 satellites carrying onboard atomic clocks. 
Operational since 1978 and globally available 
since 1994, GPS is currently the world's most 
utilized satellite navigation system. The US Naval 
Observatory monitors the satellites' clocks and 
locks them to UTC for accuracy and traceability to 
national and international standards. These 
systems use accurate time and the principle of 
triangulation to calculate three- dimensional 
positions anywhere on Earth. The same GPS 
signal can also be used to synchronize a local 
“master clock” to distribute time to every clock in 
the system.

The synchronization of security device clocks is a 
simple process on IP-based systems. NTP is an 
open source time synchronization distribution 

standard sponsored by the Internet 
Engineering.

Task Force. Client software for NTP is widely 
available for virtually any operating system 
and is typically preinstalled in IP cameras, 
DVRs, computers, etc. Configuring an NTP 
client is straightforward once the network 
has a master clock – also known as a time 
server. Some time servers are available for 
general use on the internet. Their major 
benefit is that they are free.
However, their major liability is that using 
them requires an open port in the firewall, 
and free sources of time can neither be 
guaranteed nor t raceable.  What 's 
particularly problematic is that they require 
continuous internet connectivity, so they 
can't be used in closed security systems. 
Thus, in any implementation, using a time 
source that is outside the network is a 
significant cybersecurity liability and should 
be considered only after thorough risk 
analysis. A GNSS time server enables 
accurate time stamps for video surveillance 
systems, access control systems, time and 
attendance, alarms, and other elements of 
the network infrastructure (routers, firewalls, 
etc.). Legally traceable time stamps provide 
necessary evidence and validation of events 
for legal proceedings. For reliability and 
security, the time server synchronizes to the 
precision time code from GNSS satellites. It 
operates safely behind the firewall to 
synchronize all elements of network 
hardware and software, including system 
logs, down to the millisecond, over LANs or 
WANS, anywhere on the planet.

Improving cybersecurity with 
a GNSS time server
The convergence of security systems on the 
network does not distinguish between 
protecting physical assets and protecting 
data assets. An integrated security program 
requires regular review and analysis of 
network activity. System logs and the log files 
created by firewalls and intrusion detection 
systems are vital to the reduction of 
cybersecurity threats. If a network is not 
synchronized and all the computer clocks 
keep different times, it becomes almost 

impossible to detect and analyze malicious 
a c t i v i t y  o n  t h e  n e t w o r k .  T i m e  
synchronization al lows analysts to 
accurately determine the effect of an 
intrusion so that it can be mitigated.

A GNSS-based time server such as Oriola's 
SecureSync is a low-cost, highly reliable 
network element that offers worry-free 
network time synchronization. It tracks 
multiple satellites simultaneously for precise 
synchronization with atomic clocks that are 
traceable to national and international 
standards. SecureSync can be accessed 
under appropriate security policies 
anywhere within the network.

In addition, SecureSync is the only time 
server listed on the US Defense Information 
Systems Agency (DISA) Approved Product 
List for cybersecurity and network 
interoperability. Installing a GNSS time 
server on your network establishes the 
essential hub for integrated security 
systems. In addition to its Ethernet capability 
for IP networking, SecureSync includes 
specialized time outputs for standalone 
devices like voice recorders, display clocks, 
fire alarms and more. In the world of security 
professionals, establishing and maintaining 
t ime synchronization is crucial as 
cyberthreats continue to emerge. A GNSS 
time server answers the growing need for 
accuracy, reliability and traceability in 
mission-critical systems across IP networks.

With IP-based video surveillance hardware, 
commercial and government security 
professionals can now significantly improve 
their  secur i ty  system's eff ic iency,  
performance and functionality by leveraging 
modern networking technologies. However, 
as is the case with any network, time 
synchronization – where all clocks in 
cameras, access systems, recording 
equipment, and computers have the same 
time – is essential, not only to ensure proper 
operation of your surveillance systems, but 
also to ensure the credibility of legal 
evidence.

The best way to synchronize system timing is 
through a standard protocol such as NTP 
along with a network appliance called a time 
server. The most advanced time server 
technology is also legally traceable to a 
recognized time authority, which allows 
video surveillance footage to be used as 
evidence in criminal investigations. In 
addition to providing actionable information 
to prosecute recorded criminal activity, this 
type of timing solution can also be used to 
help protect your network from more covert 
cybersecurity threats, such as attacks that 
alter time stamps on video surveillance 
footage, or bad actors attempting to spoof 
the time governing your access control 
sys tems.  A l though many secur i ty  
professionals turn to the internet for time, 
doing so requires keeping a network port 
open to the outside world, thereby degrading 
all other efforts that were put into place to 
protect your security systems. 

By Jeremy Onyan
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Since 2004, the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) has required AIS 
transponders to be aboard certain vessels. 
Under the provisions of the Safety of Life at Sea 
(SOLAS) Conventions, ships of 300 gross 
tonnage and upwards engaged on 
international voyages, cargo ships of 500 gross 
tonnage and upwards not engaged on 
international voyages, and all passenger ships 
irrespective of size are to be fitted with AIS. Due 
to its worldwide mandate and adoption, AIS is 
one of the most successful maritime 
technology deployments of all t ime. 
Additionally, equipment employing AIS 
technology is increasingly being deployed on 
smaller vessels as well as radio/AIS enabled 
Aids to Navigation (AtoN) and Search and 
Rescue (SAR) vessels and aircraft.

AIS transponders automatically broadcast 
information such as ship position, course, 
speed, rate of turn, and navigational status, at 
regular intervals via a maritime VHF 
transponder. Much of the information 
originates from the ship's navigational sensors, 
typically its Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS) (e.g. GPS, GLONASS) receiver and 
gyrocompass. Other information, such as the 

Maritime Mobile Service Identifier (MMSI), 
vessel name, and VHF radio call sign, are 
programmed when the equipment is installed 
and are transmitted regularly as part of AIS 
messages. Received AIS information can be 
displayed on a ship's situational awareness 
displays (e.g., radar, chart, plotter) to show 
other vessels' positions and call sign 
information, and the AIS information augments 
these systems to improve safety of navigation 
worldwide.
The worldwide prevalence of AIS transponders 
has increased the value of AIS data not just for 
shipping, but also for naval forces, port 
authorities, coast guards, and other maritime 
authorities by enhancing safety and improving 
maritime situational awareness. From a global 
perspective, however, AIS suffers from a major 
limitation in that due to the curvature of the 
Earth, its range is limited to approximately 20-
30 nautical miles (nm) at sea, and 50 nm from 
coastlines under most atmospheric conditions.
Since AIS was primarily designed for collision 
avoidance between vessels within RF range of 
each other, the communication protocol 
scheme was architected to provide 
coordinated time slots, or opportunities to 
transmit, for a relatively large number of closely 

spaced (within 20 nm) vessels. These 
vessels form an AIS communication cell. 
Within th is cel l ,  the vessels '  AIS 
transmissions are coordinated, resulting in 
no (or very few) message collisions. The 
“view” from space however, is much different. 
While a ship at sea has an effective RF range 
of 20-30 nm, a low Earth orbiting (LEO) 
satellite field of view can be over 3000 nm. 
The basic AIS communication scheme was 
neither designed nor intended for this 
extreme range of coverage. As a result, S-
AIS receivers see many AIS cells 
simultaneously, resulting in messages 
colliding with other messages. These 
message collisions make it difficult to 
properly receive and decode the messages, 
especially when a satellite coverage 
“footprint” covers areas of high-volume AIS 
message traffic.

Key factors
When it comes to providing true, global, real-
time maritime domain awareness, both the 
quality and size of a satellite constellation 
matters. For LEO coverage, the greater the 
number of satellites, the greater the 
coverage. In addition to having the right 

MARITIME INDUSTRY

Optimising satellite communications 
constellation for global AIS and maritime 
domain awareness 



quantity of satellites, placing them into 
differing orbital planes with managed orbital 
regimes is essential for obtaining true global 
coverage.Continuous global coverage from 
LEO requires a substantial, orbitally diverse, 
and managed satellite constellation, such as 
the Iridium NEXT constellation. With 66 
operational satellites in six polar orbiting 
planes and six in-orbit spares, Iridium NEXT 
will cover the earth with true, simultaneous 
global coverage. Flying onboard Iridium 
NEXT satellites as hosted payloads, the 
Harris satellite VHF receiver system (the 
system) is a collection of spacebased 
maritime VHF receivers and associated 
ground components.  Coupled wi th  
exactEarth's ground processing and 
customer delivery infrastructure, the system 
will provide an unprecedented level of global, 
real-time performance for AIS and maritime 
data. Since the system provides true global, 
overlapping coverage, vessels will be “seen” 
not only by dozens of satellites a day, but also 
many times a day by multiple satellites 
simultaneously. This level of S-AIS coverage 
results in significant vessel detection 
improvement over the current state of the art 
and represents the largest and most 
advanced S-AIS constellation in the world.

Global, real-time satellite 
downlinks are required to 
provide instantaneous 
maritime domain awareness

Today, in addition to satellite transmission 
methods used when in range of a ground 
terminal (e.g., bent pipe technology), all S-AIS 
systems utilize store-and-forward designs. As 
the satellite travels through space, it collects 
and stores AIS messages until coming within 
transmission range of a dedicated ground 
terminal. The satellite then forwards 
(downlinks) the messages to the ground for 
delivery to customers. Because this mode of 
operation results in additional, system-wide 
latency for delivering AIS data to customers, a 
store-and- forward architecture

cannot provide continuous global, real-time 
AIS performance. This is true for all four AIS 
channels, the new ASM channels, and equally 
important, the Digital Selective Calling (DSC) 
emergency hailing channel (channel 70). 
Providing a global, real-time satellite-based 
maritime VHF and AIS system requires not 
only a large constellation of satellites as 
discussed in Key Factor #1, it also demands 
that the architecture provides real-time 
satellite downlinks. One way to achieve this is 
to deploy enough ground stations so that 
every satellite is in view of a tracking ground 
terminal at all times. Since simple tracking 
ground terminals can only communicate with 
one satellite at a time, this would result in a 
very high number of satellite terminals 
strategically placed across the globe and/or 
sophisticated antenna and frequency 
allocation systems on the satellite and ground 
sites. Another solution is to interconnect the 
satellites in space with crosslinks, essentially 
creating a satellite network in space so that all 
satellites at all times receive and downlink AIS 
messages in real-time to strategically located 
ground sites. The Iridium NEXT constellation 
uses this type of architecture and provides 
true real-time communication performance 

via globally interconnected satellites and real-
time downlinks.Harris' satellite VHF receivers 
leverage the power of the Iridium NEXT 
constellation, enabling true global, real-time 
maritime domain awareness. Because the 
Iridium NEXT satellites are networked together 
with cross-links (fore/aft and orbital plane-to-
plane), and are in constant communication 
with multiple ground stations, global
AIS messages are received and delivered in 
real time with essentially no satellite-induced 
latency. The Harris system is the only one in 
the world that can provide the level of 
performance required for instantaneous global 
maritime domain awareness.

Detection and processing of 
class B AIS signals in addition 
to class A signals is needed 
for complete maritime domain 
awareness

The equipment that corresponds to the SOLAS 
carriage requirements with full maritime 
functionality is termed Class A AIS. Class B AIS 
was developed for smaller, non-SOLAS 
commercial craft and recreational vessels. It 
has reduced functionality and is often optional. 
Regardless, some government/territorial 
administrations may require the carriage of AIS 
on non-SOLAS vessels in their managed 
areas. Recent estimates predict that the 
quantity of class B AIS equipped vessels could 
reach 500,000 to 1 million vessels in the next 
decade. Therefore, reception and processing 
of class B AIS signals from space in addition to 
class A AIS signals is critical to establishing a 
complete maritime domain picture.

However, since class B AIS signals are 
subservient to class A transmissions and 
transmit less frequently and with lower power 
(2 Watts vs 12.5 Watts), detecting these 
signals from space is challenging. One way to 
address this situation is to partner with Class B 
AIS equipment providers to develop signals 
and/or waveforms that significantly increase 
the detectability of these signals from space.
Recognizing the need for effective Class B 
signal detections, the Harris satellite VHF 
receiver incorporates the ability to receive 
exactEarth's proprietary tracking waveform so 
that various products (e.g., Class B 
transmitters, identifiers, AToNs) can be tracked 
by the system once outside the range of 
coastal systems. Named ABSEA™, this 
revolutionary new technology jointly 
developed by SRT Marine Technology and 
exactEarth enables class B and Identifier type 
AIS transmitters to be tracked beyond the 
range of terrestrial AIS networks. This 
proprietary technology uniquely provides the 
capability for detecting the significant increase 
in Class B AIS messages.

Detection and processing of 
AIS ASM is critical for a 
comprehensive maritime view
The use of AIS has expanded dramatically due 
to the effectiveness of the technology and now 
includes other applications such as AtoN, 
ASMs, Search and Rescue Transmitter 
(SART), Man Over-Board (MOB) units, and 
Emergency Position-Indicating Radio Beacon 
(EPIRB)-AIS. This has caused significant 

increase in VHF Data Link (VDL) loading which 
is an active concern in the IMO and the 
International Telecommunications Union (ITU) 
because it interferes with fundamental Cass A 
AIS performance. As captured in the USA 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 
document, Proposals for the Work of the 
Conference1, S-AIS effectiveness was 
determined to be unacceptably limited where 
VHF Data Link (VDL) loading is high. The 
resulting need for a separate, dedicated S-AIS 
service was confirmed at the WRC-12 in 
January-February 2012, and two additional 
(satellite or long-range) AIS channels were 
designated to increase the effectiveness of S-
AIS systems. While these new designations 
address the problem for satellite detection, AIS 
VDL loading remains a serious issue to an 
increasing degree in many parts of the world due 
to the proliferation of AIS applications, message 
types, services and equipment types, plus the 
significant increase in user volume. To address 
the problem of overloaded AIS (channels AIS1 
and AIS2), and to protect the integrity of the AIS 
VDL, experts have recommended a revision to 
the AIS system that would move ASMs to two 
additional channels. WRC-12 facilitated this 
concept in a revision to Appendix 18 of the ITU 
Final Acts WRC-122. As ASMs are migrated off 
of AIS channels 1 and 2 onto their own, separate 
frequencies, it is critical that a comprehensive S-
AIS system provides the means to receive and 
transmit to the ground this information in 
conjunction with the AIS and long-range AIS 
messages. The Harris satellite VHF receivers 
provide these capabilities as part of their 
standard operation. The associated RF and 
digital circuitry receives and processes all of 
these various signals and frequencies and 
transmits them via real-time downlinks to the 
ground for delivery to the customer.

Conclusion
As evidenced in the industry today, satellite-
based maritime domain awareness is both 
achievable and valuable to businesses and 
organizations that use and rely on global AIS 
information. However, current S-AIS systems 
have not yet achieved simultaneous global 
coverage, nor do they provide global, 
instantaneous delivery/downlinking of collected 
AIS information. These capabilities require a 
large constellation of LEO satellites distributed 
in orbits that ensure coverage of the entire globe, 
superior detection algorithms, and an 
architecture that provides real-time delivery of 
the collected AIS information without the latency 
associated with a store-and-forward satellite 
architecture. With maritime VHF domain 
changes on both the near-term horizon and in 
the future, a satellite-based maritime VHF 
system must also be capable of adapting to and 
taking advantage of these future changes. The 
Harris satellite VHF receiver system specifically 
addresses and satisfies these needs. It 
represents a fundamental change in the way AIS 
and maritime data is received from space and 
provides unprecedented improvements in 
maritime domain awareness for business 
services and products. The Harris satellite VHF 
receiver provides significant flexibility and on- 
orbit reprogrammability that can adapt to the 
changing maritime domain and meet future 
customer needs. By combining the Harris 
satellite VHF receiver system with exactEarth's 
data delivery services, customers around the 
world can dramatically improve their maritime 
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GPS has been in use for two decades for 
military and commercial positioning and 
navigation. In recent years, additional 
constellations have been added – GLONASS, 
Galileo and Beidou. These four Global 
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) provide 
reliable, accurate worldwide coverage. Over 
the years, accuracy and reliability have 
evolved so that one-meter accuracy is 
routinely achievable, and downtime events 
are extremely rare. Through international 
cooperation, these GNSS systems share 
common frequency bands, and affordable, 
multi-constellation navigation can be 
accomplished with a single receiver. The 
various signals are spaced close enough 
together to make reception efficient, but not so 
close as to interfere with each other.
Reliance on GNSS is now commonplace. 
However, all these GNSS systems share a 
common vulnerability: their signals are very 
weak. GNSS satellites operate from Mid-
Earth Orbit (MEO), approximately 20,000-
25,000 km above the earth, to provide the 
best coverage and geometry for triangulation. 
As such, the transmitted signal is extremely 
weak upon arrival at the surface of the earth – 
so weak that it is weaker than the surrounding 
radio noise. Special signal processing 
techniques recover the GNSS signal from the 
background noise, but the weak signal 
strength at the user's receivers makes GNSS 
navigation very susceptible to interference.

How GNSS Works
Each GNSS constellation consists of 
approximately 20-30 orbiting satellites. 
Typically, a user on the earth can see six to ten 
satellites at any one time from any given 
constellation. These satellites do not track the 
user. Rather, they behave like a set of 
lighthouses, all sending out a radio pulse at 
the same time. The user receives each of 
these pulses at different times, based on his or 
her distance from each satellite. This Time 
Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) provides a 
measurement of distance based on the 

L1 band and defeat all the GNSS constellations. 
Cheap one-watt jammers, though illegal in most 
countries, are readily available on the internet. 
Advertised as privacy jammers, they can defeat 
GNSS reception for several kilometres around 
their radiation pattern.
As the next generation of new, multi-frequency 
receivers begins to be deployed, it will be 
necessary to jam all the GNSS bands to defeat 
position and navigation. That being said, it will 
also be fairly easy to build a multifrequency 
jammer. Doing so will be only slightly more 
complex, so the threat will still be present. 
Spoofing is the intentional transmission of fake 
GNSS signals to divert users from their true 
position. Spoofing requires sophisticated 
equipment to recreate the satellite signals, so it is 
more difficult to do. But, if done correctly, it is more 
difficult to detect than jamming. The growth in 
capability of Software Defined Radios (SDR) and 
the increase in their affordability is making 
spoofing easier to implement. Another method of 
spoofing is to record a valid signal at one location 
at a specific time and then to replay it at a different 
time and location. This is sometimes called 
meaconing, or a playback attack, and can also be 
a dangerous threat.

Jamming is relatively easy to detect, and there are 
several ways to guard against it. Because the 
valid signals from the true GNSS satellites are 
below the surrounding background noise level, 
detecting any energy in these bands means that 
there is interference. The difference between 
intentional and unintentional jamming is an 
operational concern only – with cooperation, the 
unintentional jammer may be mitigated at the 
transmission side, whereas with intentional 
jamming, there is no cooperation.
The first line of defense for jam resistance is at the 
antenna: Do not allow the jamming signal into the 
receiver in the first place. A simple defense 
method is to use a horizon-blocking antenna. 
Most interference, whether intentional or 
unintentional, comes from the surface whereas 
the valid signals come from the satellites at higher 
elevation angles. An antenna that blocks energy 

known propagation velocities of radio signals. 
The satellites also send data reporting their 
precise positions in the sky, so that by knowing 
your distance from each satellite and the 
satellites' positions, you can calculate your 
position on earth. A side benefit of this method 
is precise time determination. The fact that all 
the satellites transmit at exactly the same 
instant (within one billionth of a second or 
nanosecond) yields a precision time mark. The 
satellites repeat their pulse transmissions at 
exactly one-second intervals synchronized 
with Universal Coordinated Time (UTC), so 
that reception of GNSS signals provides users 
with precise synchronization to UTC.

Jamming and Spoofing
Jamming is the presence of a competing signal 
that prevents the GNSS receiver from 
decoding the true satellite signal. Remember, 
the GNSS signals are so weak at the earth's 
surface that they are below the surrounding 
background noise level. Consequently, it does 
not take much of an interfering signal to jam the 
receiver. Jamming from other radio 
transmission sources can be intentional 
(malicious) or unintentional. For example, 
radars or communications transmitters, though 
operating in a different frequency band, may 
leak a tiny bit of energy into the GNSS bands. 
Conversely, the GNSS receiver, though it has 
filters tuned to listen to the GNSS bands only, 
may “hear” energy from these other 
transmitters because they are relatively strong 
by comparison.

Most commercial receivers today only operate 
in the L1 band. This was the first band deployed 
and has been operational for several decades. 
Historically, the L2 band was the encrypted 
band for GPS and GLONASS that the military 
used. In recent years, however, the L5/E5, E6, 
and L2C (Civilian) bands have started being 
deployed, and the next generation of GNSS 
receivers will operate in all these bands. 
Unfortunately, with today's commercial L1 
band-only receivers, it is easy to jam the entire 

GPS Jamming and Spoofing

MILITARY AND DEFENCE 

U.S. troops first used GPS to create an informational and navigation advantage on 
the battlefield during the 1991 Persian Gulf War. The coalition forces used GPS-
based navigation to out-maneuver the enemy in difficult desert terrain, even in the 
dark, offering precision to pinpoint friendly and enemy forces enables swifter, more 
decisive action. However, as the troops relied more on GPS, any absence will led to 
greater risk. For instance,  “Being 1,000 meters off can literally mean the difference 
between life and death,” said Tyler Hohman, director of products at Orolia Defense & 
Security.
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from below approximately 20-30 degrees' 
elevation will block surface interferers at all 

the Doppler shift caused by the object's motion 
due to a spoofer is the same for all the satellites 
signals because they are all arriving from the 
same direction. This uniformity of Doppler is 
another indication of spoofing. Again, only the 
most sophisticated spoofer can account for an 
object's motion to adjust its Doppler shift for 
each individual satellite, and to do so requires 
tracking the object's course. Detection 
software can be added to existing systems to 
detect and protect against jamming and 
spoofing.

Countermeasures
What can be done if the jamming or spoofing 
breaks through these defenses? Though 
GNSS is one of the best ways of determining 
Position, Navigation and Timing (PNT), there 
are other sensors and methods.  For position 
and navigation, an Inertial Navigation System 
(INS) provides position coordinates and 
velocity vectors by measuring movement with 
accelerometers and gyroscopes. However, 
there is always error in this method, because 
even the slightest inaccuracy in acceleration 
and angular measurement gets accumulated 
to a growing drift error over time. For timing, a 
precise clock can provide short-term accurate 
time. Atomic clocks are affordable today and 
can provide 10-11 or better accuracy, but 
again, over time, even this tiny error will 
accumulate. The best use of these devices is 
to combine their measurements with the time 
and position updates from the GNSS receiver. 
When GNSS is available, the INS and Clock 
are “disciplined” to the GNSS solution to limit 
their error drift. Then, when proper GNSS is 
denied by either jamming or spoofing, the INS 
and Clock ignore the GNSS corrections and 
“flywheel,” maintaining a PNT solution 
independent of GNSS, by using their 
disciplined or corrected parameters. Error drift 
in this situation is now much lower than it would 
have been if no GNSS were previously used.
Early detection of jamming and spoofing is key. 
If the disciplining algorithm does not 
disconnect from the bad GNSS solution early, 

it will become polluted with erroneous 
measurements.

Another countermeasure is to use 
Alternative Navigation sources to augment 
the GNS/INS PNT solution. Two signals are 
available today such as eLoran – a low 
frequency, 100KHz high power signal 
transmitted from terrestrial towers; and STL 
– Satellite Time and Location – a microwave 
signal transmitted from Low Earth Orbiting 
(LEO) satellites. Unfortunately, eLoran is not 
available in most of the world and build-out 
of transmitters has been slow. Some areas, 
such as South Korea and the United 
Kingdom, are building transmission sites but 
many other countries, including the USA, 
have yet to embrace it. On the other hand, 
STL offers global coverage and is available 
today. 
Though less accurate than GNSS, it has two 
distinct advantages over GNSS as its signal 
is ~1000x stronger than GNSS because it 
originates from LEO satellites orbiting ~800 
km above the earth instead of 22,000 km. In 
addition, the signal is encrypted to avoid any 
spoofing possibility.



correction of the satellite; orbit correction 
commands and instructions to the satellite; 
and development of mechanisms and plans 
for monitoring the state of health and the orbit 
of the satellite, continuously (7 days a week 
and 24 hours a day), which requires 
organizational measures around a 7 days a 
week system. H24.

Today, several types of activities are carried 
out routinely by the control team including 
supervision of the activity of Ku and Ka band 
transponders; daily calibration of traffic 
monitoring systems; technical support to 
customers (ATS and TDA): satellite access 
tests, link reports, homologation tests of 
antennas planned for acquisitions, etc. In 
2020, several networks were switched to 
ALCOMSAT-1 such as: CHU BLIDA network 
which was installed in the context of the 
COVID-19 pandemic; ENAGEO network to 
ensure interconnection of the various 
subsidiaries of this establishment; Integration 
of the various Mobilis links between BTS and 
BSC in several areas; and Integration of a 
large network of the mobile operator Djezzy 
which occupies a large bandwidth.

Local content
Following its launch on December 10, 2017, 
Algeria commences the operation of its 
television and broadcasting service (MMBS) 
using the new satellite. First was the launch 
on Alcomsat-1 of the national public TV 
package in HD quality including National 
Program, Algeria Channel, A3, TV4, TV5; 
then the launch on Alcomsat-1 of the national 
public TV package in SD quality including 
National Program, Algeria Channel, A3, TV4, 
TV5; Broadcast of 57 Radio programs (48 
local channels, 1 international radio, 3 
national channels (I, II, III), Jil FM and 2 
thematic channels (Koran radio, Culture), 
Sahel radio and UFC radio); addition of the 
TV6 Généraliste channel in HD and SD 
quality; addition of the TV7 EL Maarifa 
channel in HD quality (educational channel); 
addition of the TV8 EDHAKIRA channel in HD 

quality; and launch of the TV package for private 
national channels in HD and SD quality.

Operation of Ku and Ka services
According to the Algerian space agency, CEST 
engineers ensured the installation of VSAT 
stations in the different regions of Algeria: 
Algiers, Bejaia, Ghardaïa and Oran. These 
achievements are mainly based on the 
deployment of the VSAT Fixed and Mobile 
stations of the emergency telecommunications 
system via the Algerian Alcomsat-1 satellite in 
Ku band, and Ka. These systems provide data 
transmission, VoIP, Visio-Conference, and the 
transfer of helicopter flows to the services of the 
Directorate General of Civil Protection (DGPC).
The Engineers also offers ORSEC practical 
simulation exercise of an earthquake in the 
wilaya of Boumerdes carried out on October 24, 
2020 with the General Directorate of Civil 
Protection (DGPC), and the Ministry of Post and 
Telecommunications. Through the satellite, the 
space agency also ensure the collaboration 
between ASAL and the General Directorate of 
National Security, for data transmission, VoIP, 
Visio-Conference, and the transfer of a 
Helicopter Video stream to the centers of the 
DGSN via the Algerian satellite Alcomsat-1 in Ka 
band.
In addition, Engineers at the ground station 
ensure the periodic preventive maintenance of 
equipment and facilities: includes regular 
inspection and verif ication, updating, 
configuration, calibration and maintenance; the 
pointing and regular calibration of the station 
antennas at the same orbital position of 
Alcomsat-1 (24.8 ° W); the calibration of the 
different transmission chains; and the 
deployment of Ka stations to perform test or 
supervision actions.
During the last three years, the 'strong current' 
team ensured the monitoring and periodic 
inspection of the electrical installations in 
various buildings of the CEST, the quality control 
of the electrical supply as well as the support to 
the various services including technical, 
administrative and civil engineering.

Algeria's first communications satellite 
Alcomsat-1 launched in December 2017, 
recently celebrated its third anniversary of the 
launch into space. The satellite was deployed 
into the geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO) 
by Long March 3B (LM-3B) launch vehicle 
from the Xichang Satellite Launch Center in 
Sichuan province, China. Positioned at the 
24.8°W orbital position, the satellite will 
p r o v i d e  s e r v i c e s ,  i n c l u d i n g  
telecommunications, broadband internet, 
audio transmission, broadcast and television, 
satellite-based navigation, remote education, 
as well as enterprise and emergency 
communications. The coverage areas include 
Algeria, Sahel, and other regions in North 
Africa. The Alcomsat-1 project is part of 
Algeria's National Space Programme (NSP), 
which is intended to increase the nation's 
telecommunications capabilities while 
contributing to economic and social 
development. The satellite is operated by the 
Algerian Space Agency (ASAL).

It is characterized by a total weight of 5225 Kg 
(total weight at launch) and an estimated 
lifespan of 15 years. It provides broadcast TV, 
Internet and VSAT services. After the launch, 
Algerian space agency established two  
Ground Control Segment and Ground 
Application System control stations, located in 
Bouchaoui - Algiers and the Boughezoul - 
Médéa station, are made available to ensure 
control and access to the satellite, 
maintenance ground equipment and the 
operation of space services.
Since the launch of the satellite and the 
completion of the in-orbit testing phase and 
the verification of the system's functionalities, 
Algerian teams of engineers responsible for 
controlling the satellite (SCC team) in 
Bouchaoui and Boughezoul, have taken 
charge of the operations. maintaining the 
satellite in orbit by carrying out the following 
activities; continuous monitoring of the state 
of health of the satellite; orbit calculations for 
the determination of the commands and 
uplink instructions necessary for the orbital 

Algeria celebrates new milestones as 
Alcomsat-1 clocks 3 years of service
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Africa is a large continent with a rich and diverse 
environment, resulting in many challenges such 
as access to drinking water, rapid urban 
development, active deforestation and food 
insecurity. At a time when these challenges are 
taking their toll on communities, the global 
COVID-19 crisis threatens the African economy 
and hinders efforts to achieve global 
development priorities. 
The United Nations Economic Commission for 
Africa (UNECA) reports that economic growth 
will slow from 3.2% to 1.8%, pushing 27 million 
people into extreme poverty. Africa's ability to 
respond and recover connects directly to how 
well we understand the impacts on natural 
resources. Earth Observation (EO) data is the 
cornerstone to this information, and a key 
transition of the Fourth Industrial Revolution is 
the change in how we access and use this data to 
support a quick response to these critical 
challenges. Through the fusion of technologies, 
new possibilities for data analytics and 
visualizations are emerging. However, countries 
still face challenges of EO data availability, 
access, quality and usability in delivering its full 
potential.

Digital Earth Africa (DE Africa) is translating EO 
data into information and services that will 
democratize the capacity to use EO for a number 
of strategic purposes. DE Africa will improve our 
understanding of the continent's changing 
landscape, providing much-needed insights and 
analysis for more informed, strategic and 
inclusive decision-making. 

This information will support governments to 
monitor changes that relate to people and the 
environment as the COVID-19 crisis evolves, 
and to build resilience systems to underpin 
recovery. Furthermore, democratizing EO data 
will drive growth for Africa's economy by enabling 
more readily accessible satellite data for 
innovation and the creation of new products. This 
presents new opportunities for industry 
profitability and productivity in many sectors, 
such as land planning, agriculture and mineral 
exploration.

Optimizing satellite data
Freely available and accessible 
satellite data is fundamental to 
a d d r e s s i n g  d e v e l o p m e n t  
priorities and global goals.
Satellites have taken images of Africa's land 
surface and coastlines for decades, providing a 
wide range of insights into land and water 

resources – from coasts and rivers to soil and 
crops and their changes over time. The 
availability of this information has boosted a 
growing demand by countries across the 
continent to use the data to address national 
development priorities and drive progress 
towards policy frameworks. This includes the 
Paris Agreement on climate change, the Sendai 
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction, the 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) and Agenda 2063. Now more than ever, 
the knowledge gained from EO can help 
continue the efforts required to achieve these 
development blueprints in the face of the global 
pandemic.

The  cha l l enge :  Da ta  fo r  
development
Satellite images are a rich source of information 
and freely available, but they are difficult to 
acquire, scale up, compute and analyse. If EO 
data was easier to access and use across the 
continent, countries could overcome a number of 
challenges in meeting the needs of their growing  
populations, from managing the environment to 

developing resources and unleashing 
agriculture potential. An analysis by Group on 
Earth Observations and the Committee on 
Earth Observation Satellites identified the 
specific SDG targets and indicators that EO 
can support.

The solution: A data cube for all 
of Africa
Open-satellite data policies and analysis-
ready data, coupled with cloud infrastructure 
and open source technology, are creating 
transformational opportunities. 
The Open Data Cube (ODC) concept allows 
for the provision of information at continental 
scales and encompasses a thriving online 
community focused on advancing its core 
capabilities. DE Africa has scaled up ODC 
technology to the entire African continent to 
provide a platform where algorithms can be 
rapidly developed and applied to generate 
new information, from simple facts to the 
visualizations of trends. 
Policy-makers, scientists, the private sector 
and civil society can all have ready access to 

Unlocking the potential of earth 
observation to address Africa's 
critical challenge
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E O  i n s i g h t s  t o  a d d r e s s  s o c i a l ,  
environmental and economic changes 
across the continent.

T h e  i m p a c t :  B u i l d i n g  
resilience systems
Encompassing a land area over 30 million 
square kilometres, DE Africa will be the 
world's largest open data cube to provide 
insights into a range of issues, which 
includes flooding, droughts, soils, coastal 
erosion, agriculture, forests and land use 
and land change, water availability and 
quality, and changes to human settlements. 
In particular, the use of EO within Africa will 
be directly relevant to SDG 2 (zero hunger), 
SDG 6 (clean water and sanitation), SDG 9 
(industry, innovation and infrastructure), 
SDG 11  (sus ta inab le  c i t i es  and  
communities), SDG 13 (climate action), 
SDG 14 (life below water) and SDG 15 (life 
on land). Valuable insights from EO are 
already aiding COVID-19 response and 
recovery in Africa by enabling countries to 
monitor changes that relate to people and 
the environment. For example, simply 
identifying water resources provides greater 

access to where clean water and good 
hygiene are the absolute minimum required 
to combat the spread of the virus. Additionally, 
concerns about food shortages can be 
addressed through regularly mapping food 
crops to support decision-making on 
a g r i c u l t u r a l  d e v e l o p m e n t  i s s u e s .  
Democratizing EO data through the use of 
ODC technology ultimately provides 
government and industry with the tools to 
build the required systems for managing 
natural resources on the continent. This will 
help support Africa's economic recovery post-
COVID-19 through the stimulation of the 
digital economy and acceleration of 
innovation using DE Africa's free and open 
products and services.

Accelerated growth of 
Africa's Earth 
Observation industry

Industry growth and capability 
within Africa is vital to fully 
realize the benefits of Earth 

Observation data.

DE Africa is estimated to accelerate the growth 
of Africa's EO industry by $500 million a year 
from 2024. This is based on the forecast that 
Africa's EO industry will increase from $1.32 
billion in 2019 to $1.8 billion by 2024. In 
comparison to a scenario where DE Africa does 
not exist, it will be directly responsible for an 
increase of approximately $385 million in yearly 
revenues of the downstream African EO 
industry. Furthermore, if Africa adopts the best 
practices of top-performing countries (see 
Appendix), by 2024 DE Africa's contribution to 
Africa's EO industry revenues will increase by 
an additional $117 million a year.
The hypothesis that DE Africa will improve 
image availability, quality and frequency has 
also led to the key assumption that by 2024 it 
will halve the gap in the data infrastructure 
index between Africa and Australia, where the 
ODC concept was first operationalized. The 
reduction in Countries Geospatial Readiness 
Index (CGRI) distance between the two regions 
is calculated as a round number to avoid a false 
sense of accuracy, as it is difficult to estimate 
this effect with precision.

Boosting agricultural  
Productivity
The use of Earth Observation 
across the globe has shown 
dramatic improvements in 
agricultural practices and 
access to water.

Agriculture is the lifeblood of many African 
economies, employing over 40% of its total 
working population and accounting for almost 
one-tenth of gross domestic product (GDP). 
Yet, productivity rates are often far from global 
best practices and local farmers are frequently 
missing accurate information such as water 
availability and crop development. Through the 
provision of EO data products for African 
agriculture, DE Africa has the potential to 
generate an impact of up to $1 billion a year. 
These economic benefits would be generated 
by exploiting EO technologies in four areas 
already demonstrated in other parts of the world 
and applicable to Africa.

Water savings
Water is a limited resource in Africa and needs 
to be managed wisely to ensure a sustainable 
food supply. Africa's share of global freshwater 
resources is only 2% less than its share of world 
population (10% vs 12%), yet rainfall is 
unevenly distributed, since 86% of water 
withdrawals in Africa are used for agricultural 
purposes and “the share is even higher in the 
arid and semi-arid part of the continent”. The 
main consequence is a significant reduction in 
crop yield. 

The primary cause of water waste in the African 
agricultural business is through evaporation, 
caused by high temperatures, inefficient 
storage of water reserves and non-optimal 
irrigation plans. Satellite imagery can help 
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smooth this problem. In combination with 
meteorological and spatially explicit training 
data and hydrological modelling, it can be used 
to derive information about the past and current 
state of main crops to make future predictions. 
Hence, it would improve water procurement 
and water allocation before and during 
irrigation, reducing water shortages.
 
In Salinas, California, for example, NASA trials 
demonstrated that satellite images can reduce 
water used to grow lettuce and broccoli crops 
by up to 33% relative to standard practice8. 
Even assuming a conservative 20% impact on 
African cultivations and extending such 
benefits to all cultivations, the results may be 
very significant. By improving irrigation plans 
and adjusting timing and resource allocation, 
DE Africa could save 176 billion cubic meters of 
water a year, equivalent to a $880 million 
reduction in water abstraction costs . The water 
savings DE Africa could realize in only one year 
would be enough to meet eight years' water 
requirement from African households. If every 
African farmer could rely on geospatial 
services, the continent would save over 175 
trillion litres of water every year, a quantity 
which is roughly equal to the dimension of the 

Turkana Lake in Kenya and Ethiopia.

Increased crop yields
African farmers are net buyers of food, with 
$43.64 billion of food imports vs $41.84 billion 
of food exports in sub-Saharan Africa12. They 
spend more than 60% of their disposable 
income on food, highlighting the fact that 
domestic production is unable to keep up with 
household requirements. Due to insufficient 
production, sub-Saharan African economies 
spend $30 billion-$50 billion a year to import 
food. If domestic production does not catch up 
with domestic food requirements, Africa could 
spend more than $150 billion on food imports 
by 2030. Several studies demonstrate that 
increasing agricultural productivity helps to 
boost rural incomes and increases food 
availability. However, the productivity levels of 
many cultivations and food staples produced 
in Africa are below international averages. 
This is due to a lack of knowledge of up-to-date 
technologies and practices, low use of 
chemically improved and hybrid seeds14, as 
well as inadequate irrigation plans.

EO can be used to improve crop monitoring at 

field and farm level and could be the basis of 
accurate models set up to identify and remove 
factors causing lower yields – for example, 
sowing too late vis-à-vis current season 
weather, and making informed decisions of 
when to irrigate. EO data can also provide a 
rapid, standardized and objective assessment 
of the biophysical impact of agricultural 
practices in terms of vegetation cover, calling 
for restoration interventions when most 
needed. EO data in India, for example, was 
crucial in understanding that the sowing date of 
wheat should be anticipated by a week, given 
the change in seasonal weather. This led to an 
overall yield gain of 5%, higher than the total 
yield increase in India over the past decade. 
Satellite data is particularly useful in regions 
where ground-based measures of sow date 
are lacking, such as Africa. Optimizing sowing 
dates, DE Africa can raise yearly wheat 
production (10% effect) by 136,000 tonnes, 
bringing a benefit of at least $35 million to the 
African economy.

Reduced insurance costs
A key hindrance to the insurance industry is 
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information asymmetry, which causes moral 
hazard1 and strongly shrinks the growth 
margins of the sector. Usually, insurers have 
little information about their insured farmers, no 
insights in how they run their business and no 
control of their actions. This results in huge risk 
borne by providers and is reflected in the high 
premium they set for farmers. The problem is 
even more relevant in Africa, where insurance 
penetration (2% on average) is far below the 
threshold of developed economies (6%). 
Satellite data can improve transparency on 
agricultural activity and output as it helps assess 
crop conditions and environmental risks. This 
enables insurance companies to develop 
indexbased insurance products to compensate 
farmers for their loss. 

EO data may also help develop algorithms to 
assess farmers' creditworthiness, allowing 
access to necessary resources to improve 
production. Evidence in Thailand has 
demonstrated that EO data has been used 
effectively to benefit the insurance sector where 
the UK Space Agency estimates a 25% increase 
in insurance penetration and an average 
decrease in premia of 10% in the next years. It is 
estimated that developing sustainable financial 
products based on increased transparency in 
Africa will reduce costs and help create new 
tailor-made solutions, allowing farmers to save 
$20 million in premiums and expanding the 
insurance market by at least $25 million. 
Furthermore, farmers are properly insured, they 
can rebuild more effectively if hit by disasters 
instead of risking the loss of their main source of 
income.

Reduced pesticide usage
Despite several benefits in agricultural 
practices, such as productivity improvements 
and protection of crop yields, pesticides can 
often have severe consequences for both public 
health and the environment. Global deaths and 
cases of chronic disease due to pesticide 
poisoning amount to 1 million a year. Through 
the implementation of best practices and the 
prevention of the spread of natural diseases, the 
use of pesticides could be reduced. EO data can 

play a focal role in setting up development 
models aimed at monitoring the evolution of 
diseases and the massive movements of 
insects. Such models would be crucial in 
forecasting how much and where these 
phenomena spread, to focus and limit pesticide 
intervention instead of resorting to broad, spray-
all campaigns. Evidence from China has 
demonstrated the use of space-based 
technology in contributing to the fight against 
yellow rust, a plague that affects wheat and 
reduced yield by between 5% and 30% of annual 
crops. The use of EO alongside meteorological 
and vertical looking radar (VLR) assisted the 
Chinese government to reach its goal of a 0% 
increase in pesticide use by the end of 2020.

Effective regulation of mining 
activity
Effective governance of 
resource extraction captures 
revenues while protecting the 
environment and preventing 
harm to people.

Over one fifth of global gold production takes 
place in Africa. However, this precious metal is 
often extracted illegally, causing financial, 
environmental and health-related damage. The 
ability to generate a time series using satellite 
images can provide a much-needed solution to 
regulate mining activity. 

In situations of rapid and often unrecorded land 
use, EO provides meaningful insights into how 
the landscape is used to monitor and manage 
natural resources and into environmental 
changes from the onset of mining.  Surface 
mining operations are typically characterized by 
the removal of overburden to expose the mineral 
for extraction. The process of setting up a new 
gold mine involves the generation of detectable 
artificial ponds to allow the sedimentation of 
solids from the water. Finding these ponds can 
help governments and specialists to identify 
gold mining sites and monitor the progression of 
other disturbances caused by complementary 
activities such as identifying and tracking 

reclamation sites and assessing land cover 
changes. However, simply searching for newly 
cleared land can produce false positives and 
give misleading results as people clear lands 
for agriculture or other general productive 
purposes. 

Due to the typical activities necessary to pave 
the ground for the development of mines, the 
surface tends to be significantly altered 
according to patterns, which are clear and 
easily observable over time. Some examples 
are river diversions and the building of new 
roads to access coal seams. It is estimated that 
the total economic damage for Africa due to 
unregulated gold mines is approximately $9 
billion a year. This takes into account Ghana 
and South Africa's gold data, representing one 
third of the continent's production. The data 
provided by DE Africa will be available for 
analysts and specialists to interrogate, 
representing a huge opportunity for Africa. For 
example, the NASA Langley Research Center 
is creating an algorithm for mining regulation in 
Ghana that can automatically detect changes in 
geographic features of the landscape that 
suggest the presence of illegal mines26. Even if 
DE Africa can prevent 10% of unregulated 
mining, the use of its analysis-ready EO data 
will result in savings of at least $900 million a 
year.

Increased fiscal revenues
Illegal mines are neither registered nor 
regulated. Hence, they evade taxes both in 
paying workers, whose working conditions are 
unsafe and often alienating, and in trading 
metals. By their nature, illicit activities are not 
amenable to accurate statistics. However, 
based on estimates, more than 14,000 people 
in South Africa alone are involved in illegal 
mining activities27. These miners enter mostly 
abandoned wells, digging and threading up to 
4km underground, where they spend several 
days at a time and risk their lives for an income 
that is not contributing to the growth of their 
country.
It is easy to appreciate the potential of DE 
Africa's intervention in such a scenario. Scaling 
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up the empirical evidence from South Africa 
and Ghana, with a financial loss of $550 million 
and $2.2 billion respectively from uncollected 
taxes in 2016 alone, it is estimated that on 
average $7.6 billion per year of fiscal losses is 
experienced for the whole African continent28. 
Even if DE Africa could help prevent only 10% 
of unregulated gold mining activity, the 
estimated economic benefits in this area 
exceed $750 million a year.

Safeguarded environmental 
resources
Mining poses serious and highly specific 
threats to environmental resources and affects 
biodiversity. Illegal mines do not comply with 
minimal environmental requirements and 
regulations and can have even worse impacts. 
The direct impacts of mining extraction are 
seen in chemical emissions of mercury or 
cyanide used to extract gold, and acids are 
released from oxidized minerals when some 
ores are exposed to the air, along with physical 
dust and aerosols. Indirect impacts occur 
when illegal mining facilitates additional 
biodiversity loss. For example, mining 
development can attract human populations, 

which cause new threats of deforestation 
and river diversion, and exacerbate pre-
existing threats such as overexploitation 
from hunting and fishing, invasive species 
and habitat loss for other land uses. In 2018 
alone, Ghana saw a 1.13% of primary forest 
loss and 3.7% of farmland destroyed in 
addition to unquantified losses of water 
bodies. The Ghanaian government spent 
$250 million in 2016 to recover lands and 
water bodies destroyed by unregulated 
mining just in the previous year. Scaled up 
to the continental level, the damages from 
these activities would amount to $1.4 billion 
a year. If DE Africa can prevent just 10% of 
that, the result would see benefits of $140 
million a year.

Improved public health

Improved public health
Mining practices in Africa have a 
detrimental impact on public health and are 
one of the most harmful occupations in the 
world. Deleterious effects range from short-
term injury to long-term impacts such as 
cancers and respiratory conditions to loss 

of life. The drivers include water and air pollution, 
which dramatically facilitate the spread of 
diseases. In areas near illegal sites for gold 
extraction, for instance, there is a much higher 
incidence of malaria, skin disease and fever with 
diarrhoea than in areas where mines do not exist. 
Water is considered mining's most common 
victim. Huge amounts of water are used to 
process minerals and mining waste, and 
seepage from tailings and waste-rock 
impoundments are discharged in natural basins. 
Impacts on water quality can include acid mine 
drainage, heavy metal contamination and 
leaching, pollution from chemicals' processing, 
erosion and sedimentation. Air pollution arises 
from heavy-duty vehicles on dusty gravel roads, 
and chemical gases, smoke and fine dust can be 
generated during ore processing and blasting. If 
DE Africa can prevent some illegal mining 
activity, the benefits for the health of African 
communities could be significant, improving the 
quality of livelihood in all the countries. 
Unfortunately, the lack of reliable data makes it 
impossible to estimate such benefits at scale but 
is a target for future research.
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Connecting the battlespace: A 21st 
century imperative for warfighters

How Viasat's assured, resilient and integrated network concept can optimize 
and future-proof the tactical communications requirements of armed forces 
operating at the edge.

Often required to deploy to remote areas of the 
world suffering from a lack of fixed communications 
infrastructure, armed forces have almost always 
been challenged to make do with less than 
satisfactory levels in connectivity.
It's often made worse by outdated and disparate 
tactical communications equipment provided to 
warfighters as a result of lengthy, expensive and 
cumbersome government  procurement  
processes. Today, service personnel deploying to 
any part of the world demand the same levels in 
connectivity that they would receive when at home 
— a seamless communications network featuring 
multiple connections including cellular networks, 
satellite communications (SATCOM), Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth connectivity. That expectation is driven 
by what we have at home, with all of these 
connections fused into a single smartphone device 
providing end users with seamless levels in 
connectivity, efficient networking, speed and 
security from cyber threats.
It makes sense that armed forces and the 
warfighters on the ground would look for the same 
or better in the field.
The commercial sector is primed to support such 
requirements through the injection of fast-moving 
technology upgrades capable of providing 

deployed warfighters with flexible and multi-
use solutions which can be used in any 
operational environment.
Viasat's President for Government Systems, 
Ken Peterman, said armed forces are on the 
brink of benefiting from a breakthrough in 
commercial technology, which promises to 
revolutionize the way ground commanders 
think about tactical communications today and 
in the future. Describing how optimal levels in 
connectivity and cloud technology could 
provide warfighters with enhanced situation 
awareness, he said: “We need to empower the 
warfighter with new capabilities including 
battlefield data which can be fused into a cloud 
to enhance decision-making processes.”
That kind of environment is becoming more 
and more possible, he said. “Technology 
trajectories are accelerating with the 
commercial sector rapidly applying enabling 
technologies to ensure mobile network and 
broadband connectivity. This is the kind of 
connectivity our young warfighters have grown 
up to rely on in their everyday lives. To take that 
away from them when deployed is just wrong.” 
This illustration shows how Viasat uses 
satellites, the cloud, wireless and other 

technology to create an integrated tactical 
network for warfighters in the air and on the 
ground. (Click to view larger image.

A technological leap
Responding to these requirements, Viasat 
is using a series of emerging technologies to 
provide a next-generation leap in capability 
for warfighters operating far from home. 
Specifically, this includes enabling 
technologies such as software-defined 
networking (SDN), which allows voice and 
data traffic to be routed through the best 
path possible.

Even in environments where an enemy is 
trying to jam communications, SDN is 
designed to plow through that interference. 
On a basic level, it's not too different from 
how we expect our mobile phones to 
operate, jumping from tower to tower, from 
Wi-Fi to LTE and back again without 
interruption. “This technology already exists 
in the commercial sector and end users 
don't even need to think about it,” Peterman 
said, adding that the cognitive capacities of 
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younger generations of warfighters make them 
ideal candidates to operate such equipment. 
Viasat is also observing how the warfighter 
operates their devices on the battlefield, with 
network architects and developers constantly 
engaging in technology upgrades to improve, 
troubleshoot and update systems in the future.

Room for improvement
The ability to establish and maintain tactical 
communications remains a critical requirement 
for any armed force conducting missions 
anywhere in the world. In October 2019, Viasat 
published its inaugural 'Sate of Military 
Communications” study, which identified how 
60% of active duty U.S. military personnel were 
concerned with levels in connectivity — 
particularly when operating in contested 
environments where enemy forces can disrupt 
communications through jamming.
The study, which found that 98% of respondents 
claimed to have suffered a “complete loss of 
connectivity” from digital threats when deployed, 
also raised concerns regarding the EW 
capabilities of so-called near-peer adversaries 
like Russia and China.

In conclusion, the study called for armed forces 
to be supported with “flexible, mobile, simple, 
versatile and reliable” tactical communications 
capable of working no matter what happens on 
the battlefield. That includes the ability to 
overcome obstructions such as mountains or 
buildings in addition to EW and cyber security 
threats.
Of course, this gets more difficult the further one 
gets from areas benefiting from fixed 
communications infrastructure. Viasat's Head of 
Advanced Networking, David Schmolke 
addresses this issue:
“When you look at the tactical edge of the 
battlespace, a series of disparate networks are 
usually bridged together by enterprise level 
equipment including basic routers,” Schmolke 
said. “These are great in an enterprise 
environment, but start to fall apart in a tactical 
environment that is challenged with a rapidly 

changing network configuration, intermittent 
connectivity, and diverse communication 
bearers with varying latency. “You also have 
physical blockages in urban and mountainous 
areas as well as jamming and EW threats 
which near peer adversaries are very effective 
at conducting,” he said. “That's in addition to 
cyberattacks.” In these types of operating 
e n v i r o n m e n t s ,  l e g a c y  m i l i t a r y  
communications networks just aren't able to 
support the tactical communications 
requirements of today's warfighters. “Even 
without those electronic warfare threats, these 
networks are very difficult to set up, manage, 
maintain and configure. And even then, they 
don't deliver the performance that the 
warfighter ultimately needs,” Schmolke said.

A better way: Viasat's 
assured, resilient and 
integrated network solution
Today, warfighters operating at the tactical 
edge demand a 21st Century communications 
network capable of providing them with 
automatic connectivity, clear voice and high 
data capacity, irrespective of whatever 
manmade or natural obstacles lie in the way. 
Responding to calls for enhanced connectivity, 
Viasat has created an “assured, resilient and 
integrated network” concept.
Designed to provide secure and resilient 
tactical communications to the warfighter 
operating far from home, the network 
comprises a self-forming and self-healing 
network capable of accommodating any type 
of legacy or next-generation communications 
network and device.

What Viasat's assured, 
resilient, integrated network 
provides
Assurance The guarantee that one or multiple 
networks (commercial and military SATCOM 
in LEO, MEO and GEO orbits; Link 16 data 

links; MANET; Line of Sight 5G, Free Space 
Optics (FSO), Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and cellular 
LTE) can satisfy warfighter communication 
requirements at any given time and in any 
given scenario. Resilience The protection of 
networks from disruption by natural factors 
and enemy force actions, including the 
identification of false data. Integration A 
common set of open standards allowing 
legacy through next-generation systems to 
interoperate throughout a wider tactical 
communications network. Network A common 
platform and capability that allows warfighters 
to benefit from the rapid deployment of new 
solutions through spiral development to 
support independent decision-making 
processes.

Capable of being set up and maintained 
autonomously, the network supports the 
tactical communications requirements of 
dismounted warfighters, ground vehicles and 
even aircraft, allowing personnel to focus on 
miss ions  a t  hand as  opposed to  
troubleshooting connectivity problems. “It's 
not just dealing with situation awareness, it's 
about creating situation understanding and 
helping the warfighter to operate more 
effectively,” Peterman said.
Viasat's solution is enabled by multiple 
system components including SDN routers, 
multi-path bonding, cybersecurity and EW 
sensing, secure multi-domain technologies, 
hybrid cloud technology, network and radio 
orchestration tools. These all combine to find 
the most efficient routes for voice and data 
communications across the battlefield, no 
matter what obstacles are in the way. 
Networks include commercial and military 
SATCOM constellations; Link 16 next-
generation tactical data links; Mobile Ad Hoc 
Networks (MANETs); Free Space Optics 
(FSO), Bluetooth and Wi-Fi connectivity; plus 
4G/LTE and 5G networks.

Capable of being set up and maintained 
autonomously, the network supports the 
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tactical communications requirements of 
dismounted warfighters, ground vehicles and 
even aircraft, allowing personnel to focus on 
m i s s i o n s  a t  h a n d  a s  o p p o s e d  t o  
troubleshooting connectivity problems. “It's not 
just dealing with situation awareness, it's about 
creating situation understanding and helping 
the warfighter to operate more effectively,” 
Peterman said.
Viasat's solution is enabled by multiple system 
components including SDN routers, multi-path 
bonding, cybersecurity and EW sensing, 
secure multi-domain technologies, hybrid 
cloud technology, network and radio 
orchestration tools. These all combine to find 
the most efficient routes for voice and data 
communications across the battlefield, no 
matter what obstacles are in the way. Networks 
include commercial and military SATCOM 
constellations; Link 16 next-generation tactical 
data links; Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs); 
Free Space Optics (FSO), Bluetooth and Wi-Fi 
connectivity; plus 4G/LTE and 5G networks.
System components can be integrated into 
command posts, ground vehicles as well as 
aircraft, while dismounted warfighters also 
benefit from Link 16 tactical data link access 
through Viasat's AN/PRC-161 Battlefield 
Awareness and Targeting System-Dismounted 
BAT-D tactical radio. For example, this allows 
warfighters to speak to and share data with 
helicopter and aircraft to reduce timelines. 
associated with close air support missions.
Using the BATS-D device, a soldier on the 
ground has a much better connection to aircraft 
for close air support.
Viasat's concept is designed to be virtualized 
and is also supported by an open architecture, 
which allows any non-proprietary command, 
control, communications and computer (C4) 
equipment to be integrated into the network as 
and when required. In other words, it's 
designed to work with much of the equipment 
already in the field. “It's about surveying what's 
out there in the communications space in terms 
of technology and binding all of these 
capabilities together,” Schmolke said.
“Achieving the nirvana of a self-forming and 
self-healing network today at the tactical edge 
seems out of reach as current solutions rely on 
an army of field service representatives to 
setup and maintain,” he added. “This is 
probably the number one complaint we have 
when we talk to end users. Our goal is to have 
the network intelligence all the way out to the 
tactical edge where it automatically sees the 
entire network and has the intelligence to 
predict and automatically adjust to changes 
through data-driven analytics.”

Integrated solutions
Viasat's network concept can be sub-divided 
into three capability areas: Sensor Fusion and 
Network Integration; Cloud Processing; and 
Cyber Security.

Sensor Fusion and Network 
Integration
This is enabled through the integration of 
decision engines and SDN management 
software across the battlespace on board 
ground vehicles, aircraft and command posts. 
Designed to identify the best performance from 
any given communications network at any 

given time, the technology 
autonomously selects the 
most efficient routes to share 
data, full motion video and 
voice communications across 
the battlefield.
Examples include Viasat's 
Channel Bonding technology, 
which enables the network to 
set up “virtual paths” that 
automatically adapt to current 
conditions and provide the 
best route for an email or voice 
call across the battlefield in the 
face of bad weather, cyber 
threats and jamming by enemy 
forces. The selected route 
could be completed using 
SATCOM, MANET, 4G or 5G 
n e t w o r k s  o r  e v e n  a  
combination of these.
This is achieved in part using 
industry standard Dynamic 
Link Exchange Protocol 
(DLEP) which connect routers 
and the tactical radios used by 
the warfighter.
As Schmolke said: “The network is designed 
to leverage the available tactical edge 
connections at any given point in time. If one of 
those communication networks is not 
available, then it won't be used and alternative 
connections will be.”
Although the open architecture approach 
allows the network to accept any number of 
communications networks or devices, Viasat 
has already demonstrated the concept with 
the integration of a number of its own 
products.

Viasat's MOJO terminal
Examples include the portable Move 
Out/Jump Off terminal, which is small enough 
to be integrated on board ground vehicles, 
boats and aircraft. MOJO translates 
incompatible messages from disparate 
networks into clear and interoperable 
communications, providing warfighters with 
maximum levels in real-time air/ground 
situation awareness, line of sight and beyond 
line of sight communications as well as an on-
the-move capability.
The intelligent network is also optimized to 
protect warfighters from cyber and EW 
threats, with decision engines identifying any 
threats and diverting communications through 
alternatives networks to avoid disruption to 
connectivity.
In addition, Viasat's solution is forward 
compatible to handle emerging wireless 
communication networks built from FSO and 
5G, which will comprise a natural fit for 
warfighters seeking to achieve high data 
performance with anti-jam and low probability 
of intercept/detection (LPI/D) enhancements 
on the battlefield. Viasat has established key 
industry partnerships where they are actively 
adapting these critical technologies for 
adoption to the future battlespace.

Cloud Support
Cloud processing plays an integral role in the 
support of the network at the tactical edge, 

providing warfighters with the ability to store and 
access data securely even when deployed to 
communications-deprived areas. To make that 
happen, cloud connections must be accessible 
to warfighters even when connectivity across 
the network is not available.
The solution can be supported by two different 
types of cloud servers. These include a large 
remote cloud server covering the entire area of 
operation, plus a local or tactical cloud server. 
This one can be accessed by small teams of 
warfighters working in communication blackspot 
areas.
“Remote cloud access is a big part of overall 
situation awareness in the battlespace,” 
Schmolke said. “But in reality, warfighters will 
not always be connected to it. So having a 
distributed local cloud capability on board 
ground vehicles, ships and aircraft at the tactical 
edge will provide an interim capability for 
warfighters before they are able to sync up to the 
larger remote cloud again.”

Cyber Security
Protection against cyber threats is a critical 
element, particularly with armed forces relying 
more and more on technology that can be 
hacked or jammed by the enemy.
Viasat's network is supported by the company's 
Cyber Security Operations Center (CSOC) in 
Carlsbad, CA, which processes 2.4 billion 
events per day and analyzes over 35TBs of 
network data in 24 hours across its commercial 
and government networks.
Big data analytics are used to understand, 
predict and warn of cyberattacks anywhere in 
the world, particularly useful for the network as it 
seeks to find the best route for communications 
across the battlefield.

A smart, forward-compatible 
solution
Designed as a truly “smart” system, the assured, 
resilient and integrated network concept 
comprises a forward-compatible solution 
capable of supporting the critical connectivity 
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IN THE NEWS

Rhein land cer t i f icat ion for  i ts  5G 
performance, with tests covering 72 real-
world scenarios. The certification verifies that 
the chipset provides reliable, high-
performance 5G connectivity and offers users 
high-quality 5G experiences across a wide 
variety of scenarios. Many OEMs, including 
Xiaomi, Vivo, OPPO and realme, expressed 
support for MediaTek's new Dimensity chip. 
The first devices with the new MediaTek 
Dimensity 1200 and 1100 chipsets are 
expected to hit the market at the end of Q1 
and beginning of Q2 this year. Other industry 
collaborators and supporters of the new 
MediaTek 5G chipsets include Arm, China 
Mobile, Tetras.AI, ArcSoft and Tencent 
Games.

A new launchpad for 
startups to discover the 
Chinese market
It is not a secret that under the circumstances 
of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19), 
pandemic entrepreneurs from almost every 
industry have been pushed to pivot and 
revise their business models.
But being an entrepreneur sometimes means 
finding an opportunity in any situation, grow 
a n d  l o o k  t e n  s t e p s  a h e a d .  A n d  
Startupbootcamp will always keep supporting 
and empowering passionate founders in 
discovering these opportunities. 
That is why we are very excited to announce 
our partnership with Nanjing Chi-Lin 
Technology Innovation Park and Huizhong 
Industry Service Centre to support the 
startups in our global ecosystem in 
discovering business opportunities, exploring 
the local market, and scaling-up their 
ventures in China. 
Nanjing Chi-Lin Technology Innovation Park 
is a high-tech industrial development zone of 
Jiangsu Province. It attracts high-tech 
enterprises by creating technology 
innovation platforms represented by 
incubators, science and technology parks, 
and universities. 
Together with Huizhong Industry Service 
Center we launched a Chi-Lin Soft-Landing 
Program – an immersive program for startups 
and scale-ups in our ecosystem to gain an 
insight into the local innovation landscape, 
business culture in China, and prospect new 
business opportunities. 

The program includes online training on 
“Doing Business in China, 1-on-1 meetings 
with decision-makers from leading 
corporations, investors, and key players from 
the government and 7-day Subsidized visit to 
China.
A few weeks ago, 36 high-potential startups 
and scale-ups in Artificial Intelligence, 
Information Technology, Science, and 
Technology Services participated in our 
online Pitching Roadshow Pre-Selection 
Session. Just over a third of them were 
selected to take part in online training on how 
to do business in China, facilitated by 
Startupbootcamp, Huizhong Industry Service 
Center, and Chi-Lin. During the training, the 
startups will get a grasp on the business 
environment and culture in China, obtain 
information regarding rules and legislations, 
learn the best practices of finding investors, 
and write a business plan and receive 

marketing tips and tricks. 

China launches new mobile 
telecommunication satellite
China successfully launched a new mobile 
telecommunication satellite from the Xichang 
Satellite Launch Center in southwest China's 
Sichuan Province. The Tiantong 1-03 satellite 
was launched by a Long March-3B carrier 
rocket and entered the planned orbit 
successfully, the Xinhua news agency 
reported. Tiantong-1 is a satellite mobile 
communication system independently 
developed and built by China. It consists of a 
space segment, ground segment, and user 
terminal.
Developed by the China Academy of Space 
Technology, the Tiantong 1-03 satellite will 
establish a mobile network with ground 
facilities to provide all-weather, all-time, stable 
and reliable mobile communication services 
such as voice, short message and data for 
users in China and its surrounding areas, the 
Middle East, Africa and other related regions, 
as well as most sea areas in the Pacific Ocean 
and Indian Ocean. Recent launch was the 
358th by the Long March rocket series and also 
the country's first space launch in 2021.

China hosts Chang'e-5 
international partners to 
review lunar exploration 
Project

On January 18, 2021, the National Space 
Administration and the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences jointly organized the “Ambassadors 
Walk into China's Lunar Exploration Project” 
event, inviting some foreign embassies and 
personnel from international organizations to 
the National Astronomical Observatory, the 
overall unit of the Chang'e 5 mission ground 
application system. Introduced the “Lunar 
Sample Management Measures”, issued a 
commemorative plaque for Chang'e-5 
international partners, and visited the lunar 
sample storage and processing facilities. 
Zhang Kejian, Director of the National Space 
Administration, and Zhang Yaping, Vice 
President of the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences, attended and delivered speeches. 
The Deputy Director of the National Space 
Administration Wu Yanhua hosted the meeting. 
More than 70 people including representatives 
from France, Russia, the European Union, the 
Asia-Pacific Space Cooperation Organization 
and other countries and international 
organizations, as well as Chinese and foreign 
media reporters participated . This is the first 
time that the Measures for the Administration of 
Lunar Samples have been released to the 
public, and it is also an important manifestation 
of China's pragmatic international exchanges 
and cooperation.

　　The “Measures for the Administration of 
Lunar Samples” was formulated by the 
National Space Administration, with 9 chapters 
and 37 articles, including general principles for 
the preservation, management and use of lunar 
samples, information release, borrowing and 
distribution, use and return, and achievement 
management. The “Measures” clarify that, in 
principle, lunar samples are divided into four 

JAXA, Taiyo Wire, NGK, 
Technosolver, and Koyo 
Materica develop a metal 
mesh for onboard 
deployable reflectors

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), 
Taiyo Wire Cloth Co., Ltd, NGK Insulators, Ltd., 
Technosolver Corporation, and Koyo Materica 
Corporation have jointly developed a metal 
mesh for onboard deployable reflectors that 
has achieved a dramatic cut in costs.
In order to realize faster communications 
speeds, next generation communications 
satellites need to be able to work with high 
frequency band, which necessitates large 
deployable reflectors. Conventionally, the 
metal mesh of the antennas have been made 
from gold plated Molybdenum wire, which is a 
mixed metal of precious metal and rare metal 
and therefore difficult to obtain and very costly. 
To cut costs, the five organizations have jointly 
developed a new metal mesh.
The new metal mesh is made from Zirconium 
Copper wire and fabricated by tricot weaving. It 
is light weight, flexible, and has excellent 
electrical reflection properties at the high 
frequency band of Ka (30 GHz). Zirconium 
Copper wire has characteristics similar to 
Molybdenum wire and is applicable to metal 
mesh. On top of this, Zirconium Copper wire is 
strong enough to be fabricated into a metal 
mesh without gold plating. These two reasons 
make it possible to dramatically cut cost 
compared with conventional metal mesh.
The new metal mesh is expected to be applied 
primarily to next generation communications 
satellites and SAR (synthetic apature radar) 
satellites, both of which use deployable 
reflectors to improve satellite capabilities.
Taiyo Wire Cloth Co., Ltd, and three other 
corporations are planning to make the new 
metal mesh available on the market for 
commercial satellites.

MediaTek Launches 6nm 
Dimensity 1200 Flagship 5G 
SoC with Unrivaled AI and 
Multimedia for Powerful 5G 
Experiences
MediaTek unveiled its new Dimensity 1200 and 
Dimensity 1100 5G smartphone chipsets with 
unrivaled AI, camera and multimedia features 
for powerful 5G experiences. The addition of 
the 6nm Dimensity 1200 and 1100 chipsets to 
MdiaTek 5G portfolio gives device makers a 
growing suite of options to design highly 
capable 5G smartphones with top of the line 
camera features, graphics, connectivity 
enhancements and more.
“MediaTek continues to expand its 5G portfolio 
with highly integrated solutions for a range of 
devices from the high-end to the mid-tier,” said 
JC Hsu, Corporate Vice President and General 
M a n a g e r  o f  M e d i a Te k ' s  W i r e l e s s  
Communications Business Unit. “Our new 
Dimensity 1200 stands out with its impressive 
200MP camera support and advanced AI 
capabilities, in addition to its innovative 
connectivity, display, audio and gaming 
enhancements.”

Dimensity 1200 has already received TÜV 
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basic uses: permanent storage, backup 
permanent storage, research and public 
welfare. In terms of international cooperation, 
the “Measures” clarify that the management 
and use of lunar samples follow the relevant 
international conventions that China has 
concluded and participated in. The National 
Space Administration encourages the 
development of international joint research in 
space science based on lunar samples to 
promote international sharing of results.

　　 The National Space Administration 
issued the Chang'e-5 International Partner 
plaque to four institutions, including the 
European Space Agency, the National Space 
Activities Committee of Argentina, the Ministry 
of Higher Education, Training and Innovation 
of Namibia, and the Pakistan Outer Space 
and Atmospheric Research Council. During 
the implementation of the mission, the 
relevant space agencies and China 
cooperated in the field of measurement and 
control. In recent years, in line with the 
development concept of equality, mutual 
benefit ,  peaceful use, and win-win 
c o o p e r a t i o n ,  t h e  N a t i o n a l  S p a c e  
Administration has actively carried out 
international cooperation through lunar 
exploration, Mars exploration, satellite 
engineering, launch services, measurement 
and control and other fields to promote the 
common progress of human space industry. 
And long-term sustainable development.

The Lunar Exploration Project Chang'e-5 
mission was launched on November 24, 
2020. After a 23-day mission period, it landed 
in the scheduled area of ??Siziwang Banner in 
Inner Mongolia on December 17, achieving 
my country's first sample return of 
extraterrestrial objects. On December 19, the 
task was transferred from the project 
implementation stage to a new stage of 
scientific research. In the follow-up, relevant 
units will extensively collect cooperation plans 
to encourage domestic and international 
scientists to carry out scientific research and 
strive to obtain more scientific results.

Nokia Shanghai Bell to 
deploy next-generation 
network for Airport 
Authority Hong Kong

Nokia Shanghai Bell announced that 
Airport Authority Hong Kong (AAHK) will 
deploy a new, high-bandwidth, mission-
critical Nokia IP/MPLS network to support 
tower operat ions at  Hong Kong 
International Airport (HKIA). In addition to 
provision of packet-based IP routing 
solutions, Nokia will support and manage 
migration of legacy non-IP aviation 
applications to the new network. Nokia will 
also supply a range of operational aviation-
specific professional services for network 
design, architecture, integration and 
deployment. Upon deployment completion in 
2021, Nokia will deliver long-term support and 
maintenance.

The Nokia solution will increase existing data 
capacity throughput for aviation control 
systems and ensure smooth and safe 

operation of aircraft movements throughout 
the airspace and ground control. It will equip 
AAHK with a robust, secure communications 
infrastructure for its critical data, enabling it to 
operate with optimal levels of efficiency and 
safety, and to easily accommodate 
anticipated growth in aircraft movements. 
Mervyn Harris, Head of Air Traffic 
Management, Nokia Cloud and Networks 
Services, said: “As we deploy this robust 
next-generation network, not only will we 
complete a flexible, seamless migration of 
legacy applications but we will also deliver 
HKIA wide-ranging benefits that include 
increased passenger capacity, reliability and 
ease of expansion.

“Nokia possesses extensive experience in 
mission-critical IP networking with air 
navigation service providers (ANSPs) 
elsewhere in the world. This enables us to 
deliver an unparalleled combination of 
technical skills and domain expertise, which 
is essential to provide the highest levels of 
network availability, performance and safety 
for such a high-profile airport.”

Nokia will partner with Shun Hing Systems 
Integration, a subsidiary of the renowned 
Hong Kong-based Shun Hing Group, to 
deliver the project. Shun Hing Systems 
Integration has extensive experience in 
design, project management, installation, 
maintenance of telecommunication and 
transport infrastructure related systems. S.F. 
Chan, Assistant General Manager, Shun 
Hing Systems Integration Co., Ltd. said: 
“This project is an important step in plans to 
expand the airport's operations, enabling it to 
take advantage of IP networking to 
modernize aviation communications.” 
Nokia's ANSP communications solutions 
maintain security, reliability and service 
continuity. Providing highest possible 
resilience to failure and resistance to external 
interference, they also support seamless 
l e g a c y  s e r v i c e s  m i g r a t i o n  w h i l e  
simultaneously adding new services that 
enhance ANSP capabilities. Nokia has 
delivered mission-critical IP networking 
systems to ANSPs in Ireland (IAA) and Italy 
(ENAV).

China releases 4 new BDS 
technical standards

China has newly released four national 
technical standards for the BeiDou 
Navigation Satell i te System (BDS), 
according to the China Satellite Navigation 
Office. This is a major move forward of China 
in standardizing and ensuring the 
development and industrial application of the 
BDS through drafting national standards, 
said the office. The four newly-released 
technical standards are for fields of the data 
format, map application, ground-based 
augmentation system and atomic clock of the 
BDS. These new technical standards have 
been released by the Standardization 
Administration. In the next step, China will 
cont inue to promote the technical 
standardization works to sustain the design, 
production, test certification and data sharing 
of BDS-related products. China officially 
commissioned BDS on July 31, 2020, 

opening the new BDS-3 system to global users.

China encourages 
international cooperation on 
lunar sample study

China has unveiled regulations on lunar sample 
management, encouraging international 
cooperation on studying the samples brought 
back by the Chang'e-5 probe. Released by the 
China National Space Administration (CNSA), 
the regulations cover general principles for 
preserving, managing, using, borrowing and 
returning the lunar samples, as well as 
information release and research results 
management of the samples.
According to the regulations, the lunar samples 
will be generally used for four purposes, namely 
permanent storage, backup permanent storage, 
research and public welfare. The Chang'e-5 
probe, comprising an orbiter, a lander, an 
ascender and a returner, was launched on Nov. 
24, 2020. The return capsule landed in Inner 
Mongolia Autonomous Region on Dec. 17, 
retrieving about 1,731 grams of lunar samples.
A graphic simulation shows the orbiter and 
returner combination of China's Chang'e-5 probe 
after its separation from the ascender. China 
encourages international joint research in space 
science based on the lunar samples to support 
science results sharing, said Zhang Kejian, head 
of the CNSA, noting that the management and 
usage of the samples would comply with relevant 
international conventions.

Diplomats and representatives from France, 
Russia, the European Union, Asia Pacific Space 
Cooperation Organization and other countries 
and international organizations were invited to 
visit the lunar sample storage and processing 
facil i t ies in the National Astronomical 
Observatories of China under the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences.
The CNSA also awarded commemorative plates 
to the international cooperators including the 
Argentine National Space Activities Commission, 
European Space Agency, Namibia Ministry of 
Higher Education, Training and Innovation, and 
Pakistan Space and Upper Atmosphere 
Research Commission, to thank them for their 
collaboration during the Chang'e-5 mission.
Based on the principle of equality and mutual 
benefit, peaceful utilization and win-win 
cooperation, the CNSA has actively carried out 
international cooperation in lunar exploration, 
Mars exploration, satellite projects and launch 
services to promote the common progress and 
long-term sustainable development of the space 
industry, Zhang said.

“We are still in the pre-processing stage of the 
lunar samples, including sample unsealing, 
preparation and the establishment of archives,” 
said Pei Zhaoyu, deputy director of Lunar 
Exploration and Space Engineering Center of 
CNSA.
The return capsule of China's Chang'e-5 probe 
lands in Siziwang Banner, north China's Inner 
Mongolia Autonomous Region, on Dec. 17, 2020. 
About 80 percent of the lunar samples will be 
used for scientific research, and 20 percent will 
be preserved for better and more advanced 
scientific research methods and conditions in the 
future. This also constitutes protection of the 
heritage of human civilization, Pei added.
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China's future lunar and interplanetary 
exploration missions will be more open, and 
cooperation among countries will be further 
encouraged, Pei said. The success of the 
Chang'e-5 mission is not only the 
achievement of China but also the pride of the 
members of the Asia Pacific Space 
Cooperation Organization (APSCO), said Yu 
Qi, secretary general of the organization.
APSCO will organize scientists from the 
members of the organization to participate in 
the research teams of China and other 
countries. The lunar samples retrieved by 
Chang'e-5 will bring more opportunities for 
developing countries to study the moon, 
which is also a contribution to the progress of 
world science and technology, Yu said.
Robert Paluch, representative of the 
European Space Agency, also space 
counselor of France in China, said scientists 
from Europe will be involved in the lunar 
sample research and are looking forward to 
cooperating with China in following space 
missions.

Bhutan Engineers met Dr. 
K. Sivan, Chairman, ISRO/ 
Secretary, DOS

Four Bhutan Engineers, who are currently 
undergoing training at ISRO on Nanosatellite 
building, had a courtesy call on Dr. K. Sivan, 
Chairman, ISRO/ Secretary, DOS at ISRO 
Headquarters on January 18, 2021. They also 
had a meeting with Shri R. Umamaheswaran, 
Scientific Secretary, ISRO on the details of the 
training and building of the secondary 
payload.
This training programme is organised as per 
the announcement made by the Hon'ble 
Prime Minister of India during his virtual 
meeting with the Hon'ble Prime Minister of 
Bhutan in November 2020. These Engineers 
are in Bengaluru since December 28, 2020.

Space cooperation: India 
and UK space companies 
sign MoU

In an official online ceremony, Methera Global 
Communications Ltd, the UK based MEO 
satel l i te constel lat ion start-up, and 
Telecommunication Consultants India Ltd, a 
Government of India enterprise specialising 
in ground segment installation and integration 
exchanged their signed MOU. This strategic 
relationship ceremony was officiated by key 
representatives of the UK government's 
Department for International Trade.
?The two organisations shall be working 
together on a variety of complex and 
significant projects in India, Asia and Africa 
over the coming months and years utilising 
Methera's upcoming constellation of MEO 
satellites as well as existing satellite and 
terrestrial infrastructure. The Methera 
broadband system will deliver multi-Gbps 
wholesale Internet connectivity to targeted 
underserved and emerging regions of the 
World. Providing the highest density 
coverage of current and planned satellite 
systems, Methera can light up entire regions 
with much needed high speed Internet 

connections, aiding governments and telecom 
service providers to build sustainable, regional 
and national economic growth that will positively 
change lives and directly reduce the digital divide 
around the globe. 
“This is a major international partnership 
combining the ground segment integration 
expertise and longstanding experience of TCIL 
with our novel, dynamic and high speed satellite 
constellation. The potential is truly limitless. We 
are really excited to work together to bring new 
connectivity and business opportunities to India 
and other nations around the World.”, Chris 
McIntosh, CEO, Methera Global.
“We see a great opportunity tying up with 
Methera to extend our services globally.”, “This 
project is very exciting and going to open up new 
vista and horizons for the telecom industry for 
years to come.” Rajiv Gupta, Chairman & 
Managing Director and Director (Projects), TCIL
“I would like to congratulate Methera Global and 
TCIL on this partnership focused on exploring 
opportunities in both India and global markets. 
The UK is committed to partnering with India to 
seize opportunities from Space technologies for 
the benefit of societies. We look forward to 
seeing an increase in these types of partnerships 
developing between our two countries in 2021 
and beyond.” Niall Ahern – First Secretary, 
Advanced Manufacturing – Department for 
International Trade, India

ITE and ST Engineering to 
Set Up On-Campus Cyber 
Security Training Centre

The Institute of Technical Education (ITE) and ST 
Engineering have entered a three-year 
partnership to collaborate in cyber security 
training for ITE students. This involves the 
establishment of a new cyber security training 
centre at ITE College Central, equipped with ST 
Engineering's cyber range facility.
Called the Centre of Excellence for Cyber 
Security, it will be the first-of-its-kind in ITE that 
focuses on building competencies in operational 
technology (OT) cyber security. OT is a category 
of hardware and software systems that control 
industrial processes of key infrastructure and 
essential services, such as power grids and 
railway systems.
students from ITE's cyber security courses to 
hone their skills in managing cyber-attacks 
through realistic simulation exercises. In 
particular, students will be trained to manage 
security threats to OT networks and applications. 
Such cyber range training serves to provide a 
controlled environment for students to practise 
handling real-world cyber threats.
Under the Memorandum of Understanding 
signed today, ST Engineering will also be 
providing internship opportunities for students 
from ITE's cyber security courses.
Ms Low Khah Gek, Chief Executive Officer of 
ITE, said, “Cyber security is an important growth 
sector in Singapore's digital economy. As cyber-
attacks increase in frequency and sophistication, 
there is a strong demand for skilled cyber security 
professionals. By broadening real-world learning 
scenarios, this partnership helps our students to 
develop key cyber security competencies that 
are aligned with the industry's best practices. It 
also reinforces our efforts to equip students with 
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work-ready skills that are relevant to changing 
industry needs.”
Mr Goh Eng Choon, Head of Cyber business 
area at ST Engineering, said, “The spike in 
cyber-attacks in the OT environment calls for a 
new strategy to train professionals in OT cyber 
security. The partnership with ITE allows us to 
help students expand their IT and OT 
competencies, which furthers our contribution 
in building the talent pool to support 
Singapore's cyber security needs. With ST 
Engineering's deep expertise in cyber security 
and extensive operational experience in the 
OT domain, we look forward to helping 
students to be operationally ready when they 
enter the workforce.”

New Turkish and Kyrgyz 
Channels Broadcast over 
Azerspace-1

New Turkish and Kyrgyz channels have been 
added to the list of television channels 
streaming via Azerspace-1. Azercosmos 
signed  agreements with Kyrgyzian Ayan TV 
and Super TV channels on their commercial 
broadcasting over the Azerspace-1 satellite. 
Ayan TV and Super TV channels are being 
broadcasted in the Central Asian countries via 
the Azerspace-1 starting from January 18. 
These channels broadcast daily political, 
social, economic, and cultural programs of 
Kyrgyzstan in Russian and Kyrgyz languages.
The frequency of Ayan TV and Super TV 
channels are: 11104/V/13000. Having a broad 
audience in Europe, Turkey's Euro 90 TV 
channel has started airing through the 
European beam of Azerspace-1. Euro 90 TV 
transmits the news on health, entertainment, 
and politics from Europe and around the world 
in Turkish and English. The frequency of Euro 
90 TV channel is: 11095/H/30000
Azercosmos is the premier satellite operator in 
the South Caucasus. Azerspace-1, the 
telecommunication satellite operated by 
Azercosmos, provides highly-reliable 
broadband and broadcast solutions to its 
customers in Europe, Africa, Middle East, the 
Caucasus, and Central Asia. The satellite was 
launched in February 2013 and is equipped 
with 24 C-band transponders and 12 Ku-band 
transponders and is located at 46° East 
longitude.  In December 2014, Azercosmos 
took over the rights to operate and 
commercialize Azersky, a high resolution 
(1.5m imagery products) optical Earth 
observation satellite and entered into the 
commercial business of Earth observation 
services, including Geo-Information services. 
The strategic development plans of the 
company included enhancing the coverage 
area and spectrum of satellite services. For 
this purpose, in 2018, Azercosmos launched 
its second telecommunications satellite 
Azerspace-2 in a geostationary orbit 45° East 
longitude.

Nims Purja completes 
historic K2 winter ascent
Nims Purja completes 
historic K2 winter ascent



antennas, a 2.4-metre antenna, and associated 
infrastructure. The satellite ground station is one 
of three forming a global Landsat satellite 
ground station network and has been in 
operation since 1979. These antennas enable 
Geoscience Australia to collect data from a 
number of Earth monitoring satellites, including 
Landsat 7 and 8, which provide information to 
detect changes in land use over time and other 
useful environmental data. This data is used by 
government, industry, education and research, 
contributing billions of dollars to the Australian 
economy.
The geographic location of this satellite ground 
station is of strategic importance as it provides 
satellite reception coverage over the entire 
Australian continent therefore reducing the 
need and cost for other installations to provide 
the same capability in other locations. This 
ground station allows the US Geological Survey 
(USGS) Mission Operation Centre located at 
NASA to send command and control signals to 
current and future Landsat satellites via the 
facility at Alice Springs, as well as satellite 
spacecraft telemetry information and 'state of 
health'.

2019 marks the 40th anniversary of Australia's 
participation in the USGS Landsat program. In 
recognition of this Geoscience Australia 
commissioned a painting on the ViaSat antenna 
at the Alice Springs satellite ground station, 
featuring Lakota Sioux-inspired artwork based 
on an Owinja (Star Quilt), gifted to Geoscience 
Australia by the United States Geological 
Survey Earth Resources Observation and 
Science Centre. The artist behind the Owinja is 
Rosaline Louise Oren. She was born on the 
Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota and 
today is a registered member of the Cheyenne 
River Sioux Tribe. The new artwork celebrates 
the longstanding collaborative relationship 
between Geoscience Australia and the USGS. 
The other 9 metre antenna at the site, the Datron 
antenna, already features artwork based on an 
Aboriginal painting, Caterpillar Tracks by 
Roseanne Kemarre Ellis, commissioned in 
2016 to recognise the role of the Arrernte people 
as custodians of the land where the Alice 
Springs antennas are located.

The Alice Springs antenna collects satellite 
imagery of the Earth, known as Earth 
observations from space (EOS) data, which has 
wide ranging benefits for the Australian 
community and globally.The Alice Springs 
facility was upgraded in 2016, and is an 
important element of Geoscience Australia's 
Earth observation program, which has 
collaborative agreements with a number of 
international satellite operators. EOS data is 
used to respond to natural disasters such as 
bushfires, cyclones and floods, monitor land 
use, develop agriculture, discover new mineral 
and energy resources and ensure our water 
security.
This satellite data is available to governments 
and researchers around the world, enabling 
other countries to see similar benefits. By 
collaborating in the USGS's Landsat Program, 
Geoscience Australia has secured Australia's 
access to more than 40 years of EOS data, the 
longest continuous space-based record of Earth 
in existence. As new satellites and technologies 
emerge, the Alice Springs Ground Station will 
continue to provide the capability for Australia to 

grow its invaluable archive of satellite imagery, 
and applications for its use to continue to grow.

As a country that does not have its own Earth 
observation satellites, Australia relies heavily on 
international collaborations to secure access to 
essential satellite data feeds. Geoscience 
Australia has worked with the National 
Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA) 
and the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 
in the field of space science since the 1970s. The 
Alice Springs facility is a testament to this 
enduring partnership - providing Australia access 
to critical satellite data and ensuring that 
Geoscience Australia can continue to make 
important contributions to this rapidly evolving 
field. Geoscience Australia recently signed an 
agreement with the USGS to use the Alice 
Springs antenna to collect raw data from the US 
satellites. The collected data is processed into 
images using USGS-provided software and 
further value-added by Geoscience Australia 
before being made available to users via free and 
open access. Through this partnership, Australia 
gains access to an imagery collection 
documenting 40 years of changes to our 
continent and landscape, which continues to 
provide insights into environmental change and 
improvements in the management of our natural 
resources.
The Australian National Ground Segment 
Technical Team (ANGSTT) coordinates a 
national network of Earth Observation Satellite 
(EOS) ground stations and provides a 
collaboration forum to share knowledge amongst 
the Australian public sector infrastructure 
operators. The collaborators include Geoscience 
Australia, BoM, CSIRO, Landgate (WA) and 
Australian Space Agency.

The antenna resides on land owned by the 
Centre for Appropriate Technology (CfAT). CfAT 
is a not-for-profit Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander company that works with communities, 
organisations, governments and the private 
sector across central and northern Australia. 
Geoscience Australia subcontracted the 
antenna's upgrade and facility management to 
CfAT, aligning with the Australian Government's 
Northern Australia focus. Geoscience Australia 
partnered with CfAT for this project utilising 
Commonwealth Procurement rules for 
Indigenous companies, in support of the 
Government's targets for working with 
Indigenous businesses.

ST Engineering, Airbus and 
EFW Redeliver A321P2F to 
BBAM

ST Engineering, Airbus and their joint venture, 
Elbe Flugzeugwerke (EFW) announced the 
redelivery of an A321 passenger-to-freighter 
(P2F) aircraft to BBAM Limited Partnership 
(BBAM), a leading aircraft lease management 
company with over US$29b of assets under 
management and some 150 professionals 
located in offices around the world. This is the first 
A321P2F redelivery made to BBAM, with several 
more units to come as contracted with EFW. This 
first BBAM A321 converted freighter will be 
leased to British charter airline, Titan Airways. 
Steve Zissis, President and Chief Executive 
Officer of BBAM said, “ST Engineering, Airbus 
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Nepali mountaineers, led by former British 
Army Gurkha, set a new world record and 
share images from the top of the world via 
BGAN. A team of 10 Sherpas, led by former 
British Army Gurkha and UK Special Forces 
member, Nirmal “Nims” Purja, has smashed 
one of the last great remaining prizes in 
mountaineering – the ascent of K2 during 
the winter season –capturing the historic 
moment on social media via Inmarsat. 
Known as the 'Savage Mountain', K2 stands 
at 8,611 metres (28,251 ft) above sea level 
and is the second highest mountain in the 
world, straddling the Pakistan-China border 
in the Karakorum Range.
The sheer slopes and extreme weather 
conditions make the climb challenging even 
in summer months, but add hurricane force 
summit winds, temperatures below -65 
degrees and less oxygen in the winter, and 
the climb becomes even more treacherous. 

World record
On 16 January at 17:00 local time, Nims and 
h is  team became the  f i r s t  ever  
mountaineering expedition to reach the 
summit to set a new world record, more than 
20 years after the first attempt was made.
The Nepali climbers were originally part of a 
number of competing teams, however they 
later formed into the 10-strong group to 
make the climb in their country's name and 
shine a spotlight on the Sherpa community. 
At 10m below the peak, the climbers 
grouped together to step onto the summit 
singing the Nepalese national anthem. 
Commenting on the achievement Nims said: 
“What a journey. I'm humbled to say that as a 
team, we have summited the magnificent K2 
in extreme winter conditions. “We set out to 
make the impossible possible and we are 
honoured to be sharing this moment, not 
only with the Nepalese climbing community 
but with communities all across the world. 
“Mother nature always has bigger things to 
say and standing on the summit, witness to 
the sheer force of her extremities, we are 
proud to have been a part of history for 
humankind and to show that collaboration, 
teamwork and a positive mental attitude can 
push limits to what we feel might be possible. 
Thank you for the support we've received 
from people all around the globe, it gave us 
fire in our chest to make this goal a reality.”
BGAN operates on our resilient L-band 
network to offer high-performing, 99.9% 
reliable voice and broadband data. It's the 
ultimate choice for global, mobile, portable 
connectivity on-demand, whatever the 
location – even from the top of one of the 
world's most inhospitable mountains at sub-
zero temperatures. In 2019, Inmarsat 
supported Nims with connectivity for his 
project possible 14/7 campaign which saw 
him scale the world's 14 highest mountains 
in one seven-month climbing season, 
setting a new world record when he 
completed the feat in just six months and six 
days.

40 years of Landsat in 
Australia
Geoscience Australia's Alice Springs 
satellite ground station hosts two 9 metre 
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and EFW's A321P2F programme delivers 
strongly in the areas of innovativeness and 
value enhancement. We are pleased to 
partner with them and our customer, Titan 
Airways on a solution that fully meets our 
customer's requirements and drives value 
for our investors.” “We are delighted to take 
delivery of our first A321P2F from BBAM and 
EFW,” said Alastair Willson, Managing 
Director of Titan Airways. “Titan Airways has 
over 32 years of successful freight and 
passenger operations, and has been an 
Airbus operator since 2013. The A321P2F 
will enable us to utilise all the benefits of this 
type into our air freight activities including 
best-in-class economics, reduced noise, a 
lower carbon footprint and real time health 
monitoring, ensuring the highest levels of 
reliability.” The A321P2F is the first in its size 
category to offer containerised loading in 
both the main (up to 14 full container 
positions) and lower deck (up to 10 container 
positions). EFW's A321P2F solution has a 
generous and proven gross payload of over 
28 metric tons, with further upside potential 
in future conversions. The solution, which 
comes with optimised weight distribution to 
enable empty flights and random loading, 
accords high flexibility for operators, in 
particular express carriers. The fact that 
EFW's programme is the only OEM solution 
for A321P2F in the market also ensures 
lifecycle value, given its superiority in quality, 
reliability and ease of maintenance.  “We 
want to thank our customer, BBAM and 
operator of this freighter, Titan Airways for 
entrusting us with growing their freighter fleet 
with a new member of the Airbus freighter 
family,” said Andreas Sperl, Chief Executive 
Officer of EFW. “As our A321P2F 
programme steadily gains traction with more 
redeliveries, we will, together with our parent 
companies ST Engineering and Airbus, 
double down on delivering this innovative 
solution to the market and capturing more 
narrowbody freighter market share.”

To meet the rising demand for A321P2F, ST 
Engineering, along with EFW, plans to set up 
additional conversion sites in China, the U.S. 
and Germany which will ramp up its global 
conversion capacity to 25 slots per year by 
2023. 

ST Engineering Signs 
Five-Year Contract With 
International Air Cargo 
Carrier

ST Engineering announced that it has signed 
a five-year airframe heavy maintenance 
contract with an international air cargo 
carrier. As part of the contract which took 
effect 1 January 2021, ST Engineering is to 
provide heavy maintenance support for 
multiple fleet types for the carrier at the 
Group's airframe facilities in Mobile, 
Alabama, U.S. and other locations in the 
Group's network. In addition to heavy 
maintenance, ST Engineering also caters to 
the carrier's needs for landing gear 
rep lacements  as  wel l  as  spec ia l  

maintenance visits of various aircraft types at its 
Mobile facility.
Jeffrey Lam, President/Head of Commercial 
Aerospace, ST Engineering said, “Against the 
backdrop of firm air cargo demand, we continue 
to provide strong maintenance support to our 
cargo carrier customers during this period so 
that they can focus fully on their delivery 
operations. We are especially happy that we 
can continue to support longstanding 
customers, and to increase that support with the 
inclusion of more services and additional sites 
from our global facility network to meet their 
evolving needs

Honeywell, Sichuan Airlines 
Ink Historic Deal on Auxiliary 
Power Units

.”Sichuan Airlines has selected Honeywell's 
131-9A auxiliary power units (APU) for its A320 
fleet of aircraft. As part of a five-year agreement, 
Sichuan Airlines has selected the 131-9A APU 
for its 93 new A320 aircraft that will enter service 
by 2025. The airline will also replace the APUs 
on its 141 existing A320 aircraft with the same 
Honeywell APU. This is the largest APU retrofit 
deal in Honeywell's history. The 131-9A APU will 
help Sichuan Airlines reduce flight delays and 
cancellations, creating a more pleasant flying 
experience for passengers. “We are pleased to 
collaborate with Honeywell. We hope that the 
outstanding performance of its legendary APUs 
will help us improve operational efficiency,” said 
Li Yue, executive vice president of Sichuan 
Airlines. “With the aviation industry being 
significantly impacted by COVID-19, reliable 
and innovative products and solutions are highly 
demanded for airlines' recovery and future 
development. We look forward to working with 
our partners for the bright future of the industry.” 
An APU is a critical piece of aircraft equipment 
that provides electrical power and air 
conditioning while the plane is on the ground. It 
helps ensure passenger comfort and supplies 
the air source before a pilot is ready to start the 
main engines. The 131-9A is known for its 
reliability and lower maintenance costs over the 
course of its entire life cycle, resulting in 
significant fuel savings each year. “It is a great 
pleasure to collaborate with Sichuan Airlines, 
which sets a significant milestone in enhancing 
our partnership with airline customers in China,” 
said Steven Lien, Honeywell Aerospace Asia 
Pacific President. “We see a strong recovery 
and large potential for China's aviation industry, 
as  we l l  as  l oca l  a i r l i nes '  g row ing  
competitiveness worldwide. Honeywell is 
committed to supporting this market, providing 
customers with exceptional solutions and 
equipping local support teams to help them 
create value and improve efficiency.” 
Honeywell's first APU took to the skies in 1950, 
and the company has built more than 100,000 
since then. More than 36,000 APUs are in 
service today across more than 150 regional, 
executive and commercial applications, 
including both fixed wing and rotary wing. In 
2009, the Honeywell 131-9A APU on an Airbus 
A320 played a critical role in the emergency 
landing of US Airways Flight 1549 in New York's 
Hudson River, in which all 155 passengers and 
crew survived, Honeywell has shipped more 

than 15,000 131-9A auxiliary power units since 
introducing this model in 1995.

Ericsson selected by APT 
for first 5G Multi-Operator 
Core Network in Taiwan

Ericsson has been selected by Asia-Pacific 
Telecom Co Ltd (APT) to modernize the 
communications service provider's network 
and support with 5G Non-Standalone (NSA) 
Multi-Operator Core Network readiness. This 
includes integration with Far EasTone 
Telecommunications (FET) on the 3.5GHz 
frequency band in Taiwan.
Under the terms of the agreement, Ericsson will 
provide high-performing radio access network 
(RAN) solutions from its 5G-ready Ericsson 
Radio System portfolio as well as 5G NSA 
licenses to do 5G Multi-Operator Core 
Networks (MOCN). The contract also covers 
Ericsson Network Manager, OSS migration 
services and upgrade.
In September 2020, FET and APT announced a 
partnership to provide 5G services on Taiwan's 
3.5GHz frequency band through the nation's 
first MOCN – where two or more core networks 
share the same RAN and bandwidth. The 
collaboration includes 700MHz shared RAN to 
be used on both 4G and 5G technologies.
As part of this new deal, several mobile sites will 
be upgraded with the latest Ericsson 5G RAN 
technology. The currently installed Ericsson 
basebands will be modernized to the latest 5G 
technology standard to match FET's network 
quality and maximize user experience.
Chafic Nassif, President of Ericsson Taiwan, 
says:“Ericsson continues to accelerate the 
overall progress of 5G development in Taiwan, 
supporting both APT and FET to quickly launch 
new services to market and provide Taiwanese 
consumers and enterprises with the highest 
quality communication services. Our enhanced 
5G platform provides the technological 
backbone for the nation's first Multi-Operator 
Core Network and we will continue to support 
both service providers with their successful 
integration and partnership.”

Panasonic's nanoe™ X Air 
Quality Solution Creates 
Comfortable Travel Space 
for Grabs' Premium Vehicles

5,500 GrabCar Premium vehicles equipped 
w i t h  n a n o e ™  X  g e n e r a t o r s
in five cities across four countries in Southeast 
Asia. Panasonic Corporation today announced, 
in collaboration with Grab Holdings Inc. (Grab), 
the leading everyday superapp in Southeast 
Asia, to further raise GrabCar Premium 
standards by providing cleaner and more 
comfortable travelling experience for GrabCar 
Premium passengers using nanoe™ X. The 
initiative will see 5,500 GrabCar Premium 
vehicles in five cities across four countries 
(Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia), Singapore, Ho Chi 
Minh City and Hanoi (Vietnam), and Jakarta 
(Indonesia)) be equipped with nanoe™ X 
generators, which will be available from the 



middle of January 2021. In recent years, interest in 
air quality has been increasing worldwide. Under 
the slogan of “QUALITY AIR FOR LIFE” mainly in 
Southeast Asia, Panasonic is providing air quality 
solutions that control temperature, humidity, 
ventilation, and airflow to deliver high-quality air 
environments tailored to homes, stores, offices, 
etc. At the core of these solutions is Panasonic's 
proprietary nanoe™*1 clean technology.nanoe™ 
is a nanosized particulate ion produced by 
applying a high voltage to water in the air and 
contains hydroxyl radicals (highly reactive 
components) that easily act on various 
substances. The production of these hydroxyl 
radicals has been increased tenfold compared to 
conventional products, and nanoe™ X is used in 
home appliances such as air purifiers, air 
cond i t ioners ,  wash ing machines,  and 
refrigerators, as well as in automobiles, trains, and 
commercial air conditioning equipment because 
of its various effects such as deodorisation*2, 
suppression of bacteria*3 and allergens*4.The 
nanoe™ X generator, which will be installed in 
GrabCar Premium vehicles, is powered by a USB 
port and is compact enough to fit in a car cup 
holder, making it easy to generate nanoe™ X to 
clean the air inside the car.Panasonic will continue 
to pursue the realisation of “QUALITY AIR FOR 
LIFE” in various areas of our lives and society, 
including home appliances, automotive, and 
housing-related fields, to deliver a healthy 
lifestyle.

Nokia and M1 partner with 5G 
standalone Core to drive 
Singapore's 5G ecosystem

Nokia and M1 have signed a partnership 
agreement to deploy Nokia's cloud-native 
Core software in order to drive Singapore's 5G 
standalone network launch in 2021. Nokia 5G 
standalone Core, developed with open-source 
and licensed software components, and 
consisting mainly of 5G cloud-native Core and 
Cloud Packet Core software, will offer M1 the 
reliability, scalability, flexibility and performance 
needed to efficiently deliver network capabilities 
like cloud gaming and immersive experience 
applications for Singaporean 5G customers. With 
enhanced machine learning and artificial 
intelligence, Nokia's 5G standalone Core with 
Nokia Network Services Platform (NSP) allows 
operators to design and automate network slices 
in order to drive the development of industrial uses 
cases like unmanned aerial or road vehicles, 
remote operations, wireless e-health, digital 
banking and smart manufacturing. 

Nokia's professional services teams will also 
deploy Network Exposure Function to enable 
application developers to connect to the 5G 
standalone Core and Communication and 
Security Edge Protection Proxy Function to 
enhance 5G roaming. Nokia 5G standalone Core 
software Components will be hosted on Keppel 
Corporation's (Keppel) data center infrastructure 
powered with Nokia's Airframe servers and spine 
leaf switches. They will be interconnected through 
Nokia's high-performance 7750 Service Routers 
equipped with the Nokia FP4 chipset. Several 
critical cyber-security solutions like firewall and 
certification management from Nokia NetGuard 
suite will fully secure the 5G Core infrastructure.

Manjot Singh Mann, Chief Executive Officer, 

M1, said: “5G standalone is going to be the real 
game changer for 5G. With Nokia's 5G 
standalone Core integrated into our 5G 
network, we are well positioned to harness the 
endless possibilities that 5G standalone can 
bring about. Being at the forefront of 5G 
standalone use cases development, we are 
excited to leverage 5G standalone's low-
latency, as well as its responsive, secured and 
high-throughput mobile connectivity to deliver 
high performance and reliable 5G services for 
our consumers and enterprises, as well as play 
a pivotal role in Singapore's Smart Nation 
digital transformation journey.” Raghav 
Sahgal, President of Cloud and Network 
Services at Nokia, said: “With Nokia 5G 
standalone Core, we are pleased to be 
expanding our long-standing partnership with 
M1, enabling Singapore's transformation to 5G 
by providing a host of new capabilities. It will 
deliver a greater customer experience, 
superior serviceabil ity and important 
operational efficiencies. In addition, we are 
excited and looking forward to developing and 
testing pioneering industrial uses cases 
together with M1 and industry leaders in 
Singapore.” 

Purra goes to space with 
NASA and SpaceX

Australia was part of something special when 
the NASA and SpaceX Crew-1 mission 
launched on Monday, 16 November (Australian 
time). The Australian Space Agency had 
precious cargo onboard Crew Dragon 
Resilience in the form of its toy space kangaroo 
named Purra. Purra was lucky to score a spot 
on the first fully operational NASA-SpaceX 
flight headed to the International Space 
Station. Crew Dragon Resilience docked at the 
space station on Tuesday, 17 November. The 
Australian Space Agency were excited to 
recently receive the below space station 
greeting from Purra and NASA Crew-1 
member, Shannon Walker. Bringing toys to 
space has been a tradition for nearly 60 years 
since Yuri Gagarin, the first human in space, 
carried with him a doll given to him by his 
daughter. From then, toys have continued 
travelling to space as mementos for crew or 
zero gravity indicators. In 1985, NASA also 
commenced the Toys in Space program as a 
STEM engagement activity. 

This program uses toys to teach kids the laws 
of physics. Purra the kangaroo was selected by 
the Australian Space Agency as symbol of 
Australia and our partnership with NASA. Purra 
is culturally significant as its name is connected 
to an Australian Indigenous astronomy story 
that's included in the Australian Space Agency 
band. There is a strong connection between 
space and Australia's Indigenous people, who 
have a rich history using space for more than 
65,000 years. The sky has been critical to them 
in determining seasonal activities around food 
and movement, and is a reflection of what's 
happening on the land. Purra is a red kangaroo 
that was pursued by the hunters Wanjel and 
Yuree. This is a story from the Boorong People 
of Victoria, which can be visualied across the 
stars in the southern hemisphere. Purra 
appears in the north-east of the southern sky in 

mid to late August just before dawn. The major 
star in Purra is Capella. It then disappears in 
the early evening of late February, followed 
later by the appearance of its pursuers, 
Wanjel and Yuree. A line drawn from Wanjel 
through to Yuree towards the horizon 
connects with Purra. The Boorong people 
consider stars Castor and Pollux in the 
Gemini constellation to represent each 
hunter. Watch as Purra and Shannon Walker 
say hello to Australia from the International 
Space Station. The story of Purra is 
mentioned in the below video greeting. This is 
a significant moment as it the first time 
Australian Indigenous astronomical traditions 
have been referenced in space.

All Nippon Helicopter's 
H160 completes first flight

All Nippon Helicopter's (ANH) H160 has 
performed its first flight test, a 95-minute flight 
at the Marseille Provence Airport. This 
successful maiden flight paves the way for the 
aircraft's entry into service in Japan.
ANH deploys a helicopter fleet comprising six 
AS365s and five H135s for electronic news 
gathering for the TV stations across Japan. 
This H160 will replace one of its AS365s.  
“We are delighted to see the successful 
inaugural flight of Japan's very first H160, and 
we are looking forward to this next-generation 
helicopter playing an important role in our 
nationwide missions,” said Jun Yanagawa, 
President of ANH. “Since the introduction of 
the AS365 helicopter three decades ago, the 
requirements of the electronic news gathering 
market is constantly evolving and has 
significantly improved. This state-of-the-art 
helicopter H160 is a timely welcome for our 
operations.”
The H160 was granted its type certificate by 
the European Union Aviation Safety Agency 
(EASA) in July 2020, with the certification 
from the Japan Civil Aviation Bureau (JCAB) 
expected in early 2021. Upon delivery of the 
helicopter, specialised equipment installation 
and customisation will be performed at Airbus 
Helicopters' Kobe facility, before its entry into 
service. 
“We are honoured to have ANH as our H160 
launch customer in Japan, as they renew their 
fleet. This successful first flight is particularly 
meaningful during this unprecedented time 
for the industry. We thank our customer and 
the teams involved for devoting maximum 
efforts into this achievement. We will continue 
to provide our utmost support and ensure a 
smooth delivery to ANH,” said Guillaume 
Leprince, Managing Director of Airbus 
Helicopters in Japan.

Japan's electronic news gathering market is a 
mature market with 87 helicopters dedicated 
for such missions today. Close to 70% of 
these helicopters are manufactured by 
Airbus, with the H125, AS365, H135 and 
H155 platforms commonly used by the 
operators. With the imminent introduction of 
the H160, which is equipped with additional 
safety features from the Helionix's accrued 
pilot assistance, this helicopter will bring 
added leverage to the operator.

Designed as a multi-role helicopter capable of 
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NASA's Artemis Base Camp 
on the Moon Will Need Light, 
Water, Elevation

American astronauts in 2024 will take their first 
steps near the Moon's South Pole: the land of 
extreme light, extreme darkness, and frozen 
water that could fuel NASA's Artemis lunar base 
and the agency's leap into deep space.
Scientists and engineers are helping NASA 
determine the precise location of the Artemis 
Base Camp concept. Among the many things 
NASA must take into account in choosing a 
specific location are two key features: The site 
must bask in near continuous sunlight to power 
the base and moderate extreme temperature 
swings, and it must offer easy access to areas of 
complete darkness that hold water ice.
While the South Pole region has many well-
illuminated areas, some parts see more or less 
light than others. Scientists have found that at 
some higher elevations, such as on crater rims, 
astronauts would see longer periods of light. But 
the bottoms of some deep craters are shrouded 
in near constant darkness, since sunlight at the 
South Pole strikes at such a low angle it only 
brushes their rims.

These unique lighting conditions have to do with 
the Moon's tilt and with the topography of the 
South Pole region. Unlike Earth's 23.5-degree 
tilt, the Moon is tilted only 1.5 degrees on its 
axis. As a result, neither of the Moon's 
hemispheres tips noticeably toward or away 
from the Sun throughout the year as it does on 
Earth — a phenomenon that gives us sunnier 
and darker seasons here. This also means that 
the height of the Sun in the sky at the lunar poles 
doesn't change much during the day. If a person 
were standing on a hilltop near the lunar South 
Pole during daylight hours, at any time of year, 
they would see the Sun moving across the 
horizon, skimming the surface like a flashlight 
laying on a table.

“It's such a dramatic terrain down there,” said W. 
Brent Garry, a geologist at NASA's Goddard 
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. 
Garry is working with engineers on a virtual 
reality tour of the Moon's South Pole to help 
immerse astronauts, scientists, and mission 
planners in the exotic environment of that region 
as they prepare for a human return to the Moon.
While a base camp site will require lots of light, it 
is also important for astronauts to be able to 
take short trips into permanently dark craters. 
Scientists expect that these shadowed craters 
are home to reservoirs of frozen water that 
explorers could use for life support. “One idea is 
to set up camp in an illuminated zone and 
traverse into these craters, which are 
exceptionally cold,” said NASA Goddard 
planetary scientist Daniel P. Moriarty, who's 
involved with NASA's South Pole site analysis 
and planning team. Temperatures in some of 
the coldest craters can dip to about -391 
degrees Fahrenheit (-235 degrees Celsius).
Initial plans include landing a spacecraft on a 
relatively flat part of a well-lit crater rim or a 
ridge. “You want to land in the flattest area 
possible, since you don't want the landing 
vehicle to tip over,” Moriarty said.

The landing area, ideally, should be separated 
from other base camp features — such as the 

habitat or solar panels — by at least half a 
mile, or 1 kilometer. It also ought to be 
situated at a different elevation to prevent 
descending spacecraft from spraying high-
speed debris at equipment or areas of 
scientific interest. Some scientists have 
estimated that as a spacecraft thrusts its 
engines for a soft landing, it could potentially 
spray hundreds of pounds, , or kilograms, of 
surface particles, water, and other gases 
across a couple of miles, or several 
kilometers.“You want to take advantage of the 
landforms, such as hills, that can act as 
barriers to minimize the impact of 
contamination,” says Ruthan Lewis,  a 
biomechanical and industrial engineer, 
architect, and a leader on NASA's South Pole 
site analysis and planning team. “So, we're 
looking at distances, elevations, and slopes 
in our planning.
At the Moon, it's critical to keep the area 
around the landing site and base camp as 
pristine as possible for scientists. For 
instance, among the many interesting 
features of the South Pole region is its 
location right between the Earth-facing side 
of the Moon, or the near side, and the side we 
never see from Earth, known as the far side. 
These two hemispheres are geologically very 
different, with the far side more heavily 
cratered and its crust thicker than on the near 
side. Scientists don't know why the two sides 
formed this way. The Artemis Base Camp has 
to be on the Earth-facing side to make it 
easier for engineers to use radio waves to 
communicate with astronauts working on the 
Moon. But scientists expect that over billions 
of years of meteorite impacts to the Moon's 
surface, rocks, and dust from each 
hemisphere were kicked up and strewn about 
the other, so it's possible that astronauts 
could collect samples of the far side from their 
base camp on the near side.

NASA and Boeing Target 
New Launch Date for Next 
Starliner Flight Test

NASA and Boeing are targeting no earlier 
than Thursday, March 25, for the launch of 
Starliner's second uncrewed flight test as part 
of the agency's Commercial Crew Program. 
Boeing's Orbital Flight Test-2, or OFT-2, is a 
critical developmental milestone on the 
company's path to fly crew missions for NASA 
to the International Space Station.
The target launch date is enabled by an 
opening on the Eastern Range, the 
availability of the United Launch Alliance 
Atlas V rocket, steady progress on hardware 
and software, and an International Space 
Station docking opportunity.
Boeing recently mated the spacecraft's 
reusable crew module on its brand new 
service module inside the Starliner 
production factory at Kennedy Space Center 
in Florida. Teams are working to complete 
outfitting of the vehicle's interior before 
loading cargo and conducting final spacecraft 
checkouts.
Boeing also recently completed the formal 
requalification of Starliner's OFT-2 flight 
software. Teams conducted a full software 
review and several series of tests to verify 
Star l iner 's  sof tware meets  des ign 

specifications. Boeing also will complete an 
end-to-end simulation of the OFT-2 test flight 
using flight hardware and final versions of 
Starliner's flight software to model the 
vehicle's expected behavior before flight.
The OFT-2 mission will launch Starliner on a 
United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket from 
Space Launch Complex-41 at Cape 
Canaveral Space Force Station in Florida, 
dock to the space station and return to land in 
the western United States about a week later 
as part of an end-to-end test flight to prove the 
system is ready to fly crew.

NASA's Artemis Base 
Camp on the Moon Will 
Need Light, Water, 
Elevation

American astronauts in 2024 will take their 
first steps near the Moon's South Pole: the 
land of extreme light, extreme darkness, and 
frozen water that could fuel NASA's Artemis 
lunar base and the agency's leap into deep 
space.
Scientists and engineers are helping NASA 
determine the precise location of the Artemis 
Base Camp concept. Among the many things 
NASA must take into account in choosing a 
specific location are two key features: The 
site must bask in near continuous sunlight to 
power the base and moderate extreme 
temperature swings, and it must offer easy 
access to areas of complete darkness that 
hold water ice.
While the South Pole region has many well-
illuminated areas, some parts see more or 
less light than others. Scientists have found 
that at some higher elevations, such as on 
crater rims, astronauts would see longer 
periods of light. But the bottoms of some deep 
craters are shrouded in near constant 
darkness, since sunlight at the South Pole 
strikes at such a low angle it only brushes 
their rims.

These unique lighting conditions have to do 
with the Moon's tilt and with the topography of 
the South Pole region. Unlike Earth's 23.5-
degree tilt, the Moon is tilted only 1.5 degrees 
on its axis. As a result, neither of the Moon's 
hemispheres tips noticeably toward or away 
from the Sun throughout the year as it does 
on Earth — a phenomenon that gives us 
sunnier and darker seasons here. This also 
means that the height of the Sun in the sky at 
the lunar poles doesn't change much during 
the day. If a person were standing on a hilltop 
near the lunar South Pole during daylight 
hours, at any time of year, they would see the 
Sun moving across the horizon, skimming the 
surface like a flashlight laying on a table. “It's 
such a dramatic terrain down there,” said W. 
Brent Garry, a geologist at NASA's Goddard 
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. 
Garry is working with engineers on a virtual 
reality tour of the Moon's South Pole to help 
immerse astronauts, scientists, and mission 
planners in the exotic environment of that 
region as they prepare for a human return to 
the Moon.
While a base camp site will require lots of 
light, it is also important for astronauts to be 
able to take short trips into permanently dark 
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craters. Scientists expect that these shadowed 
craters are home to reservoirs of frozen water 
that explorers could use for life support. “One 
idea is to set up camp in an illuminated zone and 
traverse into these craters, which are 
exceptionally cold,” said NASA Goddard 
planetary scientist Daniel P. Moriarty, who's 
involved with NASA's South Pole site analysis 
and planning team. Temperatures in some of 
the coldest craters can dip to about -391 
degrees Fahrenheit (-235 degrees Celsius).

Initial plans include landing a spacecraft on a 
relatively flat part of a well-lit crater rim or a 
ridge. “You want to land in the flattest area 
possible, since you don't want the landing 
vehicle to tip over,” Moriarty said.
The landing area, ideally, should be separated 
from other base camp features — such as the 
habitat or solar panels — by at least half a mile, 
or 1 kilometer. It also ought to be situated at a 
different elevation to prevent descending 
spacecraft from spraying high-speed debris at 
equipment or areas of scientific interest. Some 
scientists have estimated that as a spacecraft 
thrusts its engines for a soft landing, it could 
potentially spray hundreds of pounds it could 
potentially spray hundreds of pounds  , or 
kilograms, of surface particles, water, and other 
gases across a couple of miles, or several 
kilometers.

“You want to take advantage of the landforms, 
such as hills, that can act as barriers to minimize 
the impact of contamination,” says Ruthan 
Lewis der, a biomechanical and industrial 
engineer, architect, and a leader on NASA's 
South Pole site analysis and planning team. 
“So, we're looking at distances, elevations, and 
slopes in our planning.
At the Moon, it's critical to keep the area around 
the landing site and base camp as pristine as 
possible for scientists. For instance, among the 
many interesting features of the South Pole 
region is its location right between the Earth-
facing side of the Moon, or the near side, and 
the side we never see from Earth, known as the 
far side.
These two hemispheres are geologically very 
different, with the far side more heavily cratered 
and its crust thicker than on the near side. 
Scientists don't know why the two sides formed 
this way.
The Artemis Base Camp has to be on the Earth-
facing side to make it easier for engineers to use 
radio waves to communicate with astronauts 
working on the Moon. But scientists expect that 
over billions of years of meteorite impacts to the 
Moon's surface, rocks, and dust from each 
hemisphere were kicked up and strewn about 
the other, so it's possible that astronauts could 
collect samples of the far side from their base 
camp on the near side.

NASA Lends Moon Rock for 
Oval Office Display

In symbolic recognition of earlier generations' 
ambitions and accomplishments, and support 
for America's current Moon to Mars exploration 
approach, a Moon rock now sits in the Oval 
Office of the White House. At the request of the 
incoming Biden Administration, NASA loaned 
the Moon rock that was put on display in the 
Oval Office Jan. 20. It is from the Lunar Sample 

Laboratory Facility at NASA's Johnson Space 
Center in Houston, and its display case is 
inscribed with the following:
Lunar Sample 76015,143
Apollo 17 astronaut Ronald Evans and 
moonwalkers Harrison Schmitt and Eugene 
Cernan, the last humans to set foot on the 
Moon, chipped this sample from a large boulder 
at the base of the North Massif in the Taurus-
Littrow Valley, 3 km (almost 2 miles) from the 
Lunar Module. This 332 gram piece of the 
Moon (less than a pound), which was collected 
in 1972, is a 3.9-billion-year-old sample formed 
during the last large impact event on the 
nearside of the Moon, the Imbrium Impact 
Basin, which is 1,145 km or 711.5 miles in 
diameter.
The irregular sample surfaces contain tiny 
craters created as micrometeorite impacts 
have sand-blasted the rock over millions of 
years. The flat, sawn sides were created in 
NASA's Lunar Curation Laboratory when slices 
were cut for scientific research. This ongoing 
research is imperative as we continue to learn 
about our planet and the Moon, and prepare for 
future missions to the cislunar orbit and 
beyond.  

NASA's OSIRIS-REx Mission 
Plans for May Asteroid 
Departure

On May 10, NASA's Origins, Spectral 
Interpretation, Resource Identification, 
Security, Regolith Explorer (OSIRIS-REx) 
spacecraft will say farewell to asteroid Bennu 
and begin its journey back to Earth. During its 
Oct. 20, 2020, sample collection event, the 
spacecraft collected a substantial amount of 
material from Bennu's surface, likely exceeding 
the mission's requirement of 2 ounces (60 
grams). The spacecraft is scheduled to deliver 
the sample to Earth on Sep. 24, 2023.
“Leaving Bennu's vicinity in May puts us in the 
'sweet spot,' when the departure maneuver will 
consume the least amount of the spacecraft's 
onboard fuel,” said Michael Moreau, OSIRIS-
REx deputy project manager at NASA's 
Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, 
Maryland. “Nevertheless, with over 593 miles 
per hour (265 meters per second) of velocity 
change, this will be the largest propulsive 
maneuver conducted by OSIRIS-REx since the 
approach to Bennu in October 2018.”
The May departure also provides the OSIRIS-
REx team with the opportunity to plan a final 
spacecraft flyby of Bennu. This activity was not 
part of the original mission schedule, but the 
team is studying the feasibility of a final 
observation run of the asteroid to potentially 
learn how the spacecraft's contact with Bennu's 
surface altered the sample site.
If feasible, the flyby will take place in early April 
and will observe the sample site, named 
Nightingale, from a distance of approximately 2 
miles (3.2 kilometers). Bennu's surface was 
considerably disturbed after the Touch-and-Go 
(TAG) sample collection event, with the 
collector head sinking 1.6 feet (48.8 
centimeters) into the asteroid's surface. The 
spacecraft's thrusters also disturbed a 
substantial amount of surface material during 
the back-away burn.
The mission is planning a single flyby, 

mimicking one of the observation sequences 
conducted during the mission's Detailed 
Survey phase in 2019. OSIRIS-REx would 
image Bennu for a full rotation to obtain high-
resolution images of the asteroid's northern 
and southern hemispheres and equatorial 
region. The team would then compare these 
new images with the previous high-resolution 
imagery of Bennu obtained during 2019.
“OSIRIS-REx has already provided incredible 
science,” said Lori Glaze, NASA's director of 
p lanetary  sc ience a t  the  agency 's  
headquarters in Washington. “We're really 
excited the mission is planning one more 
observation flyby of asteroid Bennu to provide 
new information about how the asteroid 
responded to TAG and to render a proper 
farewell.”

These post-TAG observations would also give 
the team a chance to assess the current 
functionality of science instruments onboard 
the spacecraft – specifically the OSIRIS-REx 
Camera Suite (OCAMS), OSIRIS-REx 
Thermal Emission Spectrometer (OTES), 
O S I R I S - R E x  V i s i b l e  a n d  I n f r a r e d  
Spectrometer (OVIRS), and OSIRIS-REx 
Laser Altimeter (OLA). It is possible dust 
coated the instruments during the sample 
collection event and the mission wants to 
evaluate the status of each. Understanding the 
health of the instruments is also part of the 
team's assessment of possible extended 
mission opportunities after the sample is 
delivered to Earth.

The spacecraft will remain in asteroid Bennu's 
vicinity until May 10, when the mission will 
enter its Earth Return Cruise phase. As it 
approaches Earth, OSIRIS-REx will jettison 
the Sample Return Capsule (SRC). The SRC 
will then travel through the Earth's atmosphere 
and land under parachutes at the Utah Test and 
Training Range.
Once recovered, NASA will transport the 
capsule to the curation facility at the agency's 
Johnson Space Center in Houston and 
distribute the sample to laboratories 
worldwide, enabling scientists to study the 
formation of our solar system and Earth as a 
habitable planet.

Godda rd  p rov ides  ove ra l l  m i ss ion  
management, systems engineering, and the 
safety and mission assurance for OSIRIS-REx. 
Dante Lauretta of the University of Arizona in  
Tucson is the principal investigator, and the 
University of Arizona also leads the science 
team and the mission's science observation 
planning and data processing. Lockheed 
Martin Space in Littleton, Colorado, built the 
spacecraft and provides flight operations. 
Goddard and KinetX Aerospace are 
responsible for navigating the OSIRIS-REx 
spacecraft. OSIRIS-REx is the third mission in 
NASA's New Frontiers Program, which 
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in 
Huntsville, Alabama, manages for the agency's 
Science Mission Directorate in Washington.

MTT and the Regional 
Government of Aysén 
announce an investment of 
more than $ 7.6 billion to 
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reduce the digital divide

T h e  M i n i s t r y  o f  T r a n s p o r t  a n d  
Telecommunications (MTT) and the Regional 
Government of Aysén announced at the Cerro 
Castillo Rural High School, an important 
investment of $ 7,638 million for the development 
in said region of “Last Mile Projects”, initiatives 
that generate digital connectivity directly to 
homes from the Austral Fiber Optic (FOA). The 
aim of this is to introduce a greater number of 
operators to towns that currently have little or no 
coverage of both fixed and mobile accesses, 
which will benefit more than 102,000 people and 
promote productive sectors such as tourism and 
commerce. , among others.
Along these lines, eight towns in Aysén will soon 
see the results mentioned above. These are Los 
Césares and Las Nalcas (Commune of Swans); 
El Turbio (Commune of Aysén); Alto Mañihules, 
Emperor Guillermo, Río Norte and El Richard 
(Commune of Coyhaique); and Central Island 
(O'Higgins Commune).

“In today's world, and especially in the pandemic 
situation that we live in today, connectivity is 
essential for people because not only does it 
generate the possibility of carrying out 
procedures and remote work activities, but also, 
contact with beings dear ones and continue 
studying at a distance. These are the tasks for 
which we continue to work hard on, because they 
improve the connectivity of all the citizens of 
Chile, reducing the digital divide and improving 
the quality of life, ”said the Minister of Transport 
and Telecommunications, Gloria Hutt.

For her part ,  the Undersecretary of  
Telecommunications, Pamela Gidi, affirmed that 
“the connectivity challenges posed by citizens 
are only achievable if we work collaboratively 
with both regional governments and operators. 
Our citizens must have access to the best 
telecommunications networks, making their 
work, educational or personal life not be 
distinguished by the geographical area where 
they reside ”. He added that “we invite 
telecommunications companies to join this 
initiative and participate with service offers that 
directly benefit the inhabitants of the Aysén 
Region.”

Meanwhile, the SeremiTT of the region, Fabián 
R o j a s ,  i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  “ u n t i l  n o w,  
telecommunications services are at debit in 
isolated and rural sectors of the region. 
Therefore, we are looking forward to everything 
that our inhabitants in Aysén will be able to 
access with the technology that the Austral Fiber 
Optic will provide. A more efficient and secure 
communication, which will be an important boost 
for their projects, entrepreneurship, the 
development of services such as telemedicine or 
distance education, which have become even 
more relevant in the course of the pandemic ”.

Finally, the country manager of Grupo Datco, a 
holding company that integrates Silica Networks, 
Yessika Salazar, specified that “in the midst of an 
unprecedented health pandemic, the Austral 
Fiber Optic project is progressing as projected. 
Regarding the fourteen localities included in the 
Aysén Trunk, there is 51% progress in the stage 
of laying the terrestrial fiber optic infrastructure. 
This is extremely relevant since this network, 

once installed in its entirety, will make last-mile 
accesses possible. Additionally, the project 
has the peculiarity of considering more than 
200 kilometers of underwater lines that cross 
the General Carrera Lake, providing the 
desired connectivity to these locations. With 
complex weather conditions, we have already 
completed the Puerto Guadal-Puerto Río 
Tranquilo sections, Río Tranquilo-Bahía 
Murta, Bahía Murta-Mallín Grande. Now we 
hope to finalize the intermediate route of Chile 
Chico and Río Ibáñez ”.
It should be noted that the “Aysén Terrestre 
Trunk” and the “Los Lagos Terrestre Trunk” of 
the FOA project, awarded in 2019 to the 
company Silica Networks Chile SA, are 
currently in the works execution stage. On the 
other hand, with regard to “Last Mile Projects”, 
the mandatory amount of time for the provision 
of services is 10 years for the companies that 
participate in this contest that will be held this 
year.

Through ARSAT, Argentina 
and Chile will promote 
regional connectivity

 played a central role in the State visit to 
Chile, where the President of the Nation, 
Alberto Fernández, together with the Chief of 
the Cabinet of Ministers of the Nation, 
Santiago Cafiero, signed the Trans-Pacific 
submarine cable project 

 . This was within the 
framework of a telecommunicat ions 
integration agenda between both countries.
Argentina's participation in this initiative has a 
strategic and integrating nature for the region, 
since it will be the first submarine Internet cable 
that connects South America with the Asia-
Pacific. It will be carried out with participation in 
t h e  u s e  b y  t h e  N a t i o n a l  S t a t e  
telecommunications company,  , and it 
is considered very beneficial for our country, 
taking into account both political, technical and 
strategic aspects.

The Transpacific submarine cable will have its 
mooring in Valparaíso, which implies an 
accessible connection with the more than 
34,500 kilometers of our Federal Fiber Optic 

 , thus accelerating the 
digital integration of Argentina and Chile, by 
transporting Internet traffic through ARSAT. 
This transport, from and to Brazil, considered 
the main market, and also to Uruguay, 
Paraguay and Bolivia to Oceania / Asia, 
regardless of having to go through the US and 
Europe, would position ARSAT regionally, both 
in the fiber optic market and in satellite 
services.

Asimismo, la mayor conectividad que se 
lograría por tener una salida directa al Océano 
Pacífico, sumada a las salidas naturales por el 
Atlántico a través de la localidad de Las 

From the telecommunications company of 
the National State, we are a key actor in the 
projects that the President of the Nation, 
Alberto Fernández, signed with the Chilean 
president. It is the first submarine Internet 
cable that connects South America with the 
Asia-Pacific and will be implemented with 
Argentine participation through ARSAT.
ARSAT

“Digital Gateway 
Asia South America”

ARSAT

Network (REFEFO)

Toninas, podría transformar a nuestro país en 
un actor digital del hemisferio sur.
Argentina mejoraría además la conectividad 
de los pasos fronterizos y en ese sentido se 
avanza  en  una  mesa  de  t raba jo  
interdisciplinaria entre ambas naciones, 
integrada por organismos con competencia 
en control fronterizo, para determinar qué 
pasos priorizar en el tendido de fibra óptica, 
para ser conectados a nuestra REFEFO, 
logrando de esa manera optimizar recursos y 
reducir los tiempos de atención.
La República Argentina se compromete a 
participar en el proyecto, a través de un 
aporte de capital cuyo monto y modalidad 
será determinado de común acuerdo entre 
Desarrollo País, la entidad pública chilena a 
cargo de la estructuración del mismo, y la 
Empresa Argentina de Soluciones Satelitales 
(ARSAT).
Por último, el presidente Piñera manifestó el 
interés de Chile en los servicios de internet 
satelital de alta velocidad que brindará 
nuestro tercer satélite argentino de 
telecomunicaciones  que está 
en pleno proceso de construcción en 
Argentina.

Iridium and Thales Help 
Keep IMOCA Skippers 
Connected and Safe During 
Vendée Globe Round-the-
World Race

Iridium and our partner Thales are proud to be 
the official communications partner of IMOGA 
(International Monohull Open Class 
Association). IMOCA racing yachts are 
equipped with the Thales VesseLINK™ 700 
L-band broadband terminal powered by 
Iridium Certus®, enabling high-speed global 
connectivity for skippers anywhere they sail.
Many IMOCA skippers are currently 
participating in the Vendee Globe – the single-
handed, non-stop round-the-world yacht race 
that happens every four years. Since early 
November 2020, skippers have sailed over 
28,000 nautical miles through some of the 
world's most treacherous oceans and are 
sailing towards the finish line in Les Sables 
d'Olonne, France.

Iridium is the only satellite network with 
reliable, truly global connectivity, regardless 
of weather conditions, which is why IMOCA 
skippers rely on the Iridium Certus Thales 
VesseLINK terminal to stay connected while 
they compete. Iridium Certus® enables 
IMOCA skippers to easily communicate with 
their shore teams, send photos and texts to 
friends and family, conduct interviews over 
Skype, and in the most extreme cases, get 
rescued.

Connectivity at sea became a lifeline for 
skipper Kevin Escoffier, who had to trigger his 
distress beacon and contact his team for help 
after his boat endured extreme damage 
caused by inclement weather a few weeks 
into the Vendée Globe. Following the 
successful rescue, President Emmanuel 
Macron of France checked in with Kevin and 
competitor Jean Le Cam, who made the 

ARSAT SG-1
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rescue, in a call over the Iridium network.
Skipper Samantha Davies utilizes the 
connectivity provided at sea to keep in touch 
with family and to help promote her charity 
and boat namesake, Initiatives-Coeur. “It is 
thanks to [Iridium connectivity] that the public 
will be able to follow me, and we will be able to 
get a great interaction to raise as much 
money as possible for the charity, she 
shares.”
“During an intense race like the Vendee 
Globe, so many things are out of a skipper's 
control,” says Bryan Hartin, Executive Vice 
President, Sales and Marketing. “Iridium 
connectivity plays a vital role in ensuring 
IMOCA skippers have reliable connectivity to 
stay safe and in touch, as they race around 
the world's oceans.”

Introducing Qualcomm 3D 
Sonic Sensor Gen 2
Flagship smartphones use Qualcomm 3D 
Sonic Sensors to deliver in-display fingerprint 
scanning that is fast and reliable — it can 
identify prints even when your fingers are 
wet.
Qualcomm 3D Sonic Sensors deliver a better 
user experience by using technological 
advances and acoustics (ultrasonic waves) 
to scan 3D features such as ridges, valleys, 
as well as pores of a user's finger for a deeply 
accurate image. This allows the Qualcomm 
3D Sonic Sensor to scan fingerprints through 
solid surfaces like glass and metal even while 
wet. 

Qualcomm 3D Sonic Sensor is also ultra-
thin, measuring a scant .2mm. This enables 
OEMs to build mobile devices with cutting-
edge form factors. This includes full edge-to-
edge flexible OLED displays. 
Qualcomm Technologies' first generation of 
Qualcomm 3D Sonic Sensors were featured 
in many flagship smartphones including the 
Samsung Galaxy S10, Note10, S20, and 
Note20 series. 
Today, Qualcomm Technologies is  
introducing the Qualcomm 3D Sonic Sensor 
Gen 2. This second-generation sensor will be 
available in new sizes that are 50% faster and 
77% larger compared to Gen 1.  
Qualcomm 3D Sonic Sensor Gen 1 was 
4x9mm (surface area 36mm2). Gen 2 will 
debut with a sensor that is 8×8 (64mm2), 
which is 77% larger than Gen 1. 
The larger sensor provides a larger region for 
you to place your finger and allows 
Qualcomm 3D Sonic Sensor to capture 1.7x 
more biometric data. This larger sensor 
combined with faster processing will be 50% 
faster than Gen 1 so you can unlock your 
device quicker than ever. 
Qualcomm 3D Sonic Sensor Gen 2 are 
expected to debut in mobile devices in early 
2021.

Welding Underway on 
Orion for First Artemis 
M i s s i o n  L a n d i n g  
Astronauts on the Moon
At NASA's Michoud Assembly Facility in New 

Orleans, technicians from Orion prime 
contractor Lockheed Martin have welded 
together three cone-shaped panels on Orion's 
crew module for the Artemis III mission that will 
land the first woman and next man on the Moon.
The crew module's primary structure, the 
pressure vessel, is comprised of seven 
machined aluminum alloy pieces that are 
welded together through a weld process that 
produces a strong, air-tight habitable space for 
astronauts during the mission. The pressure 
vessel is designed to withstand the harsh and 
demanding environment of deep space, and is 
the core structure upon which all the other 
elements of Orion's crew module are integrated. 
With welding complete on the crew module 
cone panels – one of which contains windows 
providing astronauts views of the Moon and 
Earth – work will begin joining the forward 
bulkhead to the tunnel to create the top of the 
spacecraft, followed by the barrel and aft 
bulkhead join to form the bottom of Orion.
Last, the forward bulkhead will be welded to the 
top of the panels and, for the seventh and 
closeout weld, the bottom of the cone panels will 
be joined to the barrel to complete the pressure 
vessel. Once welding of the Artemis III crew 
module primary structure is complete, it will be 
shipped to NASA's Kennedy Space Center in 
Florida where it will undergo further assembly 
beginning this fall.
Orion, the Space Launch System, and 
Exploration Ground Systems programs are 
foundational elements of the Artemis program. 
Artemis I will be the first integrated flight test of 
Orion and SLS   and is targeted to launch later 
this year. Artemis II will follow and is the first 
crewed mission, taking humans farther into 
space than ever before. Image credit: 
NASA/Michael DeMocker

NASA's Perseverance Rover 
22 Days From Mars Landing

NASA's Mars 2020 Perseverance rover mission 
is just 22 days from landing on the surface of 
Mars. The spacecraft has about 25.6 million 
miles (41.2 million kilometers) remaining in its 
292.5-million-mile (470.8-million-kilometer) 
journey and is currently closing that distance at 
1.6 miles per second (2.5 kilometers per 
second). Once at the top of the Red Planet's 
atmosphere, an action-packed seven minutes 
of descent awaits – complete with temperatures 
equivalent to the surface of the Sun, a 
supersonic parachute inflation, and the first 
ever autonomous guided landing on Mars.
Only then can the rover – the biggest, heaviest, 
cleanest, and most sophisticated six-wheeled 
robotic geologist ever launched into space – 
search Jezero Crater for signs of ancient life 
and collect samples that will eventually be 
returned to Earth.
“NASA has been exploring Mars since Mariner 4 
performed a flyby in July of 1965, with two more 
flybys, seven successful orbiters, and eight 
landers since then,” said Thomas Zurbuchen, 
associate administrator for NASA's Science 
Mission Directorate at the agency's 
headquarters in Washington. “Perseverance, 
which was built from the collective knowledge 
gleaned from such trailblazers, has the 
opportunity to not only expand our knowledge of 

the Red Planet, but to investigate one of the most 
important and exciting questions of humanity 
about the origin of life both on Earth and also on 
other planets.”
Jezero Crater is the perfect place to search for 
signs of ancient microbial life. Billions of years 
ago, the now-bone-dry 28-mile-wide (45-
kilometer-wide) basin was home to an actively-
forming river delta and lake filled with water. The 
rock and regolith (broken rock and dust) that 
Perseverance's Sample Caching System  collects 
from Jezero could help answer fundamental 
questions about the existence of life beyond 
Earth. Two future missions currently in the 
planning stages by NASA, in collaboration with 
ESA (European Space Agency), will work together 
to bring the samples back to Earth, where they will 
undergo in-depth analysis by scientists around the 
world using equipment far too large and complex 
to send to the Red Planet.
“Perseverance's sophist icated science 
instruments will not only help in the hunt for 
fossilized microbial life, but also expand our 
knowledge of Martian geology and its past, 
present, and future,” said Ken Farley, project 
scientist for Mars 2020, from Caltech in 
Pasadena, California. “Our science team has 
been busy planning how best to work with what we 
anticipate will be a firehose of cutting-edge data. 
That's the kind of 'problem' we are looking forward 
to.” 

Like people around the world, members of the 
Mars 2020 team have had to make significant 
modifications to their approach to work during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. While a majority of the team 
members have performed their jobs via telework, 
some tasks have required an in-person presence 
at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, which built 
the rover for the agency and is managing the 
mission. Such was the case last week when the 
team that will be on-console at JPL during landing 
went through a three-day-long COVID-adapted 
full-up simulation of the upcoming Feb. 18 Mars 
landing.
“Don't let anybody tell you different – landing on 
Mars is hard to do,” said John McNamee, project 
manager for the Mars 2020 Perseverance rover 
mission at JPL. “But the women and men on this 
team are the best in the world at what they do. 
When our spacecraft hits the top of the Mars 
atmosphere at about three-and-a-half miles per 
second, we'll be ready.”
Less than a month of dark, unforgiving 
interplanetary space remains before the landing.  
NASA Television and the agency's website will 
carry live coverage of the event from JPL 
A key objective of Perseverance's mission on 
Mars is astrobiology, including the search for signs 
of ancient microbial life. The rover will 
characterize the planet's geology and past 
climate, pave the way for human exploration of the 
Red Planet, and be the first mission to collect and 
cache Martian rock and regolith.
Subsequent missions, current ly under 
consideration by NASA in cooperation with ESA 
(European Space Agency), would send 
spacecraft to Mars to collect these sealed 
samples from the surface and return them to Earth 
for in-depth analysis.
The Mars 2020 mission is part of a larger program 
that includes missions to the Moon as a way to 
prepare for human exploration of the Red Planet. 
Charged with returning astronauts to the Moon by 



2024, NASA will establish a sustained 
human presence on and around the Moon by 
2028 through NASA's Artemis lunar 
exploration plans. JPL, which is managed for 
NASA by Caltech in Pasadena, California, 
built and manages operations of the 
Perseverance rover.

NASA Pays Tribute to 
Fallen Heroes with Day of 
Remembrance
The Space Shuttle Challenger Memorial is 
seen after a wreath laying ceremony that 
was part of NASA's Day of Remembrance, 
Thursday, Jan. 26, 2012, at Arlington 
National Cemetery.Credits: NASA/Bill 
Ingalls
NASA will honor members of the NASA 
family who lost their lives while furthering the 
cause of exploration and discovery, 
including the crews of Apollo 1 and space 
shuttles Challenger and Columbia, during 
the agency's annual Day of Remembrance 
Thursday, Jan. 28. This year's NASA Day of 
Remembrance also marks 35 years since 
the Challenger tragedy.

“NASA has a unique culture that is fueled by 
possibility, set on a path to the next giant leap 
for humanity, and guided by its history,” said 
NASA Acting Administrator Steve Jurczyk. 
“The lessons of our past are the enduring 
legacy of the brave women and men who did 
not put limits on what could be achieved, and 
we all recognize the honor of being counted 
among them as part of the NASA family.”
Jurczyk will lead an observance at Arlington 
National Cemetery in Virginia, which will 
begin with a traditional wreath-laying 
ceremony at the Tomb of the Unknown 
Soldier, followed by observances for the 
Apollo 1, Challenger, and Columbia crews.
Due to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, 
this year's event will be limited to invited 
guests and closed to media.
Various NASA centers also will hold 
observances on the Day of Remembrance. 
Due to COVID-19 restrictions, attendance 
will be limited at these events, and CDC-
recommended health and safety protocols – 
including physical distancing and face 
coverings – will be followed.

Brazil commences the 
launch of Amazonia-1, its 
first Earth observation 
satellite

After thirty days of activities at the SHAR 
launch base in Sriharikota, India, INPE's 
technical team completed the exclusive 
preparation activities for the Amazonia 1 
satellite. During this period, Amazonia 1, 
which was transported separately in two 
containers, one for the service module 
(PMM) and another for the payload module, 
have been successfully re-integrated and 
tested to guarantee the functioning of the 
interfaces between the modules and their 

subsystems, in addition to the general 
functionality of the satellite. 

The completion of the satellite's exclusive 
activities is completed with the installation and 
completion of the thermal blankets (MLI), which 
are part of the satellite's thermal control. This 
activity was completed on January 23, 2021, 
thus enabling Amazonia 1 to be able to carry out 
joint activities with the launcher PSLV. The first 
is the verification of the electrical interface 
(umbilical cable), installation of the separation 
system, filling of the hydrazine tank and, later, 
integration with the launch vehicle. So far, all 
planned activities are being carried out 
according to the schedule and completed 
successfully and Amazonia 1 is on its way 
towards launch.
Amazonia-1, the first Earth observation satellite 
completely designed, integrated, tested and 
operated by Brazil, reached the launch base in 
Sriharikota, still in late 2020, and went on to the 
first inspection phase, carried out by the 
Institute's team National Space Research 
Institute (INPE / MCTI). The project is 
coordinated by the Ministry of Science, 
Technology and Innovations (MCTI) and 
developed with support from the Brazilian 
Space Agency (AEB / MCTI).

Lantronix Advanced IoT 
Technologies Contribute to 
Development of Two of 
TIME's Best Inventions of 
2020

Lantronix Inc a global provider of Software as a 
Service (SaaS), engineering services and 
intelligent hardware for the Internet of Things 
(IoT) and Remote Environment Management 
(REM), today announced that its advanced IoT 
technologies and engineering services 
contributed to the development of 

: Moxie Children's Robot from 
Embodied Inc and the HC1 Communicator 
smart hardhat from Guardhat. With Lantronix's 
products and engineering support, both 
companies were able to jumpstart design and 
quickly go to market.
“Congratulations to Embodied for its Moxie 
robot and to Guardhat for i ts HC1 
Communicator smart hardhat being named 
among ,” said 
Paul Pickle, CEO of Lantronix. “Lantronix's IoT 
advanced computing System on Module 
solutions and engineering services supported 
Embodied Inc. and Guardhat in creating and 
quickly bringing their breakthrough innovations 
to market.”

Lantronix Inc. is a global provider of software as 
a service (SaaS), engineering services and 
hardware for Edge Computing, the Internet of 
Things (IoT) and Remote Environment 
Management (REM). Lantronix enables its 
customers to provide reliable and secure 
solutions while accelerating their time to market. 
Lantronix's products and services dramatically 
simplify operations through the creation, 
development, deployment and management of 
customer projects at scale while providing 

TIME's Best 
Inventions of 2020

TIME's Best Inventions for 2020

quality, reliability and security.

Lantronix's portfolio of services and products 
address each layer of the IoT Stack, including 
Collect, Connect, Compute, Control and 
Comprehend, enabling its customers to 
deploy successful IoT and REM solutions. 
Lantronix's services and products deliver a 
holistic approach, addressing its customers' 
needs by integrating a SaaS management 
platform with custom application development 
layered on top of external and embedded 
hardware, enabl ing intel l igent edge 
computing, secure communications (wired, 
Wi-Fi and cellular), location and positional 
tracking and environmental sensing and 
reporting.

With three decades of proven experience in 
creating robust industry and customer-specific 
solutions, Lantronix is an innovator in enabling 
its customers to build new business models, 
leverage greater efficiencies and realize the 
possibilities of IoT and REM. Lantronix's 
solutions are deployed inside millions of 
machines at data centers, offices and remote 
sites serving a wide range of industries, 
including energy, agriculture, medical, 
security,  manufacturing, distr ibution, 
transportation, retail, financial, environmental, 
infrastructure and government.

ColinaNet and SES 
Networks to Offer 
Enhanced Internet and Wi-
Fi Services Via Satellite 
across Peru

In a move to greatly improve and scale 
connectivity services to its oil, gas, and mining 
customers throughout Peru, local telecom 
services provider ColinaNet will leverage SES 
Networks' Managed Enterprise Services to 
support a broad range of advanced network 
applications, SES announced today. 
ColinaNet is pioneering SES Networks' 
turnkey managed network solution in Peru to 
offer high-throughput satellite services that are 
reliable, affordable, and cloud-ready.

This software-based virtual network operator 
(sVNO) solution is built on SES Networks' 
Skala Global Platform, which enables 
ColinaNet with a suite of network and service 
management tools to provision, monitor, and 
troubleshoot services. Additionally, ColinaNet 
can access a managed pool of high-powered, 
dedicated capacity over the SES-14 satellite 
and regional SES teleport operations to 
provide a broad range of tailored customer 
services ranging from corporate voice over 
internet protocol (VoIP) and Internet protocol 
private branch exchange (IP-PBX) to high-
speed Internet and cloud access.

“Through this milestone collaboration with 
SES Networks, ColinaNet is well positioned to 
expand our presence and capabilities across 
the Peruvian market with game-changing, 
satellite-delivered telecom solutions, which 
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allow us to offer greater opportunities and 
value to our customers throughout rural, 
underserved regions of Peru,” said Angel 
Carhuas, General Manager at ColinaNet. “We 
are now able to scale our services with a very 
competitive offering, especially in areas where 
fibre is either non-existent or prone to outages. 
Together with SES Networks, we are poised 
with the resources we need to expand into a full 
spectrum of new growth markets.”
“With our Signature Enterprise VNO capability, 
our customers can easily and effectively 
extend their network, and provide far greater 
service availability while lowering capital 
expenditure and operating cost even in 
isolated areas where it was previously very 
challenging to deliver connectivity,” added 
Omar Trujillo, Vice President of Sales for Fixed 
Data Americas at SES Networks. “We are very 
excited to partner with ColinaNet to leverage 
the capabilities and tools of our managed 
enterprise services and enable the very latest 
telecom technologies in key markets across 
Peru, thanks to the reach and reliability of 
satellite.”
Launched in 2018, SES-14 plays a vital role in 
the delivery of content and connectivity across 
Latin America, the Caribbean and North 
Atlantic regions. This high-throughput satellite 
supports traffic-intensive applications and 
provides more flexibility to offer customised 
connectivity solutions that best fit customers' 
needs.

Agreement between the 
United Nations and the 
Brazilian Space Agency 
seeks to expand the 
participation of women and 
young people in science 
and technology careers

In addition to educational actions for the 
training of scientists, the initiative aims to foster 
“New Space” in the country's market
On December 31, 2020, the Brazilian Space 
Agency (AEB / MCTI), the United Nations 
Development Program (UNDP) and the 
Brazilian Cooperation Agency of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs (ABC / MRE) signed an 
agreement to international technical 
cooperation aimed at increasing the Brazilian 
Space Program (PEB), with actions planned 
until 2024. For this period, the proposal 
indicates a series of actions aimed at 
improving regulatory policies, industrial 
incentives, skills development and careers in 
the sector aerospace. Among them, 
monitoring, communication and evaluation of 
results, expansion and use of Brazilian 
solutions, educational incentive actions in the 
areas of science, technology, engineering, arts 
and mathematics (STEAM).

Women's participation in PEB is also part of the 
measure's objectives. It is intended to boost 
the participation of girls and young women, 
who have chosen to work in the areas of 
science and technology, so that they continue 

to develop their skills. The training of women 
in the field of astronautic sciences is part of the 
projections of the Artemis program, 
developed by the American Space Agency 
(NASA), to which Brazil is a signatory. The 
expectation for the program is that, by 2024, 
the first woman will be able to join the crew 
that will make a new landing on lunar soil.

New Space
Like the global trends applied to the space 
market, the initiative also proposes incentives 
to expand the “New Space” activity in Brazil, 
based on the strengthening of relations 
between public and private institutions in the 
sector, with the promotion of technical and 
professional training and technological and 
industrial autonomy.
According to the president of AEB, Carlos 
Moura, the agreement will contribute to the 
repositioning of national policies for space 
exploration, with the balance of investments 
and conditions for the feasibility of projects for 
the sector. “The Agency has the competence 
to act as an inducer and to intensify cutting-
edge technological development in various 
production chains. With this agreement and 
the potential to enter international practices, 
such as New Space, we will be able to 
expand, for  example,  the nat ional  
performance for the use of nanotechnology, 
through startups. These guidelines may bring 
increasing returns to the country, including the 
creation of direct or indirect jobs and the 
provision of new technological services ”, he 
said.

Welcoming a New Addition 
to the Deep Space Network

A powerful new antenna has been added to 
the NASA Space Communications and 
Navigation's Deep Space Network (DSN), 
which connects us to the space robots 
exploring our solar system. Called Deep 
Space Station 56, or DSS-56, the dish is now 
online and ready to communicate with a 
variety of missions, including NASA's 
Perseverance rover when it lands on the Red 
Planet next month.
The new 34-meter-wide (112-foot-wide) dish 
has been under construction at the Madrid 
Deep Space Communications Complex in 
Spain since 2017. Existing antennas are 
limited in the frequency bands they can 
receive and transmit, often restricting them to 
communicating only with specific spacecraft. 
DSS-56 is the first to use the Deep Space 
Network's full range of communication 
frequencies as soon as it went online. This 
means DSS-56 is an “all-in-one” antenna that 
can communicate with all the missions that 
the DSN supports and can be used as a 
backup for any of the Madrid complex's other 
antennas.

Vistara Becomes World's 
First Airline to Feature 
Panasonic's Arc 3D In-

Flight Map Application

Vistara, India's finest full-service carrier, has 
upgraded the map application in its in-flight 
entertainment (IFE) system and launched Arc, 
Panasonic Avionics' new, state-of-the-art, 3D 
in-flight map application on its Boeing 787-9 
Dreamliner aircraft. The map platform will be 
progressively made available on the airline's 
brand new A321neo aircraft as well. As the 
launch customer of Arc, Vistara is the world's 
first airline to offer this immersive in-flight map 
experience to customers that brings a wide 
range of innovations to the traditional in-flight 
map application, while expanding the concept 
into a fully integrated experience within the IFE 
and connectivity system. 
Arc will be available in all cabins – in the 
overhead monitors, seatback screens, video 
handsets as well as on passengers' mobile 
devices connected to the in-flight Wi-Fi. Vistara 
passengers will now be able to choose from 
over 20 distinct map views in 4K for various 
phases of flight, incorporating everything from 
stunning 3D satellite imagery, local and global 
views, down to a personalized feature that 
enables passengers to see the aircraft's relative 
position to their selected map location 
throughout their flight. More equally engaging 
features such as the Kids Map and street map 
views will be introduced in a subsequent 
release.
In-flight entertainment plays an extremely 
important role in the overall experience of 
flying with an airline, especially on a long 
flight. Our partnership with Panasonic has 
helped us in bringing state-of-the-art IFE 
systems and satellite connectivity to our 
customers .  Arc ,  wi th  t ra i lb laz ing 
capabilities, will not only help us keep our 
customers engaged on their flights, but also 
open up a whole new medium for us to 
interact with them. We are delighted to make 
this cutting-edge application a part of the 
award-winning Vistara experience in our 
continuous effort to maximize customer 
d e l i g h t . V i n o d  K a n n a n
Chief Commercial Officer, Vistara
Arc is inspired by the latest design thinking of 
contemporary digital and gaming experiences 
and enables airlines to leverage the high 
viewership of in-flight moving maps.

Andrew Mohr, Vice President of Digital 
Services and Solutions for Panasonic 
Avionics Corporation said: “We are delighted 
by this opportunity to partner with Vistara on the 
launch of Arc on their Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner 
aircraft.  Arc represents a new generation of 
map technology, perfectly tuned to take 
advantage of our latest IFE hardware.  
Introducing many industry firsts, this 
collaboration with Vistara has resulted in both 
companies jointly setting a new standard for the 
in-flight map experience.”
Vistara is India's only airline to offer in-flight Wi-
Fi internet connectivity onboard international 
flights operated by its Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner 
and Airbus A321neo aircraft. The airline's IFE 
system offers a rich multimedia library of nearly 
700 hours of wide-ranging engaging content 
that includes movies, TV shows, and audio 
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compilations of various genres as well as games.
Vistara is India's highest-rated airline on Skytrax 
and Tripadvisor and has also been the winner of 
'Five Star Airline' and several 'Best Airline' 
awards. In a short span of six years since starting 
operations, Vistara has raised the bar for 
operations and service delivery in the Indian 
aviation industry by offering a world-class flying 
experience to travelers.

Northrop Grumman 
Successfully Completes 
Validation Test of New 
Rocket Motor for United 
Launch Alliance
Northrop Grumman Corporation conducted a 
validation ground test of an extended length 63-
inch-diameter Graphite Epoxy Motor (GEM 
63XL) today in Promontory. This variation of the 
company's GEM 63 strap-on booster was 
developed in partnership with United Launch 
Alliance (ULA) to provide additional lift capability 
to the Vulcan Centaur rocket.
Northrop Grumman conducted a validation test 
of its GEM 63XL rocket motor on Jan. 21 at its 
Promontory, Utah, facility. The GEM 63XL will 
support the United Launch Alliance's Vulcan 
Centaur launch vehicle.
“This new motor optimizes our best-in-class 
technologies and leverages flight-proven solid 
rocket propulsion designs to provide our 
customers with the most reliable product,” said 
Charlie Precourt, vice president, propulsion 
systems, Northrop Grumman. “Evolving the 
original GEM 63 design utilizes our decades of 
GEM strap-on booster expertise while enhancing 
capabilities for heavy-lift missions.”
During today's static test, the motor fired for 
approximately 90 seconds, producing nearly 
449,000 pounds of thrust to validate the 
performance capability of the motor design. 
Additionally, this firing verified the motor's 
internal insulation, propellant grain, ballistics and 
nozzle in a hot-conditioned environment.
Northrop Grumman has supplied rocket 
propulsion to ULA and its heritage companies for 
a variety of launch vehicles since 1964. The GEM 
family of strap-on motors was developed starting 
in the early 1980s with the GEM 40 to support the 
Delta II launch vehicle. The company then 
followed with the GEM 46 for the Delta II Heavy, 
and the GEM 60, which flew 86 motors over 26 
Delta IV launches before retiring in 2019. The first 
GEM 63 motors supported ULA's Atlas V rocket 
in November 2020.
Northrop Grumman solves the toughest 
problems in space, aeronautics, defense and 
cyberspace to meet the ever evolving needs of 
our customers worldwide. Our 90,000 
employees define possible every day using 
science, technology and engineering to create 
and deliver advanced systems, products and 
services.

Honeywell Accelerometers 
Point Energy Exploration in 
the Right Direction
A palm-sized sensor that guides aircraft and 
spacecraft also has a more down-to-earth 
application such as helping drilling and mining 
companies reach diverse oil fields and mineral 
resources around the world. High-precision 

accelerometers provide critical acceleration 
data in all kinds of applications and under the 
most demanding operating conditions. 
Whether they're integrated into the inertial 
navigation system of a jumbo jet cruising 
thousands of feet above the ocean or 
attached to a drill string searching for oil 
thousands of feet beneath the ocean floor, 
accelerometers measure changes in position 
and velocity over time.

Quartz flexure, such as Q-Flex accelerometer 
work by using a proof mass, made of 
amorphous quartz, that can move or “flex” in 
the presence of acceleration. The picture 
shows the flexure motion in the absence and 
presence of acceleration. However, the 
operation of a Q-Flex™ is a bit more 
complicated than a simple picture shows 
below. The Q-Flex™ is a closed-loop, force-
rebalanced sensor.
The displacement of the proof mass is sensed 
by a capacitive plate. An induced current in a 
set of magnetic field coils attached to the 
flexure is used to exert an equal but opposite 
force to restore the proof mass to the 
unflexed, balanced position. By measuring 
the current in the magnetic field coils, one can 
determine the amount of force needed to hold 
the flexure stationary. This current is 
proportional to the input acceleration.
Accelerometers play a critical role in the 
measurement while drilling process oil and 
gas companies use to create boreholes to 
explore and produce hydrocarbons. Data 
from accelerometers, in combination with 
either gyroscope or magnetometers, is used 
to measure the inclination and azimuth of the 
hole being drilled in real time, which enables 
the drilling team to steer the well towards a 
target zone.

Rugged and reliable Honeywell Q-Flex™ 
Energy accelerometers were high-technology 
heroes in the all-out effort to stanch the flow of 
oil gushing into the Gulf of Mexico after a 
tragic 2010 explosion on an offshore oil rig. 
After several failed attempts to contain the 
spill, oil company technicians used MWD 
techniques to drill two relief wells more than 
13,000 feet below the sea floor, steered by 
Honeywell Energy accelerometers.  Our 
accelerometers enabled the well drillers to 
achieve extraordinary levels of precision, far 
beyond what is typically required of the MWD 
process, which enabled them to cap the well 
very near the reservoir and stem the flow of oil 
after 85 days.
We're proud of how our products helped end 
one of the worst environmental disasters in 
world history and we're equally proud of how 
Honeywell accelerometers help our upstream 
customers in the oil and gas industry meet the 
world's energy demands by improving the 
efficiency of the exploration and production 
processes.

Honeywell has been developing and 
manufacturing accelerometers for aerospace 
applications for close to 50 years and we've 
produced more than 3 million units in just the 
last two decades. Honeywell engineers were 
among the first to recognize the potential to 
these amazing devices in other industries and 
we introduced our Energy accelerometers to 
the energy industry back in the 1990s.
Honeywell accelerometers have earned a 

hard-earned reputation for excellence and 
reliability in the energy industry, based on 
millions of hours of performance under the 
most demanding of conditions, including high 
temperatures and extreme shock and 
vibration.  
Our most rugged QAT 160, QAT 185 and 
MiniQ unit are uniquely built for energy 
exploration and production applications. 
Customers choose the model based primarily 
on the intensity of the temperatures they 
expect to face during the drilling process. For 
example, the Mini Q accelerometer operates 
reliably at temperatures up to 200 degrees 
Centigrade, which is nearly 400 degrees 
Fahrenheit.
Honeywell accelerometers can take the heat 
and all the punishment the energy exploration 
and production processes can dish out. No 
wonder many of the world's leading oil and gas 
services companies choose Honeywell 
accelerometers to help them meet their 
toughest drilling challenges.

Brazilian satellite will be 
responsible for monitoring 
the Amazon region and will 
also assist with information 
on agriculture across the 
country.

The Amazonia-1 satellite, the first Earth 
observation satellite completely designed, 
integrated, tested and operated by Brazil, will 
be launched by ISRO's PSLV-C51 mission, on 
February 28, at 10:24 am local time in India – 
at 01h54 in the morning in Brazil. The 
information was released by the National 
Institute for Space Research (INPE / MCTI). 
The project is coordinated by the Ministry of 
Science, Technology and Innovations (MCTI) 
and developed with the support of the 
Brazilian Space Agency, an autarchy linked to 
the MCTI.
The Amazon Mission, which includes three 
remote sensing satellites, Amazonia-1, 
Amazonia-1B and Amazonia-2, will provide 
remote sensing data (images) to observe and 
monitor deforestation, especially in the 
Amazon region and, also, diversified 
agriculture throughout the national territory 
with a high rate of return visit, seeking to act in 
synergy with the existing environmental 
programs.

Its orbital dynamics have been calculated in 
such a way that Amazonia-1 will always cross 
the Equator line between 10:15 am and 10:45 
am local time, wherever it is passing, until the 
end of its 4-year life. This guarantees the 
same lighting conditions on the earth's 
surface, allowing a better comparison 
between images acquired from the same 
locations throughout the year – something 
desirable for several remote sensing 
applications.

With six kilometers of wires and 14,000 
electrical connections, Amazonia-1 will be the 
third Brazilian remote sensing satellite in 
operation with CBERS-4 and CBERS-4A. 
Amazonia-1 is a synchronous Sun (polar) orbit 
satellite that will generate images of the planet 

Amazonia-1
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